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PREFACE 

This dissertation was completed and presented to the 

Committee on Higher Degrees in the Study of Religion, Harvard 

University, in the Spring of 1968. It was subsequently defended 

before a committee consisting of my thesis advisor, Professor 

Helmut Koester, and Professors Thomas Lambdin and John Strugnell 

of Harvard, and Professor George MacRae, S.J., then of Weston 

College (and now of Harvard). I was encouraged by the committee 

to submit it to a monograph series for publication, and it was my 

plan to do that. However, I wanted to revise it somewhat and 

expand it before publishing it, and this decision was the begin-— 

ning of a considerable delay in its publication. 

Also in .the Spring of 1968 I was invited by Professor James 

M. Robinson, Director of the Institute for Antiquity and 

Christianity of the Claremont Graduate School in California, to 

participate in a team project involving the publication of the 

Coptic Gnostic Codices from Nag Hammadi. I began work on the 

Coptic Project of the Institute immediately, and have been en- 

gaged in this project ever since. The fruits of these labors will 

be the publication of a volume containing Codices IX and X of the 

Nag Hammadi Library. 

During the last five years the publication of this disser- 

tation has periodically entered my mind, but I have not been able 

to commit the necessary time to the revisions which, as time 

passed, seemed more and more to be required. In the meantime I 

have gained access to much more of the gnostic material than I had 

had during the preparation of my dissertation, and I have therefore 

come to project for future publication a separate monograph grow- 

ing out of Chapter Six of the present work. 

Now with the propitious birth of the SBL Dissertation Series 

--a series which has great importance not only for scholarly 

publication but also for the preparation in institutions of higher 

learning of doctoral dissertations--new incentive has been provid- 

ed to publish this dissertation without large-scale revisions, 

more or less in the form in which it was originally presented. 

The encouragement of friends and colleagues has also been an 

important factor. For regardless of what will ultimately come of 

my plan for an enlargement of the material in Chapter Sis. bao 

not envision much further work on my part on the focal problem of 

this disseratation, i.e. the problem of the theology of the Corin- 

thian opponents of Paul. I am content to let the judgments I made 
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five years ago on that question stand. 

Naturally, much important work has appeared on 1 Corinthians 

and on the problem of the opponents of Paul during the last five 

years. Schmithals' major work has appeared in English trans- 

lation; important commentaries have been published by Conzelmann 

and Barrett; and the monograph by Luise Schottroff is a very 

important contribution. Nevertheless I have not revised the 

substance of my work. Such revisions as I have made include such 

items as providing, in a few cases, English translations for texts 

and quotations which I had originally left in other languages, 

providing in the footnotes references to English-language materi- 

als which had not previously been available in English (e.g. all 

references to the Kittel Wérterbuch are now to TDNT), and revising 

a few footnotes to take into account important recent publica- 

tions. 

It is my pleasant duty to tender my sincere thanks to persons 

who have helped to make this work possible. Helmut Koester pro- 

vided much helpful criticism during the preparation of this dis- 

sertation. One could hardly wish for a kinder, but more exacting, 

Doktorvater. Thomas Lambdin, with whom I studied Coptic and 

Ethiopic, is surely everything one could desire in a teacher of 

languages; without his contribution this work would have been 

impossible. George MacRae has been a close friend over the years, 

providing encouragement during the preparation of this disserta- 

tion and helpful suggestions during its examination; and now, in 

his capacity as Executive Secretary of the SBL, he has helped to 

make the publication of this work possible. John Strugnell, who 

came to Harvard after I had left my residency there, made some 

very fine suggestions during the examination, and has encouraged 

the publication of this work in the years since. Krister Sten- 

dahl, now Dean of Harvard Divinity School, has been one of the 

most powerful influences upon my scholarly development, not only 

while I was at Harvard but ever since as well. To whatever extent 

I have not measured up to the standards set by these scholar- 

teachers, the fault is entirely my own. My indebtedness to them-- 

but also to many other teachers left unnamed at Harvard and else- 

where-- is immeasureable. 

I gratefully acknowledge here the financial aid I received 

during my residence at Harvard: a Martin Luther Fellowship (1962- 

64) from the National Lutheran Council, a Harvard University 

Fellowship (1963-64), and a Rockefeller Doctoral Fellowship 
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(1964-66). 

My thanks, also, go to my friend and colleague, Walter H. 

Capps, Director of the Institute of Religious Studies, UCSB, for 

the use of the Institute's typewriter. And to my student and 

friend, Deborah Sills, my sincere thanks for excellent and con- 

scientious work in typing this dissertation in its present form. 

I have lovingly dedicated this book to the two most import- 

ant women in my life: 

To Mildred, my mother of blessed memory. She gave unstint-— 

ingly and selflessly in the nurture of her children, but did not 

live to see her labors come to maturity. If I have learned any- 

thing in my life of Truth, Goodness, and Beauty, I have learned 

ales especially from her. 

To Karen, my wife. Not only has she done, and is still do- 

ing, for my children what my mother did for me, but she has borne 

over many years, faithfully and with relative good humor, the 

burden of living with a man who is too often preoccupied with 

scholarly pursuits. 

lulterem fortem quis inventet? 

Surrexerunt ftlit eius, et beattssitmam praedicaverunt, 

Vir etus, et laudavit eam. 

ENS WW Are SUITES) Birger A. Pearson 

Santa Barbara, California 

Vale 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

A. The Problem 

Ever since W. Liitgert in 1908 proposed the theory that the 

opponents of Paul in his Corinthian congregation were Gnostics,1 

there has been no lack of scholarly argument to support that con- 

tention. 2 Indeed, it has become almost standard now to refer to 

the opponents of Paul in Corinth as "Gnostics." So, for example, 

E. Dinkler in his article in RGG on "Korintherbriefe" says that 

Paul was polemicizing in his Corinthian letters against a single 

front of opponents, "gegen christliche Pneumatiker ... ; diese 

sind Gnostiker . . . wahrScheinlich judenchristliche Gnostiker."3 

Again, W. Kummel in the standard isagogic work on the New Test- 

ament, "Feine-Behm-Kimmel," maintains that Paul in 1 Corinthians 

is arguing against "a new Gnostic interpretation which ascribed 

complete salvation and unconditional moral freedom to the 

"pneumatikos,' as one who had been freed from the odp& ."4 And 

in 2 Corinthians, according to Kimmel, Paul is faced with 

"a definite Gnostic, Palestinian, Jewish-Christian opposition 

created by new additional opponents ... ."° 

One very important aspect of the argument has been the issue 

of "gnostic terminology."© And by far the most important set of 

terms involved in the argument is the TMvevuyuatixde - Woxixde 

terminology, the allegedly "gnostic" differentiation between the 

Tvebwa of man and his Wuxi, and between the mvevuatixde man and 

the Woxtudg ,7 

The issue of "gnostic terminology" has played a decisive 

role in the two recent full-scale monographs by W. Schmithals® 

and U. Wilckens, 2 both of which have as their main thesis that 

the opponents of Paul in Corinth were Gnostics. It may be sug- 

gested that these two books suffer from an over-emphasis on the 

use of certain allegedly "gnostic" terms in the Corinthian 

correspondence, and that Schmithals and Wilckens frequently fall 

into the trap of reading into a passage from the Corinthian 

letters a whole theological system or philosophical Weltanschauung 

just on the basis of the occurrence of certain terms--not the 

least of which are the terms Mvevuatiude and wuxixdc.19 fT shall 

be taking up their arguments in detail in the appropriate places 

in the following chapters. 

It should parenthetically be remarked here that D. Georgi 

has recently argued that Paul in 2 Corinthians was facing a 
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different front of opponents from those reflected in 1 Corin- 

thians.11 He does not regard the opponents of 2 Corinthians as 

"Gnostics," but rather as Hellenistic-Jewish-Christian mission- 

aries. I have found no reason to disagree with the major thrust 

of his arguments, and this will be one additional factorl2 in 

limiting my own study to l Corinthians.13 

Whenever one encounters an argument to the effect that such- 

and-such a terminology is "gnostic," certain inevitable questions 

present themselves: What is there about this terminology that 

makes it "gnostic"? Is there a terminology that can be consider- 

ed to be "gnostic" in itself? Or, where did the Gnostics get a 

given terminology, and how did they use it? 

In this dissertation I undertake a study of the use of the 

terms tTvevuatiudg and Wwuoxixdc (and yotudc) in order to determine 

(1) the original context of this terminology, (2) how this termi- 

nology functions in the theology of the Corinthian opponents of 

Paul, (3) how Paul himself uses this terminology in his argumen- 

tation against his opponents, and (4) how the same terminology 

and its context functions in gnostic literature. In the process 

I think something more can be learned about the nature of the 

theology against which Paul polemicizes in 1 Corinthians, and 

about Paul's own theological milieu and how this milieu governs 

his own use of language. And perhaps something can be learned 

also about the nature of "Gnosticism." 

B. On "Gnosis" and "Gnosticism" 

The use of the adjective "gnostic" and the noun "Gnosticism" 

is not particularly helpful unless it is made clear what the 

definition of "Gnosticism" is. Indeed, this is one of the prin-. 

cipal tasks of the present generation of scholarship.1l4 

Fortunately, this task has been made more promising (though 

perhaps also a little more complex) by the well-known discovery 

of a library of original gnostic documents near the site of the 

ancient city of Chenoboskion.15 As more of these texts are 

published, more and more light can be expected to be shed on the 

problem of the origins and nature of Gnosticism. 

It is becoming increasingly evident, however, that a proper 

definition of "Gnosticism" must go beyond the issues of "termin- 
ology" and history-of-religions motifs. Indeed, it can legiti- 

mately be asked whether there really is any such thing as a 

“gnostic terminology," as ‘seems to be assumed particularly by 

Schmithals and Wilckens in their respective studies. For the 



creative genius of Gnosticism does not seem to consist in the 

invention of new terminologies or new history-of-religions 

categories or motifs. It can be shown that every history-of- 

religions motif which occurs in gnostic texts has been taken over 

from prior non-gnostic sources and has been re-interpreted. It 

is this interpretation of traditional terms, motifs, myths, etc. 

in which that which is typically gnostic can be discovered. 

Gnosticism must not, therefore, be understood primarily as a syn- 

cretistic collection of history-of-religions motifs,!® nor can it 

be said that Gnosticism is everywhere expressed in a certain pre- 

dictable terminology. With considerable perspicacity, E. Haenchen 

has remarked, "Der gnostische Mythos hat flir seine Seele keinen 

eigenen Leib gefunden."17 For Gnosticism must be viewed primarily 

on the basis of intentionality, its way of viewing the world and 

the self, and the way in which the intentionality manifests it- 

self in the various texts and systems as a hermeneutical prin- 

ciple. 

This methodology and its importance for a proper definition 

of "Gnosticism" is coming more and more to the fore, as is illus- 

trated by the important international colloquium on the origins 

of Gnosticism held in Messina, Italy, in April, 1966.18 one of 

the most important papers at that colloquium was read by Hans 

Jonas, "Delimitation of the Gnostic Phenomenon--Typological and 

Historical." In this paper, Jonas summarizes in a brilliant man- 

ner the phenomenon of Gnosticism and its mythology, subsequently 

remarking as follows: 

Against this immoderate emotionalism, we must observe the 
non-naivete of gnostic myth: with all its crudities it is 
a work of sophistication, consciously constructed to convey 
a message, even to present an argument,.and deliberately 
made up of the pirated elements of earlier myth. It is, in 
short, secondary and derivative mythology, its artifici- 
ality somehow belonging to its character. .. . But then 
again, there is great ingenuity in adapting the borrowed de- 
tail to the grand gnostic design which in all the extrav- 
agance of embroidery is never lost sight of. All this is 
possible only in a historically 'late,' distinctly literate, 
and thoroughly syncretistic situation, which thus belongs to 
the phenomenology of gnosticism, over and above its dox- 
ography. This situation includes the free-floating avail- 
ability of traditions that are no longer binding, but 
pregnant with redefinable meaning.19 

What Jonas says above about "pirated elements of earlier 

myth" and borrowed "traditions" applies equally well, in many 

cases, to "terminology." That this is so as regards the 

Mvevuatiudg - Wuxtxdg terminology reflected in 1 Corinthians and 

in Gnosticism I shall attempt to demonstrate. 



Finally, my own presuppositions on the definition of 

"Gnosticism" should here be made clear. I have in this dissert- 

ation accepted the definitions formulated in a tentative way by 

the Messina Colloquium. A distinction was made at Messina 

between gnosts and "Gnosticism." The former was defined as 

"knowledge of the divine mysteries reserved for an elite."20 

"Gnosticism" (and "not every gnosts is Gnosticism") 21 was seen to 

involve 

a coherent series of characteristics that can be summarized 
in the idea of a divine spark in man, deriving from the 
divine realm, fallen into this world of fate, birth and 
death, and needing to be awakened by the divine counterpart 
of the self in order to be finally reintegrated. Compared 
with other conceptions of a 'devolution' of the divine, this 
idea is based ontologically on the conception of a downward 
movement of the divine whose periphery (often called Sophia 
or Ennoia) had to submit to the fate of entering into a 
crisis and producing--even if only indirectly--this world, 
upon which it cannot turn its back, since it is necessary 
for it to recover the pneuma--a dualistic conception on a 
monistic background, expressed in a double movement of 
devolution and reintegration. 

Further, it was specified at Messina that the type of gnosis 

involved in Gnosticism is conditioned by the various factors de- 

lineated above. Only that gnosis is Gnosticism 

which involves in this perspective the idea of the divine 
consubstantiality of the spark that is in need of being 
awakened and reintegrated. This gnosis of Gnosticism invol- 
ves the divine identity of the knower (the Gnostic), the 
known (the divine substance of one's transcendent self), and 
the means by whitch one knows (gnosis as an implicit divine 
faculty is to be awakened and actualized. This gnosis is a 
revelation-tradition of a different type from the Biblical 
and Islamic revelation-tradition). 3 

It should further be remarked that my use of the adjective 

"gnostic" will be governed by my presuppositions concerning the 

definition of "Gnosticism." I shall also, for the sake of clar- 

ity, try not to use the more general designation, gnosis, except 

where the context makes it absolutely clear what is meant. 

C. The Bounds of This Dissertation 

An investigation of the mvevuatinde - Wuxtude (- xotuédc) 
terminology in Paul must be limited to 1 Corinthians. The use of 
the word Woxtud¢ in Paul is confined to 1 Corinthians.24 ‘The 
word xoluédcg is found in the New Testament only in 1 Corinthians 
15.47-49.25 The word Tvevuyatixdg is used as an anthropological 
category mainly in 1 Corinthians (but also in Galatians A228 

The fact that this:terminology is limited to 1 Corinthians 

is important, for it gives us a clue as to the situation in which 
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the terminology arises, i. e., in the context of a discussion be- 

tween Paul and his opponents in Corinth. 

The occurrence of the term nmvevuatiuol in Galatians probably 

belongs to the same temporal context in Paul's missionary activ- 

ity, in that 1 Corinthians and Galatians were probably written at 

about the same time.27 The occurrence of the term tvevyatindg 

in Galatians does show that the term was not uncongenial to Paul, 

and that he could make use of the term by applying to its use his 

own criterion as to what it means to be "spiritual. "28 According 

to the context of Galatians 5.16 - 6.10, ot mvevpatixot in 

Galatians 6.1 are those who "walk by the Spirit" and do not 

"fulfill the desire of the flesh" (5.16) .29 They are "led by the 

Spirit” (5.18), and produce the "fruit of the Spirit" (5.22) in 

their lives. Therefore they belong to Christ Jesus, having 

crucified the flesh with its passions and desires (5.24). They 

"sow to the Spirit" (6.8) by bearing one another's burdens (6.2) 

and by unwearied well-doing (6.9). They can therefore look for- 

ward to reaping from the Spirit eternal life (6.8). In short, it 

is clear that for Paul of nvevyattuol are those who are éy 

Xptot@ (his more usual expression), and who have received the 

eschatological gift of his Spirit. 

With these remarks on the use of nvevyatuxéc in Galatians, 

it seems justifiable to limit our study of the nvevupattixéc - 

wuxtudg terminology in Paul to 1 Corinthians, and to conclude 

that we are correct in assuming that this terminology arises out 

of a polemical context in Corinth. 

Our investigation assumes the following outline: In Chapter 

Two something will be said of the conceptual background in the 

Hellenistic world of the use of the term Wuxytxdc in the contrast 

TveuuatLudéce - Woxixdc. A number of texts in which the term 

WuXLHudg occurs will be examined as well. Chapter Three is an 

exegetical study of the relevant verses of 1 Corinthians 15, in 

which we examine in detail the original context out of which the 

Tiveuuattxdg - Wuxtxdg terminology develops, namely a Hellenistic- 

Jewish tradition of exegesis of Genesis 2.7, and show how this 

context illumines the situation in Paul's Corinthian congregation. 

In Chapter Four this study is continued in the context of an 

exegetical study of 1 Corinthians 2 and the "Wisdom" theology of 

the Corinthian opponents. In Chapter Five the use of the term 

TVELUUATLHOS in 1 Corinthians 12 - 14 is discussed. In Chapter 

Six there is set forth in detail the variegated manner in which 

Genesis 2.7 functions in gnostic exegetical tradition. Finally, 
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a short chapter of conclusions sums up the argument. 

Throughout the dissertation all English translations of 

texts are my own, except where explicitly stated otherwise. 



CHAPTER TWO: ON THE TERM WYXIKOE 

A. Introduction 

The term Wuxtudg as it occurs in 1 Corinthians 2 and 15 has 

been a notoriously difficult one to interpret. It is, of course, 

not enough merely to observe that it is an adjective derived 

from the noun woxy; what must be discovered is how and why the 

WvoxT) comes to be contrasted with TMvevua, and how the Woxinde 

aspect of man is viewed in contrast to the mvevuatiudc. In other 

words we are after the origins of the technical usage of the term 

puxtxdg as it is used in connection with the correlative term 

TIVEULATLKOC. 

This must be made clear at once because the adjective 

Wuxtxédg occurs in Greek texts as early as the pre-Socratic 

philosophers, though not in a way which can shed light on the 

origins of the "technical" usage described above. For example, 

Democritus speaks of a Sepuétne wuytuy,l and Anaxagoras says, of 

sleep, owuatiudy yao efvar td nd80c, od WoxLudv.2 Indeed the 

adjective mvevuatiude is also used in Greek literature in a sense 

that bears little or no relation to the meaning it carries in the 

TVELLATLKSS - WYoxLHdEe terminology we are here investigating.3 

So it is our task in this chapter to seek out a conceptual 

background out of which the nvetua - Wuxi contrast develops, and 

so to uncover the origins of the technical usage of the 

adjective Wuxindc. 

B. Wilckens on Wvyrxudc 

To his discussion of 1 Corinthians 2.10-16, Ulrich Wilckens4 

appends an excursus entitled "Der Begriff Wuxtndc," in which he 

makes the following remarks: 

Vor allem ist der Begriff Wuxytud¢e ein gnostischer Term. 
techn. ftir den Nichtpneumatiker. Wir sahen, wie in CH 1 der 
Aufstieg des Gnostikers so vor sich geht, dass er in den 
sieben Zonen jeweils eigene, welthafte Qualitaten abzulegen 
hat, bis er yuuvwSefc in den Bereich des rein Pneumatischen 
eintreten kann. Was hier abgestreift werden muss, ist nicht 
nur das rein somatisch Materielle, sondern damit zugleich 
auch die 'Seele'. Erldsung als Wiedergeburt zum Pneumatiker 
bedeutet flir die Gnosis Befreiung von der wWuxn, d.h. ‘ 
Abstreifen der 'psychischen' Umklammerung, Vermischung bzw. 
Depotenzierung des Pneuma, das in die untere Welt abgefallen 
ist; der gefallene Pneumatiker, von seinem Ursprung isoliert 
und dem Machtbereich des Nichtpneumatischen ausgeliefert, 
heisst Wuxindc. 

In referring us to the Corpus Hermeticum and its doctrine of 

the ascent of the self through the seven spheres, an unnecessary 

unclarity is introduced. For, in point of fact, nothing at all 

7 
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is said of the deliverance of a "pneumatic" self from the 

shackles of the "soul" in the Corpus Hermetteum. The word 

mvevuattudc does not occur in the Poimandres; neither does the 

word Woxtuéc.© The word Wuxi does occur, but not in the sense 

which Wilckens ascribes to it. In Corpus Hermeticum 1.17 we are 

told that the Man--referring to the one created initially by Nous 

which bore the etudv tod natod¢ 7--became soul and mind from life 

and light, é uev Cofic Woxtv, éx 6€ pwtde vodv. Salvation, in 

the Poimandres, consists in learning of one's essential origin 

from light and life: 

oac ual Cum éottv 6 Sedo ual natho, &E od 
éyéveto 6 Av9pwnog. Ev odv UdoNC adbTdv 
éu TCwfic ual gwtdc Svta, uat Sti Ex tTovtwv 
tuyxdvetc, etc Conv mdaAtv xworoerc.8 

This salvation comes, according to the Potmandres, only to 

the €vvoucg d&v8ewnos .? 

Thus it appears that the meaning attached to Wuxi in Corpus 

Hermetteum 1 is something different from what Wilckens implies in 

the statement quoted above. The ascent to which Wilckens refers 

is not described in terms of a stripping-off of the "soul" at all. 

It involves a dissolution of the body ( d&vdAvoig to} omyatog tov 

bALuod ) and an ascent through the spheres during which all of 

the bodily senses, energies, and vices are yielded up. 

When Wilckens tells us that "Erlésung als Wiedergeburt zum 

Pneumatiker bedeutet ftir die Gnosis Befreiung von der Wuxi," he 

refers us to a footnote in which we are informed that "der ganze 

Traktat CH XIII beschreibt denselben Vorgang als dvayévvnoig."10 

But this reference does not appear to be relevant, for no use is 

made in this tractate of the term Wuxi; the dualism in this tract 

is throughout a dualism of 06a and vod¢. Nor does the notion of 

Gvay€vynots or MaALyyeveota provide us with any help in interpret- 

ing the term yoyttog in 1 Corinthians, for the idea of rebirth is ~ 

absent not only from 1 Corinthians, but also from all of the 

genuine Pauline epistles.1ll 

Moving from the Hermetic literature, Wilckens proceeds to 

illuminate the meaning of the term woytxdc from the Valentinian 

material, concluding that "Wir stehen hier in unmittelbarer nahe 
zu 1 Kor.2."12 the Valentinian texts which Wilckens adduces do, 

of course, maintain a distinction between the MVEVUATLUY and the 
Wuxtxh obcta, Stating further that all of the "psychics" are 

Spoovo.or. abt (i.e. tH Snutovey@ ), in contrast to the 

"pneumatics" who are SuoovoLrot abt (i.e. tH toota ). This, 

indeed, is one of the bases upon which the Valentinians make 
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their distinction between "pneumatics" and "psychics." But there 

is no evidence that the opponents in Corinth distinguished 

between the higher God and the Demiurge, nor is there any evi- 

dence in 1 Corinthians for a Sophia who functions as a "redeemed- 

redeemer." Indeed, if the redemptive function of "wisdom" be 

granted for the doctrines of the Corinthian opponents--which 

seems probable}3--there is still no evidence in 1 Corinthians 

that Sophia is a fallen creature, whose very fall is responsible 

for the genesis of the psychic (including the Demiurge) and hylic 

levels of existence, and who herself needs a “Redeemer. "14 

It is therefore not enough merely to say that the word 

woxtndg is in itself "ein gnostischer Terminus technicus."15 it 

is a "gnostic" term when it is used in a gnostic context and with 

a gnostic intentionality. Insofar as the soul of man is regarded 

as a creation of an evil demiurge or of evil creator-angels, it 

will be regarded as bad or inferior, and the adjective Wuxixds 

will also share in the same connotation of the noun woxr .16 But 

such a use of the terms wWuxr and wuxtxédc is not evident in 1 

Corinthians. It is not justifiable to argue that since the term 

Wuxtuédc occurs in gnostic texts it is therefore a gnostic term, 

and that therefore it is used in a "gnostic" way in 1 Corinth- 

ians. Nor is it satisfactory to account for the derivation of 

the mvevuatiude - Woxtude terminology just by arguing its 

"gnostic" character. 

GE wox.ndc in the LXxX 

The term Wuxtxdc occurs in the LXX only in 4 Maccabees 1.32. 

It occurs there in a connotation somewhat different from that 

found in the New Testament, but ultimately, I believe, related 

to the New Testament meaning: 

Moderation is indeed mastery of one's desires. Some of 

these desires are of the soul (wWvxtxal );17 some are bodily 

(owpat exalt) over both reason (6 Aoytouds ) is clearly 

the master.18 

This statement is to be understood in the context of popular 

Hellenistic philosophy. Sophrosyne, one of the cardinal virtues 

in Hellenistic Greek ethics, is regarded as acting as a control- 

ling factor against all inordinate desires, both those pertaining 

to the body and those pertaining to the soul. That any such 

"desires" are attributed to the soul at all presupposes another 

popular idea, namely, the division of the soul into a higher and 

a lower portion. The higher portion of the soul is usually de- 

noted as the votc, or the sovereign ( HYevwovixnxdev ) portion of the 

soul.1?9 
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D. Plutarch on the Satudviov of Socrates 

In Plutarch's de genio Socratis, Simmias, one of the 

characters in the dialogue, recounts an oracular vision of one 

Timarchus of Chaeroneia. Timarchus, desirous of learning the 

nature of Socrates' famous inner voice, had consulted the oracle 

of Trophonius in Boeotia on the matter,29 and had experienced 

there a vision of the celestial regions in which he saw various 

kinds of stars sinking down or shooting up from below. A myste- 

rious voice explained what these were: 

Every soul partakes of mind ( Wuxh mdoa vod petéoxev ); 
none is completely irrational or deprived of mind. But 
whatever part of it is mixed with the flesh and passions 
is changed according to the pleasures and pains it under- 
goes and becomes irrational (GAoyov ). Not every soul is 
mixed in the same way. Some sink completely into the body 
and, becoming thoroughly disordered, are their whole life- 
long disrupted by passions. Others are mixed up somewhat, 
but leave outside their purest element, which is not drawn 
in but is like a buoy floating on the surface, attached to 
the top of a man's head, while he is as it were submerged 
in the deep. The soul is sustained around it and held fast 
insofar as it is obedient, and is not overcome with passions. 
Now that which is borne about submerged in the body is call- 
ed the "soul" (td vév odv brnOoBEvXLOV Ev TH Oyatt PeEdvEVOV 
Wuxh Aéyetar ), but that which is left free from corruption 
the many call "mind" (tO S& @SopGc AELHSEV ot MOAAOL vodv 
uarovvteg ), thinking it resides within themselves, just 
as they think that reflected images are in the mirrors 
that reflect them. But those who consider the matter cor- 
rectly call it a daemon, regarding it as something external. 
Thus, Timarchus, . . . the stars that seem to be extin- 
guished you must regard as the souls that sink completely 
into the body. The stars that re-appear from below and 
are lighted again are the souls which rise from the body 
again after death, shaking off a sort of dimness and gloom 
as one shakes off mud. But the stars that move about above 
are the daemons of men who are said to “have mind" (ot 6& 
d&vw Stagepduevor Salwovéc etor tHv vodv Exetv AEyYouévVav 
a&vSpdnwv ).21 

The latter category of men is later referred to as tO 

yavttuov ual SeouAvtotuevov yévoc (592C), a race which presumably 
includes Socrates. 

What is of special import in this passage is the division 

between the Wuxr and the vot¢ of man, the latter regarded as the 
heavenly element of man, the former as subject to the passions of 

the body. Men are differentiated from one another according to 

whether or not they allow the vot¢ to rule over them; and it is 

even suggested that men's souls can be so submerged in the pas- 

sions of the body that they are completely bereft of voidc. 

This woxt- voice differentiation is regarded as a commonplace; 
indeed what is new in the revelation received by Timarchus is the 
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idea that the votc is really a Saluov, something external to man. 

Where Plutarch got this idea is not important for our purposes, 

though Leisegang may have been correct in attributing it to 

Posidonius. ?2 

Bw eeOssdontus, set ial. 

We do know that Posidonius drew the conclusion from the 

premise of an irrational element in the soul that wickedness has 

its roots in the soul itself. This we have according to the 

testimony of Galen: 

Posidonius is not of the opinion that wickedness comes to 
man from an external source, but on the contrary that it has 
its root in our own souls (€&xovoav (Slav Allav év tdic 
poxatG Audv). Once it is set in motion (dpuwuévn) it 
Sprouts and grows. Thus _the seed of wickedness is to be 
found within ourselves. 

And Galen himself wrote a treatise entitled mept wuyic 

mdSwv val duaetnudtwv, in which at one point he quotes the 

proverb Iidvtwy S& uddAtot’ aloxtveo oautév, and gives advice on 

how to tame the &Aoyoc Sbvautc in one's soul.24 

Philo reflects the view of contemporary philosophy of an 

dAoyov wéeoc woxfic, 29 which he defines as the Svuutxdv and the 

énuSuuntixdv.26 Philo goes beyond the normal bounds of Hellen- 

istic philosophy in that he can even speak of the death of the 

soul, woxixde Sdvatoc.27 

It is this complex of ideas which informs the use of the 

word wuoxtxdg in Justin Martyr. In Dialogue 30.1 he speaks of the 

Woxtut) vdcog of the people of Israel. 28 

The word Woxtxdc, therefore, if used to apply to the 

"irrational" or earth-bound part of the soul, can be understood 

as referring to an element in man which is inferior to the higher 

element, i. e., the votUce. So Marcus Aurelius, in his 

Meditattons, can speak of man as tri-partite, consisting of odua, 

Wuxi, and votc. The o@ya in this case is the seat of alod&oeic, 

the Woxyn.of dpuat, and the votc of Sdypata. 29 

F. Hellenistic-Jewish Genesis Exegesis 

When we move onto Hellenistic-Jewish soil, we tend to find 

(as in Philo above) the same use of the term soul, but for the 

higher, rational part a preference for the term nvedua instead of 

votd¢ is observable. 2° The lLoeus eclassteus in the Old Testament 

which suggests this usage is Genesis 2.7 (in the LXX). For 

example, Josephus seems to suggest that man is basically a 

trichotomy, but for Josephus this trichotomy consists of dust 
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from the earth, Wuxi, and nvedya. This is evident in his 

paraphrase of Genesis 2.7: 

émAacev 6 Sedo tov AvIpwTOV xobv dnd this yfic 
AaBov, ual nmvetua Eviinev avdTtT@ ual woxriv. Oo 
6’ &v9ewnog odtog “ASanog ExAH9n.31 

If, indeed, nvedyua and woxrh do not constitute a hendiadys, 

there is a strong possibility that nvetdya functions in this 

passage (as it does elsewhere in Hellenistic Judaism) exactly 

as votUc does in non-Jewish Hellenistic thought, from which 

examples have been given above. If so, it is the Greek text of 

Genesis 2.7 that brings about this terminological shift. 

A similar understanding of man's wuyy and nvedua, again 

probably based on a tradition of exegesis of Genesis 2.7, enables 

Justin Martyr in Dialogue 5 to deny qualifiedly the immortality 

of the Woy. The matter is clarified in 6.2 (note particularly 

the term tO Cwtrxdyv tvedua) :32 

But just as a man does not live for all time, nor is body 
always joined to the soul, for when this union must be 
dissolved the soul leaves the body and the man is no more, 
so also when the soul must cease to exist, the life-giving 
spirit (tS CwtLxdv nvedua ) is removed from it and the 
soul is no more but returns again whence it was taken. 

Philo, alternating between votc¢ and nvedua, also bases his 

usage of the latter term (when it is used instead of votic) on his 

understanding of Genesis 2.7. For Philo the votc or the nvedya 

is the divine element in man.33 

G. The "Mithras-Liturgy" 

Reitzenstein suggested that the THVEUUAT LUO - woxyinde 

contrast in Paul was derived from the terminology of the Hellen- 

ES ELC mystery-religions.24 The one "mystery" text he brings to 

bear in his argument is from the so-called "Mithras Liturgy," 

dating from around the third century.?° The relevant phrase in 
this text is tic &v8pwntvne pov WuxLniic Suvdwewe 28 In the 
context the mystes (if one may call him that) prays his mortal 
nature stand still so that he may attain to the vision of 
immortal Aton by means of immortal spirit. This is an interest- 
ing passage, for it may very well reflect a terminology arising 
originally from the Hellenistic-Jewish exegesis of Genesis 2.7. 
The Jewish character of this magical text has been established by 
Erik Peterson, who hypothesizes that the "actor" in the text is 
Adam. 3? A further possible allusion to Genesis 2.7 in this text 
is the phrase, tvevton év évot td Lepod TIvetua, in line 14 of the 

same page in Dieterich's edition. 38 
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Thus the portion of the Paris Papyrus containing the so- 

called "Mithras Liturgy" cannot supply us with the root of the 

WoxLxdg terminology, but itself may reflect an exegetical tradi- 

tion whose lines we have now begun to establish, and about which 

more will be said in the next chapter. 

H. Jude 19 

The word Wuxtxdg occurs in the New Testament outside of Paul 

only twice, and does. not occur at all in the Apostolic Fathers. 

In Jude 19 the heretics against whom the author is inveighing are 

described as ot G&moStoptCovtec, wuxrxol, mvedua wh Eéxovtec. The 

term WoxXL%dc here is defined in a manner that conforms to the 

Pauline definition: the Wuxixédc man is the one who does not have 

the Spirit of God.32 The term seems to be one that the heretics 

(probably Gnostics) used to apply to non-gnostic Christians; this 

is suggested by the word dmo6toptCovtec. Jude has wrested the 

term from his opponents and used it against them, defining it in 

a Pauline way. The reference in 17-18 to "apostles" may indicate 

that a use of Paul was involved on the part of the opponents. 

Second Peter 3.15 indicates, at least, that the heretics of that 

epistle relied on Paul for their authority, and the heresies de- 

scribed in Jude and 2 Peter seem to be quite similar. However, a 

reference to Paul in Jude cannot be pressed too far, since Paul 

is not explicitly mentioned. Nor does the nvevuatirxdg-Wuxixnde 

terminology occur in 2 peter. 49 

I. James 3.15 

The use of the word Wuxtxudg in James 3.15 is fraught with 

difficulties. It is used not as an anthropological term (except 

in a derivative sense), but simply as a pejorative adjective. 

One thing seems quite clear: neither "James" nor the recipients 

of his letter can in any sense be referred to as "Gnostics."4l 

Dibelius attempts to solve the problem by saying simply that 

wWuxtxdcg is a technical term taken over and used out of context, 

just as the expression tpoxdc¢ thc yevéoews in James 3.6.42 

Can it be legitimately argued that the source of this "tech- 

nical term" is to be located in an environment of Jewish-Chris- 

tian wisdom theology which is closely related to the discussion 

between Paul and his opponents in 1 Corinthians?43 Is there any 

44 The relation be- "Pauline" tradition discernible in James 3? 

tween the Epistle of James and Paul is a question of debate. If 

Dibelius is right, some relationship can be posited, for he says 

that James 2.14 ff. is unintelligible "ohne dass Paulus zuvor 
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die Losung 'Glaube, nicht Werke' ausgegeben hatte."45 This is, 

in my view, a correct judgment. 

But further, the relationship between James and Paul is not 

limited to James 2 and the faith/works contrast exemplified in 

Romans and Galatians. Indeed there does seem to be a consider- 

able relationship between James 3.13-18 and other Pauline pas- 

Sages, notably 1 Corinthians 2-3. For example, compare tlc oodc 

nat émvothiuwv év byuiv; (Jas. 3.13) and ef tic Bonet cowdc eElvar 

év butv . . . (1 Cor.3.18). Again, compare un nataxavxdode 

(Jas. 3.14) and the warnings against boasting in 1 Corinthians 

$-29-3) “ana 3.2167° 
Paul,47 and outside of Paul only in John 3.12 and James 3.15. 

The word énlyetog occurs frequently in 

The occurrence of the vices CfhAog and Eptdela in James 3.14,16 

are parallel to the Corinthian CfhrAo¢g and Ept¢ against which Paul 

speaks in 1 Corinthians 3.3. Furthermore the term touiSela itself 

is a favorite in Paul48 and occurs outside of Paul only in James 

49 James 3, therefore, is seen to contain in the New Testament. 

elements which are peculiarly Pauline, and not éasily explainable 

as common elements of a wider context of early Christian language. 

Herein lies the explanation for the occurrence of the expression 

oxXLuh soola in James 3.15. wWuxexh cogta is itself not an 

attested Pauline expression, but it is reminiscent of oapuruh 

oopta in 2 Corinthians 1.12, also in a context of warning against 

uavynorg. And, of course, cogta forms the subject of Paul's 

remarks in 1 Corinthians 2-3. The occurrence of the term Woxtxdc 

in this context could account for the phrase Wuxixun coota in 

James. : 

Thus the occurrence of the term Wuxtndg in James is best 

explained on the basis of a dependence of James' language upon 
Pauline terminology. This dependence is, in my Opinion, best 
understood as a literary one; i. e. the author of James has read 
1 Corinthians. But if this is going too far, Conzelmann's theory 
of a "school of Paul" would also adequately explain the relation- 
ship between the terminology of James and that of Paul.°9 



CHAPTER THREE: IMMORTALITY AND RESURRECTION IN 1 CORINTHIANS 15 

A. The Context 

The crucial passage for our purposes is 1 Corinthians 15. 

44-49, but it is necessary to see it in its context, i.e. in the 

context of Paul's argument on the resurrection of the dead. An 

outline of the entire chapter is helpful here, and that of J. 

Weiss commends itself:1l 

vv. Wee "Grundliegende Einleitung" 
Walle = wey Part I, answering the opponents' assertion, 

‘avdotacic veno@v obu gotiv. 
Vivi eo —5ine Part II, m@c éyetpovtat ot vexupol; 

Vie noes "Ein kerniges Schlusswort" 

Part II I would break up into two parts, as follows: 

vv. . 35-50: TMOUM CHAT L; 
VV cee l= 57s TS wvotierov 

Verse 50 belongs to the argument in the preceding verses, 

but also functions as a transitional passage to what follows. 

I see no reason not to take the statement in 15.12 as it 

stands, i.e. that there were people in Corinth who actually said 

dvdotacig veupdv obtxu ~otiv. To be sure, this passage has often 

been interpreted in terms of a "realized resurrection" such as 

that which seems to have been advocated by Hymenaeus and 

Philetus, according to 2 Timothy 2.18 (dvdotac.v f6n yeyovévar) .2 

It seems to me preferable, on the basis of the clear statement in 

15.12 and the whole context of Paul's argument, to posit the 

existence in Corinth of people who denied the resurrection of the 

body, people for whom the doctrine of an dvdotactcg vexp&v was an 

impossible and superfluous notion. 3 

On the other hand, it is quite unlikely that the opponents 

denied categorically any doctrine of afterlife at all.4 Paul's 

rather hyperbolic argument appears at places (19, 30-34) to be 

directed against such a denial, but this can be understood when 

his Pharisaic background is taken into account. Paul believed 

that "he that says that there is no resurrection of the dead" 

has "no share in the world to come."© Paul reminds the Corinth- 

ians that they have received and affirmed the Christian gospel 

as he proclaimed it to them, and argues from the standpoint of a 

common affirmation that Christ is not dead, but alive.? On the 

Corinthian side this need not have included a belief in the 

bodily resurrection of Christ, for it was apparently possible 

from the beginning in the primitive church to interpret the 

exaltation of Christ in terms which did not necessarily include 

his bodily resurrection. 8 

15 
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What, then, did the opponents believe concerning life after 

death? By far the most probable assumption is that they affirmed 

a doctrine of immortality and regarded a resurrection of the body 

as superfluous, if not altogether repugnant.2 Johannes Weiss has 

summed up succinctly the prevailing thinking in the Hellenistic 

world on this point: 

Eine Wiederbelebung des Kérpers ist dem rationalistischen 

Sinne der Hellenen nicht nur hdchst unwahrscheinlich ... 
sondern dieser spiritualistischen Richtung nicht einmal 
erwiinscht; sie wurde ja nur eine neue Einkerkerung der 
Seele bedingen. 

Weiss thought that Paul's arguments were directed against 

two sides: a Hellenistic denial of bodily resurrection on the 

one hand, and a crass Jewish belief in bodily resuscitation on 

the other.11 As we shall see, he was quite correct on the first 

point, but incorrectly interpreted 15.50 in positing a second 

front of opponents. 12 

On 1 Cor. 15.46, Schmithals argues that Paul is polemiciz-— 

ing here, and it is probable that the opponents are indeed argu- 

ing for the priority of their pneumatic existence over their 

psychic. Schmithals' interpretation, however, goes beyond the 

evidence in the mythological details he reads into it.13 

The difficulty of this passage is the use of the neuter 16d 

TvevpatLuov, tO WoXLXdv, which according to the preceding context 

seems to modify o@wa. Thus, Eduard Schweizer thinks that Paul 

is arguing against opponents who viewed the o@ua nvevuatixdyv as 

something already given to the believer, something hidden beneath 

the "psychic" body, and which survives death.14 But it is 

difficult to understand the specific context of such a belief. 

The closest thing to it would be the neo-Platonic doctrine of the 

TveOua as the dyna tic Woxfic¢. It is this philosophical context 

in which the use of the term TO nvevuatLXdv odua in Philoponus' 

introduction to Aristotle's De Anima is to be placed.15 Such a 

doctrine, however, is not attested as early as 1 Corinthians, 

nor can this passage in 1 Corinthians 15 be adduced as evidence 

for it once the context has been clarified. 

According to the context, the words MVEVUATLKOV o@ua and 

WLoXLKXOV Gua cannot be attributed to the opponents at all, but 

only to Paul. These terms are governed by Paul's diatribic 

question in v. 35 and his statement in v. 37 about 1d odna 

yevnoduevov on the one hand, and the polarity in v. 45 between 

Wuxhy Céoav and nmvedua Cwonototv on the other. The basic point 

of contact between Paul and his opponents is not the concept ofa 
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"spiritual body" but the exegesis of Genesis 2.7b. 

B. Hellenistic-Jewish Genesis-Exegesis 

It is now possible to make more concrete what has heretofore 

been only the most probable assumption: the Opponents of Paul 

in Corinth believed in the immortality of the soul, and not the 

resurrection of the body. And they held to this doctrine on the 

basis of Scripture! For a careful study of the way in which Paul 

quotes Genesis 2.7b in 1 Corinthians 15.45 leads to the conclu- 

sion that his use of this passage from Genesis is a polemic one. 

Paul quotes it, "“targumizes" upon it, and Be-Interprees mete 

refute his opponents' use of Genesis 2.7b to prove their doctrine 

of immortality. What this doctrine was, and how they interpreted 

Genesis 2.7, is presently to be examined. 

Some scholars have seen in 1 Corinthians 15.45ff. a polemic 

against the Philonic doctrine of two Adams, based on the two 

creation accounts in Genesis.16 Paul is made to reverse the 

Philonic order: the first, heavenly man is really the second, 

Le pmenraist. 

But this is an interpretation that must be clarified. It is 

important to note that Philo had two different--even contradic- 

tory--interpretations of Genesis 1.27. This has been admirably 

elucidated by J. Jervell, who has shown that the "Platonic" 

interpretation of Genesis 1.27 (where the d&vSpwnog is referred to 

as (6€a tic, as in Op. 134) plays no role at all in Philo's 

anthropology; it has only an ethical function.17 Philo's anthro- 

pology can be seen best in those passages in which he merges 

Genesis 1.27 and Genesis 2.7. In this case the Logos is the 

etubv tod Seod, and God creates man ovxl eludva Seob, GAAX xuat’ 

etudva (Genesis 1.27).18 The "man" referred to here is the 

Aoyiudv psgeose Thc Wuxfc, i.e. the vodc or nvedua in man 

(Genesis 2.7) .19 
It is this latter spectrum of ideas in Philo which has 

relevance for the theories of Paul's opponents in 1 Corinthians 

15, inasmuch as these ideas have to do with a widespread Hellen- 

istic-Jewish exegesis of Genesis 2.7.29 This Hellenistic-Jewish 

exegesis of Genesis 2.7 is of crucial importance for an under- 

standing of the Corinthian opponents' anthropology, and of their 

use of the mvevuatLude - Wuxixde (-xotudc) terminology. 21 

The advantage of this thesis is not only that it gives us a 

theological context in which to understand Paul's argumentation 

in 1 Corinthians 15, with his obviously polemical exegesis of 
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Genesis 2.7, but that it provides us with a very plausible his- 

torical context as well. For there is solid evidence of the 

existence in Corinth of a Hellenistic Jewish synagogue,22 and 

we are well-informed concerning the activity in Corinth of the 

Alexandrian Jew, Apollos. 23 I am of the opinion that Apollos' 

role in Corinth is a factor of great importance for the 

development there of a Christianity influenced by the traditions 

of Diaspora Judaism. The description in Acts of Apollos' 

exegetical ability I take to be genuine and of great moment for 

our understanding of the doctrines of the Corinthian opponents.24 

The following survey of texts illustrating the Hellenistic- 

Jewish exegesis of Genesis 2.7 will make clear not only the 

origins of the mvevuatiudc-wuxtudg terminology, but the theo- 

logical background and context for the basic contrasts in 1 

Corinthians 15.45ff.: wWvuyxt\-nvedua; mpdtov to mvevuatixndv-td 

Wuxtxdv; te@tog dvSpwnocg-Sevtepog Av8pwnoc; yotudc-énmovupdvtioc; 

-odopd-d.pSapota; Ovntdv-d8avacta; elubv tod yoltnod-etubyv tod 

étlovpavtov. 

In Op. 135 Philo interprets Genesis 2.7 to mean that man is 

a composite creation made up of earthly substance and divine 

spirit (€x te yedSoug otolag ual nvetvuatoc Selov) and that man 

was 

made both mortal and immortal at the same time, mortal as 
regards the body, but as regards the mind, immortal (nate 
6 thy Stdvorav d&9dvatov). 

In Leg. Atl. 3.161 Philo says, 

For there are two things of which we consist, soul and 
body. The body is fashioned from the earth (éu yfic 
SeSnurovpyntat), but the soul is of ‘the upper air, a 
divine fragment (fh 6& Woxh alSépoc éotiv, anédonacua 
Setov); 'for God breathed into his face a breath of life 
(tIvedua Cwfic), and man became a living soul.'25 

In Som. 1.34, commenting on the incorporeal mind within man 
(the context is an allegorical interpretation of Leviticus 

19.24), Philo says, 

For that which is holy among things that have come into 
being is, in the universe, the heaven, and in man, the 
mind, since it is a divine fragment (votc, dndédonacua 
Setov dv), as Moses, especially, Says: ‘He breathed into 
his face a breath of life (nvonv Cwhic), and man became a 
living soul.' 

In Her. 55 ff£., Philo grapples with a problem which would 
naturally be a difficult one to a Hellenistic exegete; namely, 
the radical difference between the 014 Testament view of wWuxy 
(nephesh) and the Greek view. Because Moses states in Leviticus 
17.11 that wWoxnh ndone capude afud €OtLV, Philo must posit two 
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senses for the word "soul": 

éme v6 yup poxh 6t xd AEYETAL , TT te SAn ual to 
NYELOVLKOV atbtiic wépoc, O uvetwe cinetv WoxXh Woxiic 
EOTU Ss. (Hens 255), 

The dominant part of the soul, i.e. the mind, is according 

to Philo that which is referred to in Genesis 2.7: 

Eve poonde Ydo onotyv 6 mointihc tév ddwv etc td 
tepdownov attod Tvohy Céoav, ff ual uata thy etudva 
Tod TMoLNntod Adyog Exer tTuMwWSAvat (Her. 56). 

Notice that Philo here expressly treats the votc of man as 

that which was created uath thy etudva (Gen. 1.27). Furthermore, 

from his statements about the two-fold quality of man's soul, he 

draws the conclusion that there are two kinds of men (Suttdv 

elS0c a&vSeanwv), those who live Selw nmvetuaTtL AoyLoU@, and those 

who live afuatt xual capxdc f6ovj. The latter reflect their 

origin as a mAdoua yij¢; the former their origin as an éuuayetov 

Setac eludvoc.26 

In Spee. Leg. 4.123, Philo remarks that blood is prohibited 

because ovola Wuxfi¢ éotlv, but not of the voepdc ual Aoyrnxiic 

soul, only of that soul which man has in common with irrational 

animals. But the essence of the former is nvetdua Setov, as 

Moses says: 

av8panw TH Teatm nat doexnyétyn tod yévove Audv EuEPVOTOaL 
TMVONV GONG TOV CEOV Ele TO . « = MOOGMONOV. « a6. 

Again, in Det. 80, Philo deals with the apparent contra- 

diction in Moses concerning the soul, that the ovola tii¢ wuxtc 

is mvetdua (Gen. 2.7). Philo solves this contradiction by 

asserting that each of us is two in number (€xaotov fhudv .. . 

GerSu@ Svo efvat), a vital (Cwttut) element which we share with 

other creatures, and a rational (Aoytur) element which we have 

from God (Det. 82). Insofar as man's soul is spirit (dv8panovu 

S€ Wuynv mvedua) we are a SeoetSeEc Snurovpynua, whose roots are 

in heaven (Ibid.). 

udvov yao 6 tev ént yiic outToOV ovbpdvLOV 
6 Sedc GvS—wnov elpydoato.27 

Finally, in Plant. 18, Philo quotes Genesis 2.7 in proof 

of his statement that man's Aoytur Woy is affirmed by Moses 

tov Setovu ual dopdtov nvebuatocg éxeltvov SdutpLoVv 
elvar vdutcua onuerwdtv ual tunmwSév oppayt6i Seo, 
Tic 6 xapauthep éotiv 6 al&SLtoc Adyoc, 

and that man is therefore uat’ eltudva Seod yeyevfjodat. 

All of these passages demonstrate that Genesis 2.7 is a 

crucial text for showing on a scriptural basis that man is not 

only mortal but also immortal. In some of these passages, we 

have noted that Genesis 2.7 is brought into conjunction with 
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Genesis 1.27 and the doctrine of the etudv.28 In other references 

to Genesis 2.7, no mention is made of the eludv, and Genesis 

1.27 is not brought into the picture, 29 except perhaps by impli- 

cation. In either case Genesis 2.7 is the crucial text, for it 

is used to explain the essence of empirical man, man as he is on 

this earth, a creature of both mortal soul and immortal spirit.30 

Earthly man, deriving his body and lower part of the soul from 

the earth, is secondary to heavenly man, the vot¢ or mvetya which 

inhabits empirical man. Thus we have in the exegesis of Genesis 

2.7 the germ of the contrast held out by the Corinthian opponents 

of Paul between the mvevuatundcg man and the woxtxude - xotude man, 

and the priority of the former over the latter, by virtue of his 

sharing in the divine Spirit, or the divine etudv (the Logos, as 

in Philo, or Wisdom, as in the Wisdom of Solomon 7.26). 

Philo is not the only witness of the Hellenistic-Jewish 

exegesis of Genesis 2.7. There is in passages of the Wisdom of 

Solomon additional evidence of the use of Genesis 2.7 (in con- 

junction with Genesis 1.27, as in some of the Philonic texts) as 

a proof-text for the immortality of man's higher being. 

In Wisdom of Solomon 2.1-5 there is set forth the basis upon 

which ungodly men feel free to pursue a life of hedonism (vv. 6-9) 

and to oppress the weak and the righteous (vv. 10 ff.). The basis 

for their conduct is alleged by the author of the Wisdom of 

Solomon to be their view of the impermanence and mortality of man. 

Wisdom of Solomon 2.2b-3 is probably pertinent for our purposes, 

since it seems to reflect Genesis 2.7: 

Because the breath in our nostrils is smoke, and reason 
is a spark kindled by the beating of our hearts. When 
it is extinguished, the body will turn to ashes, and the 
spirit will dissolve like empty air (RSV). 

Here the tvor| which God breathed év Atolv tnaev3! is regarded 
by the ungodly as mere "smoke" (xanvéc), and man's rational soul 
(Adyog) as a spark (ontvSio) which has its seat only in man's 
xapsta, rather than in the divine Spirit. The spirit (nvetdya) in 
Man, says the ungodly oppressor, becomes as much like thin air 
(xaGvo¢g dip) as the body becomes ashes (té@pa) . 

This impious view of man is regarded by the author of Wisdom 
of Solomon to be a reflection of the culpable ignorance of the 
ungodly, for the true view of man is, according to Wisdom of 
Solomon 2.23, 

for God created man for incorruption, and made him 
in the image of his own eternity (RSV). 

Here we observe that Genesis 2.7 and 1.27 are both in the 
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background, and that that part of man as was created én’ apsapata 
and as an eludv tic dt6tdtntoc tod Seod is man's Adyog or nvedua, 
Or in Philo's terms, his Aoytuh Woy or his vod¢.32 Man aS 

therefore, potentially33 immortal and incorruptible. The death 

of the righteous is only an apparent death (Wis. Sol. Bia) epee Ose 

in reality their souls are in the hand of God and their hope is 

full of immortality (dé8avaclac, Wis. Sol. 3.4). The idolatrous 

man, however, will die; his hope is cheaper than dirt (yf\c 

evteAcotépa), and his life of less value than clay (mndAod te 

atLudtepocg, Wis. Sol. 15.10), 

StL Hyvdénoev tov MAdoavta abdtév, ual tov éunvetoavta 
aot Woxtv Evepyotoay ual Euqvotoavta mvebdua Twtrudy 
(ESAS yr. 

Wilfully ignorant of man's potential for immortality given 

him in creation by God, the idolatrous and ungodly will forfeit 

it and perish. But those whose souls harbor Wisdom become friends 

of God (7.27) and are assured of their immortality (8.13,17). 

This evidence of the use of Genesis 2.7 (and 1.27) in Hellen- 

istic Diaspora-Judaism for the doctrine of immortality is con- 

clusive. But here we must parenthetically make absolutely clear 

what the immortality of man in Diaspora Judaism meant, and what 

it did not mean. No Jew, not even Philo, could go so far as to 

assert with Plato that the soul was immortal by its very nature 

and therefore incapable of mortality. For even the most Hellen- 

ized of Jews, immortality was conditional. This we have already 

observed in the case of the Wisdom of Solomon, in the texts 

cited above, in which it is the soul's participation in Wisdom 

which guarantees immortality. 34 In 4 Maccabees, it is evoéBera 

which is the 66d¢ én’ d9avacvac (14.5). The seven martyred 

brothers, by their evoéBeta, attain immortality for their souls 

while their bodies come into dissolution (14.6-10). For Philo, 

also, immortality is ultimately granted to the soul by God con- 

ditionally. Immortality is conditional upon evoéfeta and 

dorétnc, 32 d&petn, 26 or giAocopta.37 Thus, for Philo, eternal 

death is the lot of the souls of the impious. 38 As we shall see, 

this feature of the doctrine of immortality is evident also in 

the teaching of Paul's opponents in Corinth, where oogta seems to 

be one of the deciding factors.39 

C. Genesis 2.7 in Qumran and in Rabbinic Exegesis 

Very instructive is the use of Genesis 2.7 in Qumran and by 

the Rabbis, for it forms a striking contrast to the interpreta- 

tions we have noted above. 
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In the Qumran texts man is never regarded as the "image of 

God," nor is Genesis 2.7b ever used--as in Diaspora Judaism--to 

prove man's immortality. Indeed, insofar as Genesis 2.7 

functions at all in Qumran, it functions only on the basis of the 

first part of the verse, where man's earthly origin is empha- 

sized. 4° 

For example, in 10S XI.20 f. there is this estimate of man: 

And what is the son of man himself 
amidst all thy marvellous works? 
And he that is born of woman, 
what is his worth before thee? 
Truly, this man was shaped from dust 
and his end is to become the prey of worms. 41 

When we turn to the Rabbinic materials, we discover, first 

of all, that Genesis 2.7b is quoted very seldom. Billerbeck 

states that "in der rabbinischen Literatur hat die Stelle nur 

wenig Verwendung gefunden."42 And of the few references there are 

to this passage, Genesis 2.7b is never--so far as I have been 

able to determine--used as a proof-text for immortality. 

Indeed, at one place at least it is concluded that man is 

mortal--not immortal--precisely because of the fact that Adam 

was endowed with life "by breathing" (fmo533)- Man's mortality 

in this world (nT 0OV1V3) is contrasted with his reception of 

life in the time to come (N12% 7J.nNV?), when he shall receive life 

as a gift (73°9n32); the proof-text for this latter assertion is 

Ezekiel 37.14.43 
At Genesis Rabba 14.7 we read that R. Jose b. R. Halafta 

(ca. 150 A.D.), in answering a heretic who denied the resurrection 

by quoting Psalm 2.9, likened man to a glass vessel which can be 

repaired because it is made by blowing: 44 

If what is made with the breath of a mere mortal (lit. 
"flesh and blood"--o7) W.) can be repaired, how much 
the more what is made with the breath of the Holy One, 
blessed be He! 45 

Thus, the Rabbi argues, man's body is reparable, like a 

glass vessel, because it is made by blowing, in contrast to a 

potter's vessel which cannot be repaired. Therefore there shall 

be a resurrection. Note, however, that there is here no trace of 

the notion that man has within him an immortal soul or a divine 

spirit on account of the inbreathing of God, as was the case in 

the Hellenistic Jewish exegesis noted above. 46 

Indeed, such a doctrine seems to be deliberately avoided in 

the Targums on Genesis 2.7. This passage in Targum Pseudo- 

Jonathan reads as follows: 
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And the Lord God created man with two inclinations. And 
he took dust from the place of the Temple and from the four 
winds of the world, and he mixed them from all the waters 
of the world and he created him ruddy, black and white. 
And he breathed into his nostrils the breath of life: and 
the living breath was in the body of Adam for a spirit 
able to speak (S??nD TI17 = nvedua AoyLtudv), for the 
enlightening of the eyes, and for the hearing of the ears.47 

The same expression (8??NM 111%) occurs also in Targum 

Onkelos48 on Genesis 2.7 and in Targum Neofiti.49 

The most important use of Genesis 2.7 in Rabbinic circles 

revolves around the doctrine of resurrection. Here we encounter 

interpretations which are early enough in point of time to have 

been known by the Pharisee Paul. 

On the word 1¥°7? in Genesis 2.7a there evolved a contro- 

versy between the school of Hillel and the school of Shammai. 

Both Hillel and Shammai agreed that there were 

two formations, one in this world and one in the future 

world (8am D?vIv? AIM ATA DVIYA TWIN? yoy Loi) 2s 

But according to Shammai, 

His formation in the next world will not be like that of 
this world. In this world skin and flesh are formed first, 
the sinews and bones last; but in the future, he will 
commence with sinews and bones and finish with the skin and 
flesh, for thus it says in connection with the dead of 
Ezekiel: ‘And I beheld, and lo, there were sinews upon 
them, and flesh came up, and skin covered them above (Ezek. 
37.8). Said R. Jonathan: We cannot learn from the dead of 
Ezekiel, for what did they resemble? A man who enters a 
bath; what he takes off first he puts on last. The School 
of Hillel said: Just as he is formed in this world, so 
will he be formed in the next world. In this world the 
skin and flesh came first, the sinews and bones last; so in 
the future will he begin with the skin and flesh and end 
with the sinews and bones.50 

The conflict between Hillel and Shammai here reflected is of 

no concern to us, but what is important for our purposes is the 

clear reference to Genesis 2.7 in a discussion concerning the 

resurrection, and further, the consistent polarity of the two 

aeons, "this world" and "the world to come.” 

That Genesis 2.7 was quoted in connection with the doctrine 

of resurrection even earlier than the two famous Pharisaic 

teachers Hillel and Shammai is shown from 2 Maccabees 7.23, where 

it is reflected in the speech of the pious mother to her seven 

sons about to suffer martyrdom: 

Therefore the Creator of the world, who shaped (6 mAdoac, 
cf. Heb. 1877) ) the beginning of man and devised the 
origin of all things, will in his mercy give life and breath 
(tO nvedua ual thy Cwhv) back to you again, since you now 

forget yourselves for the sake of his laws (RSV) .° 
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D. Paul's Re-interpretation Of Genesis 2.7 

It is now possible to see exactly how Paul is arguing in 1 

Corinthians 15, and what role the quotation from Genesis 2.7 

plays in his argument. His opponents in Corinth, under the 

influence of teachers who had grown up in Diaspora Judaism, were 

espousing a doctrine of a-somatic immortality, and denying the 

bodily resurrection. In stating their case, they were using a 

current exegesis of Genesis 2.7 to show from Scripture that their 

view was the correct one. This exegetical tradition stressed the 

divine, spiritual "inbreathing" in man, by which earthly man 

participated in the spiritual elubv tod Seotd (Gen. 1.27). 

Paul's use of Genesis 2.7 is entirely polemical,°>2 and based 

on traditions of interpretation which we have seen in connection 

with Qumran and especially Rabbinic teaching. Paul inserts 

6 mpHtog . . . ‘Addu into the quotation in order to affirm his 

belief that the Adam of Genesis 2.7 is the only "Adam" in which 

created man participates, in contrast to the SetUtepoc avSownoc 

who, for Paul, is Christ (but for the opponents was the earthly 

man of Genesis 2.7).53 He reinforces this by means of the 

parenthesis54 in which he stresses, against his opponents, the 

priority in time of the psychic element in man (i.e. man as the 

Woxn of Genesis 2.7 in contrast to the mvonh Cwfic) over the 

TMvevuatTLUds element--which man is to possess only in the resur- 

rection, but which the opponents thought constituted man's real 

immortal self by virtue of the divine "“inbreathing.” For Paul, 

man's complete mvevyatludcg existence, which he describes as 

TO TVELWATLKOY CHa (15.44), will be given only in the resur- 

rection by the €oxatog ‘Aédu, i.e. Christ, who by virtue of his 
resurrection has become the nmvedya Cwonoroty. 2° 

1 Corinthians 15.45 is actually an eschatological "targum" 
on Genesis 2.7. ual évegtonoev etc td nodcwnov abtod tvonv Corre 
and ual éyéveto 6 dv8ewnoc etc woyxtv CHoav are transposed; to 
the latter Paul adds 6 me@rec . . . “A6dw. The former Paul 
reconstructs on the model of the latter; Tvonv Cwhc becomes 

VEDA CwottoLodv: 6 Eayatog “Aba ete mtvedua Cwonorotv. This 

reconstruction expresses Paul's dualism of the two ages, the 
"present age" and the "age to come." 

Paul further reinforces his arguments by stressing that the 
first man, not the second, is éu yfic yotuéc,56 and that the 
second man, Christ, not the first Adam or any, pare of ham, vs 
EE ovpavod, émovedvioc.57 For Paul, man as he is now can in no 
sense be said to partake of or bear the etudv tod ETOvpaVion 
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avSponov (15.49; cf. Gen. 1.27); man now bears only the image of 

Adam, the xotxdc¢ GvSoewnoc, and can become emovedvLog only in the 

resurrection.°8 To "bear the image" means here more than simply 

to exhibit an external form; etuov has the connotation of 

"essential character," and can be understood as equivalent to 

Lope . 9 
Thus Paul can say similarly in Philippians 3.21 that Christ 

WETAOXNnUATIGEL TO COya The tanetvdoewes Hudv ovuLCE@OYV TH date 

thc S6En¢g adtod. 

The use of the word o@va throughout the passage from vv. 35- 

46 is deliberate, and belongs to Paul's own argument. The term 

fore) iter comes neither from the opponents' theology nor, of course, 

from Genesis 2.7; it is Paul who introduces the term. For Paul 

a bodiless existence is unthinkable; for him man's individuality 

is expressed not in terms of Wuxr or nvetdua, but in terms of 

o@ua.60 Man in the old aeon and in the new aeon as well is odua. 

To the opponents' view that a mtvevuatiudce element in man's soul 

is that which guarantees his continuity after death, Paul must 

answer that man both in body and soul, as a Wvoxltxdv oua, belongs 

still to the old Adam through whom sin and death came into the 

world.6l Man's full spiritual existence as a mvevuatixdv oda 

lies in the future with the resurrection; it is an eschatological 

hope. 

Paul must make this eschatological dimension very clear 

because he is confronted by opponents who regard bodily and 

earthly existence per se as an inferior existence. One can 

perceive this attitude behind v. 35. Paul's angry outburst d@owv 

indicates that although the question is framed in diatribe style 

some such attitude existed in Corinth, the implication being 

that anyone who argues for a resurrection of the body is arguing 

for a continuation of an inferior existence. 

It is for this reason, too, that Paul stresses from vv. 35- 

50 the totally different quality of the resurrection body as 

opposed to the present body.62 Paul is ready to admit that 

bodily existence--he would add, as things are now--is under the 

grip of mortality and corruption. This is clearly enunciated in 

Views airs 

This I say, brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit 
the kingdom of God, nor can corruption inherit incorruption. 63 

By the expression "flesh and blood" (a Semitism) Paul means 

"man as he is now."6©4 Paul's point is that the resurrection 

body (t5 cdua td yevnoduevov, TO oa TO NvevUaATLXdv) will be 
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different from the body we now have as a result of our kinship 

with the first Adam (as Paul understands the matter). For in the 

resurrection we will share the life given to us by Christ, the 

second Adam, the mvedua Cwonotodv who will change our present 

bodies into new, glorified, "spiritual" bodies. 

E. Summary 

We can see at work in our passage a conflict of dualisms. 

The opponents were operating on a non-eschatological plane in 

dividing man's present existence into a duality of heavenly- 

earthly, spiritual-psychic, incorruptible-corruptible, immortal- 

mortal, levels.65 Paul can use the same terminology, but employs 

it in a completely eschatological fashion, in which a dualism of 

"the present age" and "the age to come" are the principal 

factors. For Paul man's existence now is characterized by a 

WuxXLxOv odo, and is marked by @90pd, dtiula, doSévera etc. That 

is because man as he is now still belongs to the aeon of sin and 

death, to the "first Adam." Man's existence in the resurrection, 

however, will be characterized by a nvevuatinudv oda (= tO cdua 

TO yevnoduevov v. 37), to which will belong the attribute of 

Gpsapota, 66Ea, SUvaytc, etc. Then man--i.e. man év Xptot@--will 

belong entirely to the new aeon of life, to the Man through whom 

is the advdotacte veup@v (15.21) and who himself as the resur- 

rected one is the dnapxn Tv uenotunuévwyv (15.20). 

Thus, we see that the use of the terms mvevuatindc-wuxixndc- 

xotuédg in 1 Corinthians 15 is governed entirely by the polemical 

situation, involving rival interpretations of Genesis 2.7. Paul's 

own use of this terminology constitutes, 'as it were, a re-inter- 

pretation of the opponents' own terminology. It is for this 

reason, aS we noted above (p. 4f.), that Paul's use of this 

terminology is confined to his letter to the Corinthian 

congregation. 

In the following chapter another context in which the same 
terminology appears is treated. As we have observed with respect 
to the Hellenistic-Jewish doctrine of immortality, man's higher 
element must be nurtured by activities and attitudes which are 
consistent with its nature. The same state of affairs pertains 
in Paul's Corinthian congregation, where the emphasis is upon 
"wisdom." 



CHAPTER FOUR: WISDOM AND THE IINEYMATIKOZ IN 1 CORINTHIANS 2 

A. Introduction 

The key passage in this study is 1 Corinthians 2.6-16, which 

in turn belongs to a larger context running from 1.10 to 4.21. 

This whole passage is an answer to the problem of the Corinthian 

factions and an apologia for Paul's own apostolic office and 

authority. 

Not the least of the problems in interpreting 2.6 ff. is 

the fact that in 2.1-5 Paul seems to disclaim any "wisdom" for 

himself, placing sogta dv9pénwv in contrast to the 6Uvauic Seod.2 

But then in 2.6 Paul says, ooglav S€ AaXdoduEV Ev totic 

BENE UOUCMS Me ss 

Is Paul contradicting himself? At first glance it seems so, 

but it is important to note that in this passage he is making a 

point which is crucial for an understanding not only of his idea 

of what “wisdom" is, but also for an insight into the wisdom 

theology of his opponents. The argumentation is as follows: I 

did not preach wisdom, . . . but I have wisdom I can preach to 

the "perfect." The structure of this argument can be found else= 

where in Paul's letters, as e.g. in 2 Corinthians 11.18 ff. and 

Philippians 3.3.3 Furthermore, Paul's disclaimer to wisdom in 

1.18 ££. must be regarded as hyperbolic, for in fact he is himself 

using "wisdom" tradition in his argumentation!4 So Paul does 

present "wisdom" in 2.6 ff., and does so in a very striking 

manner: he presents his "wisdom" using the opponents' termin- 

ology and turning it back against them. In doing so the termin- 

ology of the opponents remains, thus enabling us to reconstruct 

their arguments, but the essence and content of the "wisdom" is 

Paul's own. 

B. The TéAerot and the Nr\meor 

The use of the term téAetoc in 2.6 is a polemical one, as is 

shown by 3.1 ff.> The opponents in Corinth had claimed to be 

térAeLtor, and the context of the passage shows that they made this 

claim on the basis of their scogta. There were undoubtedly some 

in Corinth who claimed to be a spiritual elite (ot téAetot = ol 

Mvevuatixolt), over against those who had not yet arrived, the 

vimtor. How is this claim to be interpreted? 

First of all, the téAevtoc-vrintog contrast which Paul wrests 

from his opponents must be placed into a contextual background. 

It has been frequently suggested that this terminology is taken 

27 
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from the context of the Hellenistic mystery-religions. © But this 

view cannot be sustained, simply because the term téAetog is not 

the usual term used for one who has been initiated into the 

mysteries. In "mystery" terminology, the initiate is referred to 

as teteAcoutvoc, or terdeoSetc, or tedotuevog.? The "mystery" 

terminology had, since Plato, been used metaphorically in philo- 

sophical or theological discourse.8 Philo uses "mystery" termin- 

ology in a number of places in his writings.? In the "mystery" 

passages, however, the terms téAetoc-vrinmtog do not occur. The 

opposite of a tetedAcouévog is not vrintocg, but dytntoc. 

The téAetoc-vrittog contrast is to be placed in the larger 

context of Hellenistic philosophical paraenetic usage--particu- 

larly that of Stoicism.19 The immediate background of the use of 

this terminology by the Corinthian opponents of Paul is Hellen- 

istic Diaspora Judaism, as represented particularly by Philo. 

The meaning of téAetog is enlarged by Philo from its secular 

usage in Stoicism to denote one who has achieved the highest 

religious attainments, including especially "wisdom." The meta- 

' phor is that of "adulthood," over against “infancy,” and wherever 

Philo uses this téAetog-vintog terminology, there is no "mystery" 

terminology at all in the context.ll 

For example, commenting allegorically on Genesis 12.1 

(Mig. 46), Philo says that one "place" is for vrntot, another 

place for téAetot.. The former is douno.c, and the latter is 

called oogta. Again, (at Mig. 28 f.), Philo says, 

- - - but you must become a migrant, journeying to your 
fatherland, the land of the holy Word, the father, as it 
were, of those who are in training (t@v dountdv). That 
land is Wisdom (nh 6’ éott ocopta), fairest abode of 
virtue-loving souls. In this place there is for you the 
self-taught, self-learning nature, free from the milk-fed 
diet of infancy. 

We note here that the idea of perfection, maturity, is tied 

to the achievement of Scogta. Those who have achieved wisdom 

have changed abodes, and have arrived at a higher, heavenly plane 

of existence, to become a yévog both atvtovadsée and attoStSantov.12 

In contrast there are the vinuiot, who still need to be fed 

Yarantodne too@r. 

This passage sheds much light on the notions of the Corinth- 
ian pneumatics whose tenets Paul combats in 1 Corinthians. For 
them, too, comta was reserved for the téAeLoL, whereas the vrimtot 

still needed to be fed with elementary instruction, under the 

metaphor of ydAa (1 Cor. 3s1=2).43 It is a likely conjecture 
that Paul's emphasis on the cross of Christ would have been 
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regarded by the Corinthian pneumatics as part of the ydia, 

necessary for the "babes" in the congregation, but outgrown by 

the téAetor. 

Further light on the theology of the Corinthian opponents is 

afforded by Philo (in Leg. All. 1.90 ff.) where he speculates on 

the meaning of Genesis 2.16-17, the command of God addressed to 

Adam. Philo says that this command was addressed to the mAaotdoc 

dvSpwnog, the man who was moulded from the earth. In contrast, 

Philo says that the mind which was created uat’ etxdva is not 

the earthly, but heavenly (ot yrtvoc, dAr” odpdvLOc). He then 

proceeds to draw a distinction between three different kinds of 

men: the gatrAoc, for whom a&nayédopevote and modotaete are 

necessary» the neutral (uéoo¢) or vimtoc, who has need of 

Tapatveotc and Si6acxnadrta, but 

to the perfect man, created according to the image. 
(t@ vev odv tEreclw TH vat’ etudva) there is no need to 
give injunctions or prohibitions or exhortations, for 
the perfect man has need of none of these things (1.94). 

Similarly, in his discussion of "soul-agriculture" (wWuyfc 

yewoyiun, in Agr. 8f.), Philo remarks that its aims are to sow 

and plant such things as are likely to bear fruit to man, the 

ruler of nature. 

But who else might the man that is in each of us be 
except the mind (votc¢), who is accustomed to reaping 
the benefits from the things sown or planted? But 
since milk is food for babes, and wheat-cakes for grown 

men, there is also milky nourishment for the soul 
suitable for the grown men in the form of guidance 
through wisdom and moderation and all virtue. 

Here, again, ydAa is for the vrmror, solid food for the 

térAevovr who live on the higher plane of life according to the 

propensities of the votdc within man, which Philo calls the 

G&v8ewnog O Ev Exdotm nuav (Agr. 9) and the Gv8ewnog téAEtocg 6 

vat’ etudva (Leg. All. 1.94).14 

One more text I adduce from Philo for the illumination of 

the téAetog terminology in 1 Corinthians 2. Philo comments (in 

Leg. All. 3.196) on Numbers 28.2 and the two terms TX SHO LOU 

and 6éuaté wou in the LXX text as follows: 

. . . ‘gifts' differ from 'grants' (69a Soudtwv Stagpéper). 
For S69a emphasizes the magnitude of perfect goods which 
God bestows upon the perfect (tedretwv ayaddév ... 
& tote terActorg xaolletart 6 Séoc); Sdyata are relegated 
to a much smaller compass, denoting the things of which 
those naturally suited men who are practising and making 
progress partake (6v petéxovorv ot evouetc dountat ot 
TLOOUOTITOVTES) « 

In this passage the téAetot are distinguished not from the 
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yimtot, but from those who are progressing toward teAetdotn¢e, the 

toondntovtec.15 Especially interesting, however, is the clause, 

teretwv dyaS@v . . . . & tote terAelorc yaotCetat Oo Sedc, when it 

is compared with 1 Cor.) 229-125 
a 2 +Y o a a 4 ~ 

. »~ @ Op8aApnoe ot el6ev UTA. . . . TO UNO TOU 

Scot yaprosévta Autv.lé 

These texts from Philo provide us with ample background for 

an understanding of the Corinthian opponents' use of the téAeLoc 

terminology and its context in a claim to a spiritual oogta. 

There is in Philo's usage a mystical-religious quality which 

lends to the term cogla far more than a merely conventional, 

philosophical connotation. One who had attained to “wisdom” was 

already abiding on a higher level of existence, and as téAELog 

was the recipient of téAeta ayadd& from the beneficence of God.17 

Such ideas of cogta one can confidently attribute to the Corinth- 

ian opponents. It is at any rate clear that Paul was not 

addressing a group of self-styled philosophers or rhetoricians, 

or even polemicizing against "Greek wisdom," i.e. philosophy .1t8 

When Paul attacks his opponents' "wisdom" as a cogta dvd8panwv, he 

is engaging in polemics, on the basis of the conduct exemplified 

by the "wise" and "perfect" within the community .19 

It remains now to investigate further the whole passage, 1 

Corinthians 2.6 ff., and to determine if possible what form this 

oopta took for the Corinthian téAetot and what was its content. 

C. Eogta as Content, Previous Positions 

The crucial question here is: How much of 1 Corinthians 

2.6 ff. should be attributed to the opponents of Paul, and how 

much to Paul himself? 

It has most recently been argued that little or nothing of 

the content of the opponents' wisdom can be seen in this passage, 

or even in the whole context in chapters 1-4.29 on the other 

hand, Wilckens has argued that 1 Corinthians 2.6 ff. reflects the 

theology of the ("gnostic") opponents, which Paul refutes in 

3.1 ££.21 Both positions seem to me to miss the mark, in that 

(1) one can see active in the passage the Opponents' terminology, 

and glimpses of their wisdom theology, but (2) Paul is in this 

passage also expressing his own views. 

Wilckens sees in the use of the plural Aadodyev in 2.6 

evidence that this passage is not to be taken as reflecting Paul's 
own view.22 This view of the matter is improbable, and Scroggs 
is correct in his opinion ‘that Paul's argumentation would have 
been in such a case “completely incoherent to the Corinthians. "23 
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That Paul would so completely be governed in this passage by the 

theology of the opponents, without attempting at the same time to 

refute this theology, is most unlikely. What is decisive in this 

passage is that Paul is dependent upon the opponents' termin- 

ology, but uses this terminology to express his own radically 

different theological point of view. 24 

Yet it is equally clear that his opponents' theology is 

reflected in this section, albeit in a form already modified by 

Paul's own emphases for the purpose of showing his opponents how 

far he can accommodate his own intentions to their language and 

further, what the consequences of their manner of speaking 

would be, i.e. that though Paul can speak cogta to the téAetot, 

he cannot yet speak oogta to them, for they are still vrmtiou as 

regards their behavior in the congregation (3.1 ff.)1!25 

Decisive against Wilckens' thesis is the form of 2.6: 

sogtay &€ Aakoduwev . . . comlay 6 ob} . . . .26 Paul is here 

speaking of a wisdom which, on the basis of content, he contrasts 

with that of his opponents whose wisdom Paul contemptuously 

refers to as oogta dvSpanmwv and a coola tot al®voc tottovu. As 

will be shown presently, the content of Paul's version of the 

wisdom of God is nothing else than the salvatory crucifixion of 

Christ as the center of God's salvific plan (2.8) .27 

D. Luhrmann has recently studied the form of 1 Corinthians 

2.6 ff. and has tried to show that Paul is here taking over a 

piece of his opponents' esoteric preaching and is emending it, 

mainly by means of additions, to conform more to his own theol- 

ogy.78 According to Luhrmann, the opponents were using a 

Revelattonsschema such as occurs also in some deutero-Pauline 

passages, °°? a form of preaching characterized by the contrast, 

"previously hidden/now revealed," and which, according to 

Luhrmann, cannot be ascribed to Paul himself. 2° 

There are at least two reasons why Luhrmann cannot be fol- 

lowed completely. First, in the details of his argument he seems 

to be assuming that this preaching schema can be treated as a 

Vorlage arrived at by adding certain elements to the text and 

subtracting others from ig) Bue if at be granted that a 

preaching form is behind 1 Corinthians 2.6 ff. (which is certain- 

ly possible), it must nevertheless be recognized that we are not 

confronted here with a fixed piece of oral tradition such as a 

hymn or a creed, and certainly not with a literary piece which 

Paul would have at his disposal to emend critically.3? 

Secondly, the preaching form posited here was undoubtedly 
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one of the most common forms of preaching in the primitive 

church.33 It is quite arbitrary to take this preaching form 

which is rooted in Jewish Apocalyptic34 and apply it to "gnostic" 

opponents of Paul in Corinth.35 The form of 1 Corinthians 

2.6 ff. must rather be ascribed to Paul, who in turn is merely 

employing an apocalyptic type of preaching form common in the 

primitive church from its very beginnings. That Paul here states 

that this "wisdom" is reserved for the "perfect" is pure irony, 

for in fact Paul elsewhere stresses that the secrets of God's 

salvific plan belong to the entire congregation of the elect .36 

What, then, was the oogta against which Paul polemicizes? 

And how did this oogta serve to make the Corinthians téAeror and 

TMvevwattuol? A Hellenistic-Jewish background has already been 

posited for the terminology in which their ideas were formulated, 

but one must go beyond this background for the content of the 

Corinthians' "wisdom" for, after all, they were Christians. 

Although it is not possible to discern through 1 Corinthians 

2.6 ff. the entire content of what for the opponents constituted 

"wisdom," Paul gives us enough clues in the way he re-formulates 

the opponents' claims for us to discern some of the constituent 

elements. I would posit in this connection the use of the 

Christological title utptocg tij¢ 56Enc37 along with the context in 

which the phrase etc 6dEav hudv occurs, and the use of the 

quotation in 2.9a. 

D. Zogta as Content, utdoerocg the 6d6Enc 

The title udetocg tig S6En¢ is an unusual one in that it 

occurs in the New Testament only here and in James 2.1. It is 

essentially a divine appellation, and though it does not occur in 

the LXX in precisely the same form,38 it does occur in 1 Enoch 

several times both in the Greek and in the Ethiopic versions .39 

Especially significant are the occurrences of the title in the 

Similitudes of 1 Enoch. In 40.3 it appears in the context of a 
vision of the heavenly throne and the praises of the angelic 

attendants who "were uttering praises before the Lord of glory" 

('enza yesebehu qedem 'egzi'a sebhat). In 63.2 God is called 

"the Lord of glory and the Lord of wisdom" ('egzt'a sebhat 

wa'egzt'a tebab). These texts may shed some light on the 

Corinthians' experiences of "glory" in their claim to "wisdom," 

and in their claim to speaking the "language of the angels."40 

In 1 Corinthians 2.8, however (as well as in James Drelae 

this title is applied to Christ.4l the theological context out 
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of which an understanding of Christ as "Lord of glory" arises is 

the primitive Hellenistic-Jewish-Christian confession of Jesus as 

the exalted one. The most important witness to this pre-Pauline 

confession is Philippians 2.9-11, a hymnic passage describing 

the exaltation of Jesus and the bestowal upon him of the divine 

name.42 p, Georgi has recently laid bare the history-of-relig- 

ions background of this hymn,43 and I find his arguments con- 

vincing. I would venture to apply the Christology underlying the 

hymn in Philippians 2 to the church in Corinth as well.44 The 

error of the Corinthians was not the Christology itself, but the 

conclusions they were drawing from it vis-a-vis their own exis- 

tence and self-understanding. They were applying the exalted 

state of Christ to themselves, etc thy 8&dEav atdtav. 

The way in which Paul uses the title uteLtoc tihic SdEne in 1 

Corinthians 2.8 shows that he is interested in applying another 

criterion to the life of the community rather than the 6dé&a of 

the exalted Lord; namely, the cross of Christ. For the Corinth- 

ian téAeto., in their "wisdom" concerning the exalted identity of 

Jesus Christ as uvevrog tic 66En¢g, were placing their own experi- 

ences in the community under the banner of the 68déE€a of Christ, 

and were in danger of distinguishing their higher Christological 

insights from the kerygma of the cross. Hence Paul's concern 

lest the Corinthian claim to wisdom result in the "emptying" of \ 

the cross of Christ (1.17). Hence his ironical statement in 4.8974 

Sn nuexopeoudvor toté* H6n EnAovthoate: xwolc hudSv éBaorrAetoate. 42 

Hence, also, his affirmation of the crucifixion of the uveLtog TiS 

66Encg. Indeed, Paul claims that the higher insight is in fact 

nothing else than the understanding of the cross, and not a 

speculation that is concerned with wisdom beyond the kerygma of 

the cross. 

The background of Paul's argumentation is Jewish apoca- 

lyptic.*® He understands the crucifixion of Christ as the center 

of a mystery belonging to God's redemptive plan. This plan none 

of the dGoxyovtec tod al@®vog tovtov knew, for if they had known 

this mysterious oogta they would not have crucified the "Lord of 

glory," thus bringing defeat upon themselves and opening the way 

of salvation to God's elect. 

The &oxovtec tot al®vog tovtov are demonic powers, under- 

stood by Paul as standing behind the human, political rulers of 

the world.47 Paul does not say that the &oxovtec did not 

recognize the Lord of glory and therefore accidentally crucified 

him.48 The fv in 2.8 clearly precludes this, for the relative 
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pronoun refers not to the “Lord of glory"49 but to the hidden 

plan of God, cogtav év wootnel» Tv dmoxexpvuuuevnyv, by which the 

"Lord of glory" was to be crucified in order thereby to defeat 

the demonic powers and redeem the elect.99 According to Paul, 

the "rulers" crucified the "Lord of glory" knowing full well who 

he was; what they did not know was God's salvific plan. 

Paul has thus taken an enthusiastic Christological affir- 

mation of the opponents, "Lord of glory," and has emphasized 

that the decisive point is his crucifixion. The implication of 

this for the Christian life in the present is that the cross of 

Christ is the decisive factor now, and the glory is promised for 

the future (cf. 1 Cor. 15.43; Phil. 3.21; Rom. 5.27) 82 lS sete.) 

Two different ways of understanding the Christian existence are 

in evidence, the one characterized by eschatological tension 

(Paul), the other characterized by a type of mysticism (the oppo- 

nents). This becomes even clearer in 1 Corinthians 2.9 ff. 

E. Logta as Content, 1 Corinthians 2.9 

I am inclined to agree with Wilckens>! that Paul's use of 

the apocryphal quotation in 1 Corinthians 2.9 reflects a use of 

this same quotation on the part of his opponents. °2 ah eigen ay 

probable that part of what constituted for them oopta was a 

mystical vision of 
2 

& dpSaruboe obtu elSov xual ote ovtu Huovgev vat ént 
nuapStav av8eanou obu avéBn. 53 

The content of the & remains unspecified, and Wilckens goes 

beyond the evidence when he makes it refer to the gnostic 

redeemer-myth.°4 Even in the "gnostic" materials he cites where 

the quotation occurs, > there is no reference at all to the 

"redeemer-myth," but only to a knowledge of, or visions of, or 

promises of, heavenly realities. There is nothing inherently 

"gnostic" about this quotation. As Conzelmann has recently 

pointed out, 

An sich ist es weder apokalyptisch noch gnostisch. Es 
stellt einfach Verborgenheit und tibernaturlichen Einblick 
fest. Dass kann nattirlich leicht sowohl von Apokalyptic 
als Gnosis aufgenommen werden. 

The quotation is widespread, and occurs in divergent types 

of material, not only in "gnostic circles."°2/ If an analysis of 

the various contexts in which the citation occurs is carried out, 

one discovers that two main types stand out: a type which I 

would call "mystical," in which the content of what is hidden to 

mortal eyes and ears is of heavenly realities divulged only to a 

mystical elite. The other type is “eschatological," in which the 
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content of what is hidden to mortal eyes and ears is promised for 

future revelation. Of course, these two contexts can overlap 

insofar as the speaker implicitly claims that he has been privy 

to at least part of what yet remains to be revealed in its ful- 

ness in the eschatological future. 58 

The origin of this quotation is obscure, and I cannot go in- 

to this question here.°9 It is clearly poetic in style, and may 

originate in a Jewish liturgy.69 one thing is certain: Whether 

or not the quotation is a construct based on Is. 64.4 (LXX 64.3), 

as Jerome thought, or a passage quoted from an "Apocalypse of 

Elijah," as was Origen's opinion,®l the quotation is not a con- 

struct composed by Paul,®4 but was already’ to hand when Paul used 

it. This is shown by the occurrence of the quotation (i.e. the 

first part of it = 1 Cor. 2.9a) in a first-century Jewish work 

which cannot have been influenced by Paul. In pseudo-Philo, 

Biblteal Antiquittes 26.13, there occurs the following sentence: 

et tune aecetptam et tstos et alios plures valde 
meltores, ex eo quod oculus non vidit nee auris audivit, 
et tn cor hominis non ascendit, quousque fteret tale 
GQLtGULG tn SieCuo as 

It seems safe to posit that the "wisdom" of the Corinthian 

"perfect" included such things as the identity of the exalted 

Christ as "Lord of glory," as well as the heavenly surroundings 

of the Lord of glory--such things as no mortal eye had been 

permitted to see, no ear to hear, nor have ever entered the mind 

of man.®4 The glory of the "Lord of glory," his exalted heavenly 

state, the Corinthians were eagerly claiming for themselves, not 

willing to wait for the glory which Paul insisted was yet to 

come.65 This emphasis on the futuristic aspect of glory--the 

eschatological tension which characterizes Paul's own theology-- 

seems to me to be expressed in the last part of the citation in 

2.9: d0a htoluacev 6 Sedc tote dyando.v abtédv. That is not to 

say, of course, that Paul composed this part and added it.©© But 

what makes this appear to be an addition to 2.9a is the redundant 

occurrence of 600.67 paul is saying, in effect, that the heaven- 

ly things which eye has not seen, etc., are not a present 

possession and do not characterize our life now, as though they 

could be conjured up in a mystical experience. 68 They are 6oa 

Atotuagev 6 Sedc for the future possession of those who love 

him. 69 

F. zoota as Mvedua 

It is clear from the foregoing that "wisdom" was regarded by 
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the Corinthian opponents and by Paul as basically a content. But 

there remains the possibility that oogta was also regarded as a 

semi-hypostatic existence or personification. 

While it is impossible for me to agree with Wilckens in his 

identification of hypostatized Wisdom with the uveLog THs 

&dEnc, 19 it is probable that the Corinthian opponents held to a 

semi-hypostatic Wisdom-figure which they identified with the 

Holy Spirit./1 

There is ample background for this identification in Hellen- 

istic Judaism. For example, in the Wisdom of Solomon scogta is 

called a gtAdv8pwnov nvetua (1.6) and a nmvetua voepdév, aytov 

(7.22).72 In Wisdom of Solomon 9.17 Wisdom is identified, by 

means of paralleltsmus membrorum, with the Holy Spirit: 

BovAhy S€ cov tle éyvw, et uh od ESwnac coolav xual 
€neuwac tO G&ytdv cov mvedua and bwWlotwv; 

Aristobulus’3 regards cogta as a personified hypostasis, the 

source of all light, 74 and associates oogta with the Setov nvetdua 

by which Moses is acclaimed a prophet. 75 Philo, on the other 

hand, usually refers to the "Holy Spirit" only in terms of pro- 

phecy, 76 and tends to equate Sophia with the Logos. But he does 

use the expression t6 copltacg nvetua Setov (Gig. 47), in the con- 

text of a prayer that the divine Spirit of Wisdom 

not readily depart and be gone, but abide with us a 
very long time, as she did with Moses the wise. 

This background enables us to reconstruct the Corinthian 

doctrine of the Spirit which underlies the arguments of Paul in 

1 Corinthians 2.10 ff. In this passage Paul stresses that it is 

the Spirit of God who alone knows t& B49n tod Seot,/? and who 

reveals to the elect ta tnd tod Seod xaproSévta hutv. But for 

Paul the "Spirit of God" is not identical with oogta, as it seems 

to have been with his opponents. 78 For the opponents Sophia, the 

Holy Spirit, was the source of their knowledge of heavenly wisdom. 

Wisdom of Solomon 7.21-22 expresses quite adequately what their 

view would have been: 

I learned both what is secret and what is manifest, 
for wisdom, the fashioner of all things, taught me. (RSV) 

To such a doctrine Paul is obliged to reply--by positing a 

complete differentiation between Sophia and the Holy Spirit-- 

& ual AarAoduev otnu év StSautole avSeuntvn¢g sowlac 
Adyoug, GAA’ Ev StSautote nmvedvpatog (2.13).79 

The word dvSeuntvng is polemical. The Corinthians were not 

claiming a purely human philosophy, but they were describing 

their own experience of the Holy Spirit in the religious terms of 
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their background in Hellenistic Judaism: The Spirit is the Wis- 

dom of God, and the Spirit-Wisdom bestows the gift of wisdom 

upon those who choose to cultivate her gifts, and to live upon 

her supra-mundane level. The use of the word d&v8pantvoe is not 

without significance, however, nor does it entirely miss the 

mark, for it is a polemical dismissal of any notion that man has 

within himself a spiritual capacity for divine wisdom, a notion 

which is reflected in 1 Corinthians 2.13b. 

G. Excursus: ‘Zogla as Holy Spirit in Early Patristic and 

Gnostic Literature 

The identification of "wisdom" with the Holy Spirit, origin- 

ating in Hellenistic Judaism, occurs also in patristic and gnostic 

texts. For example, in Demonstratio 5, Irenaeus states 

- . - SO the Word is fitly and properly called the Son, 
but the Spirit the Wisdom of God.80 

Similarly, in Adversus Haereses 4.20.1 (= Harvey ed., 

4.34.1), Irenaeus says, 

Adest enim et (i.e. with God the Father) semper Verbum 
et Sapientia, Filius et Spiritus, per quos et loquttur, 
dicens, 'Factamus hominem ad imaginem et stmilitudinem 
WORE ATI We) Femtes eeiO ke 

Theophilus of Antioch, too, equates the Holy Spirit with the 

Wisdom of God. At Ad Autolyeum 1.7 Theophilus says, 

d Sede Sta TOD Adyou atdtod ual tic Gomlag énolnoe Ta 
ndvta. Tt Yao Adym abtod gotepEewSnoayv of ovpavol xual 
tH mvevuatt adtod n&oa fh Sbvaytc avVTHv (cf. Ps. 32.6 LXX). 

And at 2.15 Theophilus refers to the Trinity (totd¢) in the 

following terms: 

woattwe ual al toetc Hugpar tHv gwotiewv yeyovular 

tbmo. etotyv the terd6oc, tod Seod ual tod Adyovu avtot, 

wat the cogtacg adtod.82 

On the other hand, Justin Martyr equates oogta with the Son 

(Dial. 61 and 100), as do Athenagoras (Suppl. 24), Clement of 

Alexandria (Strom. 4.25), Origen (De Prine. 1.2.3), et al. 83 

The identification of Sophia with the Holy Spirit is well 

attested in Gnostic literature. See, for example, Irenaeus' 

account of the "Barbelo-gnostics" (Adv. Haer. 1.29.4 = Harvey 

die mlaciea jes 

éu && tod mopdtov ayyéAov TECBANSAvat A€youdL TivedLA 

&ytov, 6 cogtav ual mpovvLxov TeCONnySpEvOay. 

A similar doctrine is attested for the Valentinians (Adv. 

Haer. 1.4.1) and later for the Simonians (Epiphanius, Pan. 

PAN, PEE 

H. Tvevpatrudc-Vuxuudg in 1 Corinthians 2.13b 
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The difficulty with 1 Corinthians 2.13b-16 is--as is indeed 

the case with the whole passage, 2.6 ff.--that it is Paul's own 

statement, yet it must be regarded as incorporating the termin- 

ology of the opponents, albeit in a manner which Paul can use in 

his own argumentation. This is a striking phenomenon, 84 all the 

more so when it is observed that this passage actually forms a 

transition in preparation for his own defense of his apostolic 

office and authority (4.1-5) .85 

It is, in any case, unlikely that Paul himself coined the 

expression, tvevupatiruot¢ TMvevuatuua avyuetvovtec. This phrase is 

thoroughly Greek in its intent,86 and although Paul is himself 

influenced by the Stoic-Cynic diatribe style, 87 the idea expres- 

sed in 1 Corinthians 2.13 is nowhere else attested in his writ- 

ings. For this reason, it is safe to assign it to his opponents. 

This becomes even more evident when it is recalled that the 

TMvevuattudc-puxrude terminology elsewhere in 1 Corinthians has 

already been established (in Chapter 3) as belonging to Paul's 

opponents. 

: It remains now to place the expression TvevuaTLKotE 

MVEUUATLUGA GUYKPlVOVTES, and the nvevpatirudg-WoxLude contrast in 

2.13-14, in the proper contextual background. As we have seen in 

the case of 1 Corinthians 15, the nvevpatiudc-Wuxtxde terminology 

stems from a Hellenistic-Jewish exegesis of Genesis 2.7. It is 

the same exegetical tradition which stands back of the termin- 

ology in 1 Corinthians 2. For, in addition to the affirmation of 

man's immortality--i.e. the immortality of his votc or nvetua, 

which God breathed into him in creation-+the very possibility of 

knowing God and his wisdom are affirmed on the basis of the same 

passage in Genesis, by which a very basic doctrine of Hellenistic 

philosophy is given expression. 

For example, Philo, using Scripture-exegesis to express a 

Greek philosophical commonplace regarding man's votc,88 dis- 

courses as follows (Det. 86): 

Let us, therefore, the pupils of Moses, no longer be in 
doubt as to how man has attained a conception of the 
invisible God. For Moses himself learned the means by a 
divine oracle and has communicated it to us, putting it 
thus. The Creator prepared for the body no soul (wWuoxtv 
obdSeulav) sufficient of itself to perceive its Maker, but 
considering that it would be of great benefit for his 
creature if he could attain a conception of the One who 
made him--since this is the determining factor in 
achieving happiness and blessedness--breathed into him 
from above of his own divinity (d&vwdvev EvETIVEL this 
t6Cov Serdtntoc) . 
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In what follows Philo explains that this is why so small a 

thing as the mind of man has room for the whole of the universe 

in its conceptions, for it is a "fragment" (dmdéonaoua) of the 

Deity (Det. 90). The crucial scripture text, for Philo, is 

Genesis 2.7, the "oracle" to which he refers in the passage quoted 

above. 89 

Again, Philo (in Leg. All. 1.36) interprets the word 

évegvonoev in Genesis 2.7 as involving three things, td éunvéov, 

tO Sexduevov, and td éunvedpuevov. 

That which inbreathes is God, that which receives is the 
mind (6 votc¢), that which is inbreathed is the spirit 
(tO nvetyua). What, therefore, follows from these premises? 
There comes to be a union (f€vwotc) of the three, as God 
extends the power from himself through the mediating spirit 
until it reaches the subject. And for what purpose, except 
that we might receive a conception of him? For how could 
the soul have thought of God, if he had not inbreathed 
it and grasped it with power? 

Thus, for Philo, man has within him--breathed into him by 

God--the capacity for knowing God and the higher truths of the 

universe. This ability does not belong to man's soul by nature; 

it was given to him by God, who breathed into man from his own 

divine spirit. Man has a higher soul, a vote or nvetdya, which 

enables him to rise above the level of his earthly and sense- 

perceptive soul99 and to receive impressions from the heavenly 

sphere. 

These texts illuminate for us the background of 1 Corinthians 

Qelap=14: The basis of man's ability to receive the Wisdom of God, 

the Holy Spirit, is his own nvevyatixdg nature given him in crea- 

tion (Gen. 2.7). The principle of "like known by like” which we 

have encountered in the Philonic texts above explains the phrase 

in 13b: mvevyattuots mvevuattxa ovyuetvovteg and the Philonic 

distinction between man's higher soul, his votc¢ or nvedua, and 

his earthly soul, account for the distinction between the 

TMvevuatiudc and Woxrudc natures reflected in 1 Corinthians 

2s =Aee 

The opponents of Paul in Corinth were teaching that they had 

the potentiality of becoming nmvevuattxot within themselves by 

virtue of the mvevuatixdc nature given them by God, and that by a 

cultivation of Wisdom they could rise above the earthly and 

"psychic" level of existence and anticipate heavenly glory. Those 

who had attained these experiences were mvevuatixot and téreror, 24 

in contradistinction to the vinvrot who were still living on the 

Wuxtudc level of existence. 
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I. Excursus: Etyéve.ta in 1 Corinthians 1.26 f. 

It is possible that the term evyevetc in 1 Corinthians 

1.26 £. does not simply refer to aristocratic birth, but to a 

claim of the Corinthian opponents to evyéveta, a technical term 

whose background is to be found in Hellenistic Judaism. In 

Philo's De Virtutibus, in the section entitled meol evyevetac, 

this terminology is laid bare. Philo begins this section by 

remarking that natural or bodily evyéveta is of no consequence, 

but what is important is the evyéveta which comes to one whose 

soul has received wisdom. There follows this passage: 

When God on account of his kindness and love for man 

desired to establish this (seztl. thy evyévetav oc 
udéytotov &yaeév) among us also, he found no worthier 
temple (vedv) on earth than the mind (Aoytovpot). For as 

the better part it alone bears an image of the Good 
(a4yadpatopopet t’ ayadédv), even though some of those who 
have never tasted--or have only sipped--of wisdom may 
disbelieve (Virt. 188). 

This passage provides one more example of the capacity of 

the higher soul of man (here called Aoytoud¢e a synonym for votc) 

to receive wisdom. But it also tells us that the one whose soul 

has received wisdom is the one who is truly evyevic. It is this 

notion of evyéveta that Paul may be polemicizing against in 1 

Corinthians 1.26 £. This would explain why the Jeremianic triad 

of 6 cogdc, 6 toxvodc, 6 mAovOLOG becomes in Paul's application 

of Jeremiah 9.22 £. the cogot, the Svuvaté., and the evyevetc.22 

In the same section of De Virtutibus Philo speaks of 

Abraham and the inspiration he received from the Spirit which 

enhanced his appearance and provided his words with persuasive 

power (totc 6€ Adyorg nerSa, Virt. 217). This may provide some 

background for Paul's disclaimer of eloquence in 1 Corinthians 

2.4,93 if indeed the Corinthian opponents were claiming for them- 

selves metSm Adywv as one of the signs of their pneumatic status 

as Gowot and ebyevetc. 94 

J. The mvevuatuxdce and the Woxixdc, Paul's Re-interpretation 

In 1 Corinthians 2.13b ff. Paul is accommodating himself to 

the opponents' terminology, but is radically re-interpreting it.° 

For Paul the nvevyattxdge man is the one who walks according to 

the Spirit of God in the light of what he has received from God 

(v. 12, cf. Rom. 8) apart from any created potentiality in him- 

self.?> The gift of the Spirit is a gift of free grace, and is 

an eschatological event. The “psychic" man, for Paul, is the one 

who has only natural possibilities apart from the eschatological 
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gift of the Spirit, and cannot attain to "the things of the 

Spirit of God" by virtue of anything within himself. To such a 

man, who has not received the Spirit, the things of the Spirit 

are pwota (2.14) .96 Paul thus affirms the radical break between 

God and natural man, a break which can be bridged only from 

God's side, by his love and by his decisive act in Christ.97 

For Paul the term tvedua is understood in apocalyptic 

fashion (as has already been observed with the term cogla). The 

Spirit is the divine eschatological gift which has been poured 

out among the elect of the last times. In no case can it be said 

--in Paul's view of the matter--that man has a divine or “spirit- 

ual" element within him. This Paul explicitly denies in 2.11, 

where he distinguishes between the nvedua dvSpdnwy (with its 

ability to know t& tod a&vSpménov), and the nvedua tod Se06 who 

alone has natural knowledge of t& tot Scot}. Never the twain 

shall meet, on a natural basis. The supernatural and eschato- 

logical gift of the Spirit God gives to whom he will, frequently 

to the "fools" and "base-born" of this world (1.27-29). He who 

has received this gift can be proleptically referred to as 

mvevuatinéc, 28 though man's full attainment of the nvevyatixdc 

existence is yet to be realized in the future, in the resurrec- 

tion from the dead (1 Cor. 15.46 ff.). 

For Paul, too, the gift of the Spirit of God has conse- 

quences not only for the “spirit" of man, or’ for the elated 

experiences one can have, but for his entire existence, and 

especially his conduct in the body. So Paul stresses that the 

Christian's o@ya, not only his votc, is the "temple" of the 

Spirit of God (6.20).2% Further, Paul states in a passage heavy 

with irony that his opponents in Corinth cannot be called tédevou 

or mtvevuattuolt, because of their conduct in the community, their 

CfiAoc uat €oic, which is a sign that they are still vino, still 

capuruot (3.1,3) .100 
In summary, it has been determined that Paul, in 1 Corinth- 

ians 2.1-6, has skillfully used the language of his opponents, 

and has turned it back against them by interpreting their lan- 

guage in an apocalyptic fashion. In doing so, Paul has not 

succumbed to the theology of his opponents, but has substituted 

his own concept of "wisdom" for that of his opponents. 101 Using 

their terminology, he has robbed them of their claim to a 

saptentia propria, and has stressed in contrast that the true 

wisdom, which is "foolishness" for men governed by the values of 

this world, is a saptentia altena, given by God to man by the 
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Spirit, and whose content is simply: the word of the cross. 

Thus, there is no ground for boasting at all. The Christian is, 

in Dahl's phrase, simul sapiens et stultus.102 

K. Fv@ov.c in 1 Corinthians 8 

One further item must be noted, in view of the attempts by 

some scholars to posit a "gnostic" provenance for Paul's Corinth- 

ian opponents: The context in which the technical terms 

Mvevywattudc and wuxytxdce occur is one in which yv@ou.cg is conspic-— 

uous for its absence. This can be no accident, for Paul would 

scarcely have omitted a reference to yvéo.cg in this context if it 

had been technically used as part of the opponents' claim to be 

Tvevpatixot. The opponents claimed cogla, and not a yv@o.c, 

technically understood, and it was their possession of sogta 

which led them to claim for themselves a "pneumatic" status. 

Of course, there is evidence that both the Corinthians and 

Paul used the term yv@o.c, and both valued it as part of their 

Christian experience. The question is, what did yv@o.c mean for 

the opponents and for Paul? 

One thing is quite clear: It did not mean the same as 

copta.193 This is evident from the distinction which Paul makes 

between yv@o.c and ocogla in 1 Corinthians. In 1 Corinthians 1.5 

Paul praises the Corinthians that they have been enriched by God 

év mavtl Adyp xal ndon yv@oer. Is this a compliment which he 

later retracts when he denies his opponents a share in the oogta 

which is reserved for the téAetor?104 The only explanation is 

that for Paul and for the opponents as well, yv@o.c is not the 

same as oogta. . 

This is clear also from 1 Corinthians 12.8, where Adyoc 

cogtag is differentiated from Adyog yvdoewe. Similarly in 13.2 

TH OTHOLA Ndvta are mentioned alongside of ndoa fh yv@o.c. thd 

wvoThoOLa ndvta here are all of the individual "mysteries"105 

which together comprise the plan of God in his dealings with his 

people now and in the future, the knowledge of which is called 

sopta.106 

What, then, is yv@o.c? The answer to this can be found in 1 

Corinthians 8.1 ff. Both for the opponents and for Paul, yv@oucg 

is Christian insight into the realities of Christian existence 

here and now and its practical consequences .197 Its basis is the 

knowledge of the One God, and the Christian confession of Christ 

as Lord (8.6), with the concomitant affirmation that idols are 

not gods at al1.108 
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The Corinthians had formulated their yvaotc as follows: 

ofSapev Ott ov6év efSwrov év udoum, uat 
Ott. ovSete Sede et yr ste. 

This is a "knowledge" which they assumed that all Chris- 

tians possess: mndvtec yv@o.v éyouev (8.2).109 ‘The trouble was 

that some of the Corinthians concluded from this that everyone 

in the community had sufficient gnosis so as to enable them to 

eat meat that had been sacrificed to.idols, a piece of gnosis 

which they had undoubtedly received from Paul himself,119 for 

they were all agreed on the non-reality of idol gods. Here Paul 

is constrained to remind them that not all Christians do in fact 

have sufficient gnosis for that: 

GAA’ obn Ev T&oLV  YvG@otc- Tivic 6& TH cuvndelg 
Ewe GOTL tod elSHAov Hc el6wrAdSSvutTOV EaSlovoiv, ual 
f ouvet6norc atdtHv aosevic otoa yodAtvetat (8.7). 

Paul's concern for the "weak" in conscience constrains him 

to remind those with a greater proportion of yvéo.cg that dydnn, 

after all, is a greater standard of conduct in the Christian 

community than yv@o.g. And if anyone does not know this, he is 

really ignorant of a necessary item in the Christian faith: 

e€ tic Somet éyvwxévar tL, odnw Eyvw nadde 
6et yv@var’ ef Sé tic dyan& tov Sedv, 
ovttog fyvwotart bn’ abtod (8.2-3). 

And when gnosts is claimed to the detriment of love, the 

claimants to gnosis become "puffed up" (8.1), and the brother's 

salvation is placed in jeopardy (8.11). For, after all, gnosis 

is not complete for anyone in this life (13.9); it will pass away 

(13.8), and be replaced by a perfect vision mpedownov mpd¢ 

tedownov. Love alone, of all the spiritual gifts, is permanent, 

and this is the highest standard of Christian conduct,11l so 

that even faith and hope are less enduring than, and inferior to, 

love. 

In any case, the term yv@ov.cg in 1 Corinthians 8.1 cannot be 

112 The consequences of regarded as a "gnostic" technical term. 

this are, in my opinion, quite clear: Paul's opponents in 

Corinth were not "Gnostics" in the technical sense. Indeed, the 

affirmation--as the basis of the Corinthian yv@o.c--that there is 

"one God," of whom all things exist, excludes this possibility. 



CHAPTER FIVE: ON SPIRITUAL GIFTS IN 1 CORINTHIANS 12-14 

A. "Prophecy" in Corinth 

There is one further context in 1 Corinthians (in addition 

to 1 Cor. 2 and 15) in which the claim on the part of Paul's 

opponents to "pneumatic" status occurs; viz., the passage dealing 

with spiritual gifts, 1 Corinthians 12-14. There is no question 

here of an interpretation of Genesis 2.7, nor does the contrasting 

term Woxitxdc occur in this context. Indeed, the term nvedua oe 

self bears a rather different connotation from that established 

for those contexts in which Genesis 2.7 exegesis is a deciding 

factor. In 1 Corinthians 12-14 nvedya is an external force, in 

the view of the opponents, which possesses a subject and enables 

him to engage in ecstatic speech. The opponents of Paul in 

Corinth evidently placed a high premium on the gift of ecstatic 

“»yrophecy," so much so that Paul finds it necessary to counter 

their enthusiasm with the observation that ecstatic speech is not 

the only, nor even the most important, "Spiritual gift." 

The claim on the part of the Corinthian opponents to the 

designation nmvevuatixolt on the basis of their facility in ecstatic 

speech is documented at 1 Corinthians 14.37. Paul says, ef Tl¢ 

Souet moogritne etvar ff nvevuatixde utA. One can conclude from 

this that there were people in the Corinthian congregation who 

regarded themselves as "prophets" and "spiritual," and that they 

defined their status as "Spiritual" in terms of "prophecy." From 

the context in 1 Corinthians 14, it can be inferred that for them 

"prophecy" consisted in ecstatic utterances and "speaking in 

tongues." This ability was characterized by them as a major 

"Spiritual gift," a mvevyattxdv, and this endowment was the ground 

for an enthusiastic boasting. 

Furthermore, Paul's use of the word téAetoc in 14.20--and the 

contrasting words nmavr6ta, vnntidtete--is an indication that the 

Corinthians conceived of their role as "perfect" in terms of 

"prophetic" endowments as well as "wisdom. "1 

The Corinthians' definition of "prophecy" in terms of 

ecstatic speaking is not, of course, limited to Corinth. It sis 

taken for granted in, e.g., Acts 19.6 (cf. 10.45-46) .2 Paul, how- 

ever, makes a sharp distinction between prophecy and ecstatic 

utterance (14.1-5), and regards "prophecy" (as he understands it) 

as greater than the gift of tongues. Furthermore, he undercuts 

any ground of enthusiastic boasting by insisting that the 

44 
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TMVELUATLKXG are not the special property of a spiritual elite, but 

that there is only one Spirit who is operative--albeit in differ- 

ent manifestations--in all Christians.3 
It is important to stress that Paul does not reject ecstatic 

Speech outright; Paul is thankful that he himself speaks in 

tongues more than any of the Corinthians (14.8)! For Paul glos- 

salalia is a legitimate charisma (12.10,28) which must not be 

summarily prohibited (14.39), since it can be a manifestation of 

the end-time (14.21), and is a vehicle of private prayer (14.14; 

cf. Rom. 8.15, 26 f.). Paul's overarching concern, however, is 

that the community be edified, that all things be done in the 

community for its otuoSour. ; 

The ‘history-of-religions background of ecstatic prophecy has 

been thoroughly discussed by others.4 As to the phenomenon in 

Paul's Corinthian congregation Schmithals is correct in stating, 

Dass es Gnostiker im technischen Sinne dieser Wortes 
sind, gegen die Pls angeht, lasst sich freilich aus 
Kp. 14 nicht bindend beweisen.5 

Nevertheless Schmithals does go on to interpret the pheno- 

menon of glossalalia in 1 Corinthians 14 as a gnostic manifes- 

tation, thus remaining consistent with his over-all approach to 

the problem of the opponents of Paul in 1 and 2 Corinthians. This, 

in my view, is quite arbitrary, especially when a more probable 

background for the practice of ecstatic speech in Corinth can be 

found; viz., in the pagan Hellenistic world in general, and ina 

Hellenistic Judaism strongly influenced by this broader sphere in 

particular. ; 

The most fruitful place to look for a background to the en- 

thusiastic practices of the Corinthian opponents of Paul is, once 

again, Philo. Philo regards prapeees ecstasy as the highest 

manifestation of the divine Spirit, given only to a relatively 

few good and wise persons. In an interesting allegory on Genesis 

15.12 (in Her. 249 ff.) Philo engages in a lengthy discourse upon 

the various types of ecstasy. He distinguishes four different 

types: (1) madness (AUtta vavidSne mapdvotav Eumorotoa), (2) 

extreme amazement (ogd5pa nuatdmAnEtc), (3) passivity of mind 

(Koeuta Stavotac), and (4) divine possession (€vSEe0g uatoxuw xt) , 

the kind of vwavta to which the prophets are subject (% TO 

TMeo@nttxov yévoc xeftat). The latter type of ecstasy Philo calls 

n) S€ ntac@v dototn, which comes to those who are chosen to be 

prophets. / 

Philo describes this prophetic ecstasy, by way of commenting 

on Genesis 15.2, nmept natov 6vonac éxotaotg éEnénecev, as follows: 
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He refers to our mind (vodc) under the symbol 'sun.' 

For what the mind (Aoytouéc) is in us, the sun is in 

the world, for each is a light-bearer, the one sending 

forth to the whole world a sense-perceptible beam, the 

other sending forth to us by means of its apprehensions 

mental rays. So long as the mind surrounds us with its 

illumination, pouring forth as it were a noon-time beam 

into the whole soul, we remain in ourselves and are not 

possessed. But when it comes to its setting, there falls 

upon us in all likelihood an ecstasy, a divine possession, 

a madness (@uotacre ual fh évSe0g . . . natoxwXr Te ual 

uavta). For when the divine light shines, the human light 

sets; and when the former sets, the latter rises and 
dawns. This is what regularly happens to the race of 
prophets (t@ 6& nmeogntix® yévet), for the mind is evicted 
from us at the arrival of the divine Spirit (é€o.xtCetar 
név yao év hutv 6 vote xat& thy tod Selov nvetuatog 
G&ovEvv), but at its departure the mind enters once again. 
Mortal may not cohabit with immortal. Therefore the setting 
of the mind and the darkness around it produce ecstasy 
and divinely-inspired madness (E€xotaotyv ual Seogdentov 
uavtav). He (Moses) connects the following passage to 
this scripture by saying, ‘it was said to Abraham' 
(€ppé8n modc ‘ABopady). For in reality the prophet, 
even when he seems to be speaking, is actually silent, 
while Another makes use of his organs of speech, the 
mouth and the tongue, expressing what he wishes. With 
an invisible musical skill, he plays on these organs and 
produces pleasant and elaborate sounds full of every 
harmony . 8 : 

This passage (and others cited above) provides us with a 

background for an understanding of the prophetic self-understand- 

ing of the Corinthian enthusiasts. Even some of Philo's specific 

statements supply us with a key for interpreting Paul's arguments 

in 1 Corinthians 14. For example, Philo's statement that the 

vovg in us departs at the coming of the Spirit illumines Paul's 

counterstatement in 14.15: . . . nmpooevEouar S& ual tH vot. 

Philo's reference to the organs of speech as instruments of Goa? 

sheds light on Paul's reference to musical instruments in 14.7 ff. 

And Paul's use of the verb uatveoSart in 14.23 is probably an 

ironic reference to the prophetic wavla of which Philo (and numer- 

ous other Hellenistic writers on prophecy) speaks. 

In short, a background in Hellenistic Judaism--itself only 

part of a wider context of Hellenistic ecstatic practices--is most 

plausible as an explanation for the phenomenon of glossalalia in 1 

Corinthians. The Corinthians claimed to be mvevyatinol on the 

basis of their ability to manifest certain mvevyatind, chief among 

which was the ecstatic speech which they deemed to be "prophecy" 

par excellence (1 Cor. 14.37). Perhaps they thought of themselves 

as speaking under the inspiration of the Spirit a type of dyyeAtun 

SidAentog. This is at least suggested by 1 Corinthians 13.1.19 
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Nor is this claim completely unconnected with the theme of 
Sopta delineated above. For the Corinthian enthusiasts, sogla 

and yA@ooat belonged together; both were Signs of a truly spirit- 

ual existence. This interconnection between wisdom and ecstatic 

"prophecy" is attested in Hellenistic Judaism,l1! in which the 

Corinthians were apparently well-schooled. 

Paul is as critical of the Corinthians' claim to "prophecy" 

as he is of their claim to "wisdom." Indeed he redefines the 

term for them, opposing “prophecy" to speaking in tongues. For 

Paul, prophecy involves speaking clearly and understandably (and 

in a manner consonant with the confession of faith, Rom. 12.6) for 

the exhortation and edification of all in the community (1 Cor. 

14.2 ff.) In 1 Corinthians 12-14 Paul is facing a dangerous 

understanding of the church and its worship. As Lthrmann puts it, 

Fur die Gegner war der Gottesdienst eine Versammlung 
von Ekstatikern, die die Sprache der oberen Welt 
beherrschten und in der Ekstase diese Welt verliessen. 
Solch ein Gottesdienst verlore aber den missionarischen 
Charakter (14.23); Paulus rechnet mit nicht zur 
Gemeinde gehorenden t&ttar und d&mvotot; die Gemeinde 
ist damit eine Grésse in der Geschichte. Ziel des 
Gottesdienstes sind olxo6ourn, napduAnotc und napayusta 
(14.3), die nur durch Charismen év vot erreicht 
werden konnen.12 

Further, it appears that the Corinthians were bent on empha- 

sizing a hyper-individualistic approach to worship, bound up as 

they were with their own individual experiences of tongue-speaking. 

Paul responds by calling them back to their missionary task, to a 

concern for the church's corporate OotuoSour and to her common 

pursuit of dydmn (14.12,1). 

Ba sAVGSeta “Inoovc an 1 Corinthians 12.1 78£: 

It is in this same context that 1 Corinthians 12.1-3 also 

belongs. Inasmuch as it has been suggested that T@®v nNvevuaTLUdyv 

in 12.1 is masculine in gender, it is desirable to deal with this 

passage to see if it does shed further light on the nvevyatiude 

self-understanding of Paul's Corinthian opponents. 

I refer here particularly to Schmithals' arguments on this 

passage. In affirming the masculine gender for t@v TvevLAaTLKdyv 

Schmithals states that Paul never used the term ftvevuatixd in the 

sense of xaotouata. 13 He regards this passage as a reply toa 

question from the Corinthian congregation as to whether it were 

possible to make in church such an utterance as "Jesus be cursed" 

and still be speaking év mvevuate get. 14 According to Schmithals 

Such an acclamation was a regular feature of Corinthian worship, 
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and indeed served as a type of confession of faith.15 

To the question, "Wie konnte ein guter Christ Jesus 

verfluchen?" Schmithals answers that this is possible in the con- 

text of a specific understanding of Christianity for which an 

anathema against Jesus is not excluded; namely, the gnostic 

Christianity prevailing in Corinth.16 Schmithals posits the exis- 

tence in Corinth of gnostic Christians who could, paradoxically, 

confess Xptotéc but still cry out, avdSeua “Inoov¢. This pheno- 

menon Schmithals interprets in the context of an alleged dualism 

between nvedpa and odpE, and a Christological distinction between 

the heavenly Spirit-Christ and the man Jesus. He cites 1 John 

“2, 222anda412 as. NT. parallels.17 Especially ingenious is his 

reference to Origen's Contra Celsum 6.28 as another parallel, ata 

which reference is made to Gnostics who do not allow anyone into 

their congregation éav un dodc Star uat&h tod *Inood. 18 

It seems to me, however, that Schmithals' question "Wie 

konnte ein guter Christ Jesus verfluchen?" must receive a negative 

answer. It is impossible for any kind of Christian to curse 

Jesus, no matter how erroneous his views or how loose his be- 

havior.12 Indeed, the very impossibility of such a thing is 

precisely the basis upon which our Pauline passage must be under- 

stood. 

First of all, there is not to be found in 1 Corinthians 

12.1-3 any distinction at all between Xptotdg and “Inoote. It is 

not a matter of variant confessions or variant Christologies. The 

only confession of faith referred to is the one that was undoubt-— 

edly used in all of the Pauline churches, including the church in 

Corinth; vig., uboLog “Inoodc, "Jesus is Lord."20 The one dis- 

tinction that is made in our passage is not one of variant con- 

fessions, but it is the distinction between the Corinthians' 

heathen past (6te €Svn Ate) and their Christian present. 21 Paul 

understands their heathen past to have been determined by their 

devotion to etSwrAa dgwva, or rather to demonic powers. In their 

past, before their baptism, 22 they had been led by (nyeose), in- 

deed were under restraint to (wc &v dmaydépevor), the demonic 

powers which are the real forces behind pagan idols. 

That demonic forces are referred to here is evident from the 

use of the key expressions flyeodve and dmayduevor to which in an 

opposite sense can be compared the phrase in Romans 8.14, 

Mvevuatt Seod dyovtart. This is clear even if the text is corrupt 

at this point. 23 Paul is shown to be sharing the typical Jewish 

attitude toward idols and heathen gods current in late antiquity; 
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namely, the view that behind the heathen gods and idols stand de- 
monic powers. This is already clear from the way that the LxXx 
translates certain Hebrew terms. For example, Ps. 95.5 (LXXK 96.5) 

translates the Hebrew 0°2°%8 (vain, empty, idols) with the Greek 

word 6atudévia. Similarly at Ps. 105.37 (LXX 106.37) the Hebrew 

ooTw? (to lords, to idols) is rendered Satyovlot.g. At Isaiah 
65.11 the Hebrew 737% (to 'Fortune' = Babylonian Jupiter) is 

rendered simply t@ Satuov.. In Baruch 4.7, there is a reference 

to sacrifice Satyovtorg nual ob SeG which should doubtless be 

understood as a reference to idolatry. That this is also Paul's 

understanding of idolatry is shown not only from the present 

passage in 1 Corinthians 12 but also from 1 Corinthians 10.20 £. 

In 8.4 Paul had referred to the "knowledge" of the Corinthians24 

that an elSwrov is ov6év, and that obSelc Sedc ci wh etc. But in 
1 Corinthians 10.20-21 he informs them that, whereas an idol is 

nothing in itself (ef6SwAov tt éotlv;), nevertheless the powers 

behind the idols are demonic powers, and to participate in a 

pagan cultic meal is to become a xotvwvde t&v Satuovlwv. 2° 

[ Thus, 1 Corinthians 12.2 refers to demonic powers, and to 

the control these powers had exercised over the lives of the 

Corinthians before they had become Christians. ) 

The importance of this remark by Paul is clear when we 

perceive the total context; namely, the whole discussion of 

"Spiritual gifts" in 1 Corinthians 12-14, and the implication 

that the demonic powers are capable of producing ecstatic prophecy 

of a sort which resembles that so highly vaunted by the Corin- 

thian pneumatics. Ecstatic prophecy, glossalalia, as a pheno- 

menon is not restricted to the Christian community, and ought not, 

therefore, be made a criterion for special status in the com- 

munity. For Paul is saying that this demonic variety of ecstatic 

speech as such is not capable of leading men to confess Jesus as 

Lord; on the contrary, such ecstatic speaking could also lead to 

cursing Jesus. For Paul the demons not only "believe and 

tremble"© put are actively engaged in venting their curses 

against Jesus--possibly through ecstatic phenomena!--and against 

those who belong to him.*’ ‘This they are capable of doing even 

by simulating the “spiritual gift" of ecstatic prophecy. (eau's 

point is simply that possession of the Spirit is not to be judged 

by the occurrence of ecstatic speaking "in tongues" but by the 

utterance of the common Christian (baptismal) confession.) 

The key to a proper understanding of 1 Corinthians 12.1-3 is 

the recognition that it belongs to the whole context in chapters 
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12-14. If it is interpreted in isolation, as is done by 

Schmithals, the point of Paul's argument is lost. That it does 

belong to the wider context is clear from meoptl 6€ TOv nvevuatLudv 

in 12.1, a heading that governs the entire argument in 12-14. 

tOv tvevuatiu@v is to be taken as a neuter; the mvevuatixd in 12.1 

are the same as the yaplouata in 12.428 and the whole context 

concerns "Spiritual gifts." 

Paul's argument is a shocking one, and was undoubtedly in- 

tended to be such. Paul is arguing that the gift of ecstatic 

speech is not to be unduly exalted above other spiritual gifts, 

since ecstatic speech--qua ecstatic speech--is not a distinguish- 

ing mark of "Spiritual" Christians at all. It is a phenomenon 

that is known among pagans as well--perhaps had even played a part 

in the Gentile Christians' own previous religious background--and 

which can even be used as a demonic vehicle by which the demons 

can vent their curses against Jesus Christ. Conversely, from the 
ae 

very fact that it is only the Spirit of God who can lead men to a 

Gonfession of Jesus as Lord, all Christians, ali who participate 

in the congregational confession of faith in Jesus as Lord, are 

in effect speaking "in the Spirit af God." Therefore there can 

be no distinctions. made in the congregation between those with 

"spiritual" gifts and those without "spiritual" gifts, for it is a 

gift of the Holy Spirit itself to be able to confess Jesus as Lord. 

So, Paul argues, there is only one Spirit, and all Christians 

share this Spirit by virtue of their baptism and common con- 

fession. The expression avdSeua “Inootc,is to be understood as a 

Pauline antithesis22 to the common Christian confession, an anti- 

thetical expression used to shock the Corinthian enthusiasts into 

placing the phenomenon of ecstatic "prophecy" into a proper 

perspective, to see it as a possible vehicle for demons as well 

as for the Spirit, and to understand that this is not by any means 

a distinguishing mark of "Spiritual" Christianity. _ Z —— 

In 12.4 ££. Paul goes on to explain that there is one Spirit, 

but there is given to all Christians different gifts of the Spirit 

by which, acting in concert, the whole body of Christians can be 

built up and strengthened. yévn yAwoodv and épunvelta yAwoodv are 

gifts of the Spirit, but they are noticeably placed last in Paul's 

list. 



CHAPTER SIX: GENESIS 2.7 IN GNOSTIC EXEGESIS 

A. Introduction 

It has already been shown, in previous chapters, that the 
Tvedya-Wuxt, MVEVNATLKOCG-WUXLKdE contrast develops out of a 

Hellenistic-Jewish exegesis of Genesis 2.7 (in the Greek text). 
The mvor| of 2.7a is regarded as identical with the Tvevua, and 

constitutes the heavenly and immortal part of man. 

This chapter carries this further and explores the 

MVELWATLUSS-WUXLKXdSS terminology in Gnostic texts and its relation 

to the Gnostic exegesis of Genesis 2.7. Genesis 2.7 is a focal 

text for gnostic speculation (a fact which, nevertheless, has not 

heretofore been noticed by scholars).! This chapter can thus be 

considered to supplement what has been discovered by others con- 

cerning gnostic exegesis of another important passage in Genesis, 

OR es We Se ae, 
Actually the mvevuatiudg-puxtxde terminology is not always 

employed in gnostic materials, and the gnostic exegesis of Genesis 

2.7 is quite varied. What follows are the most important examples 

of how the various gnostic groups interpreted Genesis 2.7, and how 

the mvevuattudc-Wuxixdg terminology, when it is used, fits into 

the context of Genesis 2.7 exegesis. 

It will be useful to begin our discussion with the Apoeryphon 

of John, rather than with the earliest examples, for in this 

document a number of traditions of Genesis-exegesis have been 

utilized, and we can therefore see at once the various ways in 

which gnostic mythology can develop as scripture interpretation. 

B. The Apoeryphon of John 

The bulk of this document is essentially a "commentary" on 

the text of the opening chapters of Genesis.3 Using the version 

from the Berlin Codex (=BG)4 as a basis, we find that the pas- 

sage which interprets Genesis 2.7 runs from 48.14 to 52.1. The 

parallel passage in Codex II from Nag Hammadi? is 63.5-67.33, with 

63.29-67.10 representing an expansion not found in BG. 

In the context immediately preceding BG 48.14, the creator- 

archons say to one another, 

Let us create a man according to the image and 

appearance of God. 

The "commentary" jumps immediately to Genesis 2.7, as can be 

seen from the language in which the creation of man is depicted: 

They created from themselves and from all their powers, 
they formed a formation ( @a¥mAacc& NNOvTTAacma ) from 

Spt 
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themselves. And [each one] of [all the powers created 
from] the power [the souJ1.7 

It is clear from this passage, and from what follows, that we 

have to do here with the creation of man's soul by the archons. 

The fall of Adam into materiality is treated only in 52.15-17 and 

following.® The words aftAacca , TrAacma, and TepTyH are all 

derived from the Greek text of Genesis 2.7: 

vat énrAacev tdv Gv8pwnov . .. ual éyéveto & &vSewnoc 
SEC UUXTIV Sos Sees 

It is this "psychic" creature which fulfills the exhortation 

in the immediately preceding context (Gen. 1.26); the text in the 

lines immediately following refer back to Genesis 1.27: 

They created it (aTramioc, fem., i.e. the wuxr) 
according to the image which they had seen, by way of an 
imitation (mara ofmimucic )9 of the one who was from 
the beginning, the perfect Man. They said, "Let us 
call him Adam so that the name of this (being) and his 
power may become for us a light."10 

This passage is an interpretation of the etuov of Genesis 

1.27. In the Apoeryphon of John Anthropos is the highest God.11l 

Jaldabaoth,!2 the abortive product of Sophia, had surveyed his 

creative work, and had declared, "I am a jealous God, and beside 

me there is no other" (BG 44.14 £.; cf. Ex. 20.5: Is. 45.5,6; 

46.9). The Mother (Sophia) realizes her deficiency and repents, 

and a voice comes to her, "There exists the Man, and the Son of 

Man" (BG 47.15 £.). Jaldabaoth and the other archons see in the 

water an image (etudv) of the Man, i.e. the highest God, and 

resolve to imitate it, thereby to illuminate their own darkness. 

Their psychic creation they resolve to call "Adam," in order to 

capture the magic of this name for themselves.13 

What follows in the text is a further elaboration of the work 

of the creator-archons in fashioning man's soul. At this point 

there are two different versions. In BG each of the creator- 

angels is referred to as a woxr.!4 In CG II each of the angels 

creates a different feature of man's soul.15 1 present first the 

text of BG 49.9-51.1: 

And the powers began from below. The first is Deity, 
a soul of bone; the second is Lordship,16 a sinew-soul; 
the third is Fire, a soul of flesh; the fourth is Pronoia, 
a soul of marrow and the whole constitution of the body; 
the fifth is Kingdom, a soul of blood; the sixth is 
Understanding, a soul of skin; the seventh is Sophia, 
a soul of hair. And they adorned the whole body. And 
their angels came to them from (among) those who had 
been prepared at first by the powers. (And they 
received)17 the hypostases of soul for the ordering of 
the joint-members. And they created the entire body, 
joined together from the multitude of angels which I 
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mentioned at first. And it remained inert a long time, 
for the seven powers were unable to raise it up, nor 
could the 360 angels who had put together the joint-members. 

The same passage in CG II reads as follows: 

And the powers began. The first, Goodness, created a soul 

of bone; the second, Pronoia, created a soul of sinew; 
the third, Deity, created a soul of flesh; the fourth, 
Lordship, created a soul of marrow; the fifth, Kingdom, 
created a soul of blood; the sixth, Zeal, created a 
soul of skin; the seventh, Wisdom, created a soul of 
hair. And the multitude of angels stood up before it. 
They received from the Powers the seven psychic hypostases18 
in order to make the joining of the limbs and the joining 
of the pieces and the POp ede sg of the adornment of each 
Of the members. seo ~ . « And all the angels’ and 
demons worked until they had adorned the psychic body 
(MYTXIKON NoewMa ), but their entire work was inert and 
motionless for a long time (67.10-14). 

Though these texts are slightly different, they both refer 

to the creation of the soul, or the "psychic body," of man.29 In 

so far as they are working with Wuxi they themselves are referred 

to as "souls," and their "hypostasis" is a psychic hypostasis. 

I have hesitated to translate bndédotactcg with the usual (Latin 

cognate) "substance." What seems to be meant by bndotacic is 

something like "underlying reality behind something."21 

The description of the work of the seven powers in creating 

the various parts of the body (bone, sinew, marrow, flesh, etc.) 

may stem from a Jewish wisdom tradition such as is reflected also 

in the Testaments of the Twelve Patrtarchs, especially at 

Testament of Reuben 2-3, where the seven nvetyata given to man in 

creation are enumerated; the seven nvetvuata tii¢ mAdvn¢g are con- 

sidered as resident in various parts of the body. 

There may also be in the Apoeryphon of John some distant 

reflection of a speculation on Plato's Timaeus. At Timaeus 69C 

ff. there is a description of the activity of the created gods 

in. fashioning the various parts of the body of man which will 

house the immortal element of the soul created by the Demiurge 

himself. 

That we are dealing here with an involved commentary upon 

Genesis 2.7 is confirmed by the passage immediately following, 

wherein we are informed of the origin of man's tvevya. The text 

continues: 

And the Mother wished to get back the power which she had 

given to the archon of Prounikos. She came in innocence; 

begged the Father of All rich in mercy, the God of Light. 

He sent by a holy decree the Autogenes22 and the four 

iirghts (CGebi os the rtive lightbearers") in the form of the 

angels of the first archon. They advised him so that 

they might bring forth from him the power of the mother. 
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They said to him, "Breathe into his face from the spirit 
(mwemNa ) that is in you, and the thing (¢w8) will rise 
up." And he breathed upon him from his spirit, which is 
the power from the Mother, into the body, and it 
immediately moved (BG 51.1-52.1 = CG II 67.15-33). 

Compare the end of this passage in the CG II version: 

And he blew into him his spirit, which is the power of 
his Mother; he did not know, because he was in ignorance. 
And the power of the mother went out from Altabaoth into 
the psychic body which they had made for him according to 
the image of him who was from the beginning. The body 
moved, and received strength, and shone. 

The sequel to this passage describes how as a result of this 

inbreathing the man was stronger and wiser than all of the 

archons, who thereupon became jealous and cast man down into the 

lower depths of materiality. 

For our purposes it is important to point out how the account 

in the Apoeryphon of John of the reception by man of his spiritual 

nature is based upon an interpretation of Genesis 2.7, especially: 

ual évegvonoev etc td tedownov adtod nvonv (= nvedua) Cwhe. The 

tvedwa has been placed over against the Wuxi, the wuoxr.xde nature 

of man. The nvedua is the heavenly part of man, derived from 

the Mother (Sophia) and ultimately from the Pleroma, whereas the 

uxt, is a creation of Ialdabaoth and his creator-angels. Though 

the adjective mvevuatixdg does not occur in Apoeryphon of John, 

the term Wuoxiudc23 is used--but only in the immediate context of 

the gnostic commentary upon Genesis 2.7. 

The nvedua-Wuxr contrast does not play any role in the 

editorial framework of Apocryphon of John, nor are gnostic men 

distinguished from non-gnostic men on the basis of a mvevuatiudéc- 

Woxtuds differentiation. The gnostic class of men is referred to 

as the "unwavering generation," and the non-gnostics are regarded 

as having a "counterfeit spirit" ( antimMimon mitNa ).24 This 

terminology is not explicitly related to the Genesis exegesis 

delineated above, though of course it presupposes that the gnostic 

men have the true tvedua. 

The passage here treated is a highly-developed mythopoeic 

synthesis of several Jewish traditions of Genesis exegesis. These 

include (1) the Hellenistic-Jewish distinction between the higher 

mTvedua and the lower wWuxrt based on the Greek text of Genesis 2.7 

(discussed above), (2) the tradition (probably Palestinian) 25 

that Adam was created as a "formless mass" (gdlem) into which God 

breathed his life-giving breath, and (3) the Hellenistic-Jewish 

tradition (interpreting Gen. 1.26) that God relegated the 

creation of man's body to the angels.26 All of these traditions 
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of exegesis are widely taken over and variously interpreted in 

gnostic literature. The Apocryphon of John reflects a continuing 

stage in an already gnosticized synthesis. What makes these 

Speculations "gnostic" is not the traditions themselves, but 

how they are interpreted and reformulated in the gnostic context 

and with the gnostic intentionality.?/ 

The speculation that God addressed the angels when he said 

"Let us make man" (Gen. 1.26) is attested in Justin's Dialogue 

with Trypho 62, where he rejects this doctrine, along with the 

concomitant teaching that the body of man is the creation of the 

angels (6étt dyyéAwv notnua Av td oGya tO dvSpmmeLov). The earli- 

est extant witness to this doctrine is Philo, who states it no 

less than, three times (Op. 72-755 Conf. 168 ££.-7 Fug. 68 ££:), 

and that in the interest of preventing one from ascribing to the 

transcendent and holy God the making of a mixed creature such as 

man. More precisely, God fashioned man's immortal element, but 

delegated to the "powers" or "angels" subsidiary to him the 

creation of man's body, the seat of the vices.28 For the origin 

of this doctrine one can point to a direct influence from Plato's 

Timaeus 41A, wherein it is stated that the body of man is fashion- 

ed by lower beings ("gods" in Plato, "powers" or "angels" in 

Philo), but that the immortal soul is created directly by the 

Demiurge (Timaeus 41D). 

It is not difficult to see how such speculations on Genesis 

1.26 by Philo and other exegetes could be interpreted with a 

gnostic twist. Such Genesis-speculations, indeed, are the 

primary building-blocks for the fabrication of gnostic myths and 

systems. 

C. Adam as Gdlem in Rabbinic Tradition 

According to a tradition of exegesis of Genesis 2.7 current 

in the rabbinic schools at least from the second century, Adam 

was first created as a "shapeless mass" (0713 ). The Midrash on 

Genesis 2.7 comments as follows: 

This teaches that he set him up as a lifeless mass 

(n?13 ) reaching from earth to heaven and then infused 

a soul into him. 29 

And again: 

R. Tanhuma in the name of R. Banayah and R. Berekiah in 

the name of R. Leazar said: He created him as a lifeless 

mass (0713 ) extending from one end of the world to the 

other; thus it is written, "Thine eyes did see mine unformed 

substance" (Ps. 139.16) .30 

The latter passage is particularly important, for it provides 

us with a key to the origin of the description of Adam as a golem, 
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and it gives us an indication that this tradition is relatively 

early. On the latter point, the attribution of this doctrine to 

Banayah and Leazar puts us at least back to the second century, 

for both of these sages were Tannatm. As to the use of the term 

golem, it occurs only once in the Old Testament, at Psalm 139.16, 

where it says of Adam ,21 

Thy eyes beheld my unformed substance (023 )0s4in Bey, 

book were written, every one of them, the days that were 

formed for me, when as yet there was none of them. 32 

One further text, of many that could be adduced ,33 contains 

the following, put into the mouth of R. Acha b. Chanina :34 

The day consisted of twelve hours. In the first hour, 

his [Adam's] dust was gathered; in the second, it was 

kneaded into a shapeless mass; in the third, his limbs 

were shaped; in the fourth, a soul was infused into him; 

in the fifth he arose and stood on his feet; in the sixth, 
he gave [the animals] their names; in the seventh, Eve 
became his mate; in the beat Cia they ascended to bed as 
two and descended as four;3° in the ninth, he was ; 
commanded not to eat of the tree; in the tenth, he 
sinned; in the eleventh, he was tried; and in the twelfth, 
he was expelled [from Eden] and departed, for it is 
written, "Man abideth not in honour."36 

Our interest centers upon the second and fourth hours in R. 

Acha's schema: Adam is first a lifeless mass (077) ), and then 

is animated by the inbreathing into him of his soul (DWI ) .37 

This colorful tradition concerning the creation of Adam38 is to 

be found in the background of many gnostic accounts , including 

the one treated above from the Apoeryphon of John.39 But in the 

gnostic sources, it is because of the basic inferiority of the 

creator (or creator-powers) that the body of Adam lies inert and 

unable to move. The essential life-principle is breathed into 

him from a source ultimately higher than and superior to the 

creator(s), and is that which enables man to rise above his 

creaturely existence and even to despise his creator(s). This is 

the pattern in the Apoeryphon of John--where, however, the dis- 

tinction has already been made between the Wuy and the nvedpa-- 

and it is the pattern in many other gnostic texts as well, some 

of them reflecting earlier stages in the development of. the 

tradition in gnostic circles. 

D. Saturninus 

Probably the earliest stage40 in the gnostic reinterpretation 

of this tradition of Genesis 2.7 exegesis is that represented by 

Saturninus.4l Irenaeus: records the following concerning the 

heresy of Saturninus (or Satornilus, as he is sometimes called): 

Saturninus, like Menander, set forth one Father, unknown 
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to all, who created the angels ,42 archangels, powers, and 
authorities. By seven of the angels was made the world, 
and all things in it. And man was created by the angels, 
when a luminous image appeared below from the highest 
power. When they were unable to grasp it (he says), for 
it immediately darted upward again, they exhorted one 
another saying, “Let us make man according to the image 
and likeness." When he was fashioned, and the creature 
was not able to stand erect, due to the feebleness of 
the angels (et non potuisset ertgi plasma propter 
tmbectllitatem angelorum) ,43 but wriggled like a worm 
(quast vermiculus seartzaret), the power from above, 
taking pity on him because he was made in its44 image, 
sent forth a spark of light (scintillam vitae = onivdonoa 
THIS Cwri¢) which raised the man erect, gave him limbs, 
and caused him to come to life.45 

This myth contains a re-interpretation of two of the Jewish 

traditions mentioned above, the creation of man's body by the 

angels (Gen. 1.26 f.) and the speculation based on Genesis 2.7 

that man was formed as a shapeless, inert mass, and vivified by 

the inbreathing of God. The curious idea that the nAdowa of the 

angels "wriggled like a worm" (cf. Hippolytus, Ref. 7.28.3, o¢ 

OudAnKOS GuaplCovtocg) may not only be a picturesque extension of 

the idea of Adam as an inert gdlem, but may represent a separate 

Jewish tradition. This has been stated by G. Quispel, though 

without supporting evidence.46 R. M. Grant is probably on the 

right track in his suggestion that Saturninus may have derived 

this from Psalm 22.7, applying the passage to Adam: €éyw 6€ etur 

OXuOANE uat otnm &vSewnog (LXX 21.7).47 But I would suggest that 

Psalm 22.7 had already been applied to Adam in Jewish tradition 

before Saturninus, in a manner analogous to the use of Psalm 

139.16. We now have some evidence from Qumran that points in 

this direction. A verse from one of the Thanksgiving Hymns 

(1QH XI.12) reads as follows: 

that the worm of the dead may be raised from 
the dust to thy eternal counsel... .48 

The "worm" ( nv?1n, the same word used in Ps. 22.7, and 

translated in the LXX ox@AnE) is in this Qumran hymn a reference 

to mortal man. Influence from Psalm 22.7 (perhaps also from 

Job 25.6) LT find-to be quite probable. 

Saturninus' myth is thoroughly "gnostic"; the creator-angels 

(of whom the Jewish God is one)49 are inferior beings working 

independently of the highest God, and the essential immortal 

essence of man is derived not from his creator(s) but from a high- 

er power. It is this "spark of life"--essentially identical to 

God--which must be retrieved and saved. 

Absent from the system of Saturninus, however, is the dif- 
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ferentiation of nvedua, nveuuat inde and woxri, Woxundgc. The mvon 

Cwhic of Genesis 2.7 is referred to as a ontvOne Cwic,29 which 

alone is immortal and which is placed over against the bodily 

creation of the angel-powers. This doctrine functions in the 

system of Saturninus to distinguish between classes of men, 

based on whether or not they possess the "spark of life" and are 

thus OudgvAct with the highest power (Hipp. Ref. 7.28.4). The 

Sign of this "Spark" is faith in Christ (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.24.2)! 

Can one attribute these speculations of Saturninus to earlier 

gnostic teachers, e.g. to Simon Magus? Though Saturninus is the 

first actually to incorporate Christ into his system,°! the 

tradition of the creation of man by the angels and the inbreathing 

from above of his "spark of life" may perhaps go back to Simon. 52 

But if it does°3 there is little extant evidence, apart from a 

statement attributed to Simon by Epiphanius®4 to the effect that 

he created the angels through the mediation of Ennoia, and the 

angels created the world and man. 

E. Simonian Gnosticism 

Genesis 2.7 is treated exegetically in an important Simonian 

source, though in a manner quite unlike that we have seen in 

Saturninus and Apoeryphon of John. The exegesis occurs in the 

context of a commentary, preserved by Hippolytus (Ref. 6.9.3-6. 

18.7), on a revelatory document ascribed to Simon Magus and en- 

titled Megale Apophasis ("The Great Proclamation") .55 The 
material is, highly syncretistic and philosophized, and probably 

quite late (end of the second century?) .°6 

Genesis 2.7a is quoted at Refutatio 6.14.4 £.: 

This is57 the seventh power?8 concerning which Moses 
says, ‘ual nvetdua Seod énewépeto éndvw Tod téatoc' 
[Gen. 1.2], i.e. the ntvedua which holds all things in 
itself, the image (eliudv) of the unbounded power, con- 
cerning which Simon says, ‘etudv €E aeSdoetov popeic. 
xoopotoa udvn ndvta.' For this power, which hovers 
over the water, originating from an incorruptible form, 
alone orders all things (xoopel udvn ndvta). When some 
such construction of the world had taken place 'God 
formed man' taking 'dust from the earth.' He formed 
(him) not simple but two-fold (ody dmrodv GAAX SLTAODV) 
‘according to the image and according to the likeness' 
(uat’ etxudva ual nad’ dpoltwotv). 

Genesis 2.7a is used in conjunction with Genesis 1.2 and 
1.26. The "seventh power" which resides in all men as the power 
that "Stands, has come to stand, and will stand,"59 is related 

via the etxdv and dyotworg to the Spirit which hovered over the 
waters of creation. The second part of Genesis 2.7 is not 
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quoted, and no reference is made to the épovonua of the mvon 

Couric . 

By the 6ttAodc0 nature of man, vat’ eludva and uad’ 

Suotwo.v, is meant man as having fallen into the world of be- 

coming (cf. otacg udtw év th pot] tév Lédtwv Ev eltudve yevvndelc, 

17.1) and man from the standpoint of his salvation (cf. 

OtTnOduUEVOS dvw map& thv vaxaplay dnépavtov Sbvapmtv, édv 

EEELKOVLOOH . . . 6 uad’ Spotwotv dvanenAaougvoe téAELOoc 

émovedviog, 17.1 £.). Salvation is accomplished when one "is 

fully formed" (€€etuovtoSij) and thus becomes fooc ual SyuoLtocg tH 

ayevvit@m ual dnepdvtm Suvduer (16.5).°l But if one does not 

achieve his full potentiality, he perishes with the world: 

6 €av un éEcLtuoviosh petd tod udcuovu dmoAettar, 
6uvapuet petvav udvov uat un évepyeta yevdouevov-- 
tovUtTé éott . . . tO elpnudévov: tva un odv tH 
UudOUM HaATAKELOGNEV (14.6, quoting 1 Cor. 11.32). 

Salvation resides as a potential force (Stvautc)®2 in all 

men, and need only be brought to full évepyeta by a process of 

self-realization, aided by the "right word" (6 mpoornuwv Adyog = 

the Simonian teaching) and the "place of the Lord" (tétmog uvoetov 

= the Simonian community) .®3 

Genesis 2.7a is quoted again in 14.7: nadc odv ual tlva 

todémov . . . mAdooet tov GvSownov 6 Séog; The answer: év 

tapadelom (Gen. 2.8). There follows an allegory on Genesis 2.8 

ff. in which "Paradise" is equated with the womb (cf. Is. 44.2), 

and which employs the latest medical science on embryology. 64 

In summary ®©> the Simonian use of Genesis 2.7 is quite unique; 

there is no trace of the traditions we found in Saturninus. 

Furthermore, the mveuuatindc-Wwuxindg terminology does not occur 

in Simonian Gnosticism. Thus, the mvevuatindc-Wwuxtudc termin- 

ology seems to occur only if Genesis 2.7 is interpreted accord- 

ingly, which is not the case in Simon. 

F. Sethian-Ophites 

The Sethian-Ophite®é system as described by Irenaeus (in 

Adv. Haer. 1.30) contains a Genesis 2.7 exegesis which is some- 

what similar to that of the Apoecryphon of John. The system as a 

whole seems to be a modified--essentially more Christianized-- 

version of that which underlies the Apocryphon of John. 

This Genesis 2.7 commentary occurs in 1.30.6. In the 

preceding context Jaldabaoth has boasted, "I am Father and God, 

and there is no one above me."67 "The Mother" (Sophia-Prounikos, 

1.30.3) rebukes Jaldabaoth with the words, “Do not lie, Ialda- 
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baoth, there exists above you the Father of all, the First Man, 

and Man, son of Man." Ialdabaoth thereupon says to the other 

168 powers, "Come, let us make man according to our image. Our 

text continues at this point: 

The six powers heard this, and since the Mother was 
giving them the idea of man (exrcogitationem hominis) 
in order that through him she might empty them of their 
original power, they came together and fashioned (formaverunt 
= €nAacav) a man of immense dimensions in breadth and 
length. But since he was only wriggling (searizante 
autem eo tantum)®9 they brought him to his father. Sophia 
was operating in this way in order that she might empty 
him of the moisture of light (humectattone Lumints) ,. 
that he might not be able to raise himself up against 
those who are above by having power. He was/0 secretly 
emptied of his power when he breathed into man the 
breath of life (Illo autem tnsufflante tn hominem 
sptritum vitae). Thus man has mind and thought (Nun 
et Enthymesin) ,/1 and it is these that partake of 
salvation. Immediately he gave thanks to the First Man, 
and abandoned those who had created him. 

In this passage are certain elements that we have noted in 

the Apoeryphon of John and Saturninus: the lifeless (or writhing) 

body of Adam created by Jaldabaoth and the angels, and the in- 

breathing by which man is endowed with his essential nature, 

Superior to that of his creators, and which is eventually to be 

redeemed. As in Apoeryphon of John this inbreathing derives 

ultimately from "the Mother" (i.e. Wisdom), and the inbreathing 

of this power into man by Ialdabaoth deprives him and the 

creator-archons of all the power they had received originally 

from the fallen Mother, Wisdom. The Jewish tradition of the 

immense size of the Adam-gdlem is here retained, though it had 

played no role in Apoeryphon of John or in Saturninus. 

The terminology by which the nvorn (nvedua) Cwhie of Genesis 

2.7 is described is, however, different both from that in 

Apoeryphon of John (nvedua, com = S0vautcg) and in Saturninus 

(ontuvoie Cwic). Though the term "power" does occur’? the tech- 

nical term employed for this inbreathing is "moisture of light" 

(humeetatto luminits), which embraces also nous and enthymests. It 

is this "moisture of light" which has overflowed from the Pleroma 

from the "First Woman" (Upper Sophia) and has fallen from above, 

incorporated as Prounikos-Sophia (Cf. 1.30.3), and overflowing 

even into the son of Sophia-Prounikos, Ialdabaoth. lIaldabaoth is 

tricked into breathing this "moisture of light" into man, thus 

depriving himself of power, and initiating the possibility of 

Salvation. 

The system has become Christianized by the introduction of 
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Jesus Christ, who now sits at the right hand of the ignorant 

Ialdabaoth, receiving the "holy souls" from the world: 

For he (Jesus Christ) will not receive the holy souls 
only to send them back into the world; but (he will 
receive) only those who are of his substance (ex 
substantia etus), i.e. those who are from the inbreathing 
(ex tnsufflattone = €€ épovoratog cf. éEvémucev, Gen. 
2.7). The consummation will occur when the totality 
of the moisture of the spirit of light (humectatto 
sptritus Lumtnts) will be collected, and carried away 
into the Aeon of incorruptibility (1.30.14 = Harvey 1.28.7). 

In this system there is no terminological distinction 

between nvedua and Wuxi, between mvevuatinde and wuxyixdc,/3 even 

though Genesis 2.7 (from which such a distinction in some systems 

does arise) plays a crucial role in the speculation of the 

"Sethian-Ophite" system. 

G. The Mandaean Literature 

In the Mandaean literature are to be found some of the 

traditions of Genesis-exegesis we have encountered above. In 

Book 3 of the right-hand Ginza’4 one passage, /° though greatly 

enlarged with specifically Mandaean motifs, bears a remarkable 

resemblance to the passages quoted above from the Apoeryphon of 

John and Saturninus. Ptahil,/6 the Mandaean demiurge, addresses 

the Planets:/7 "We will create Adam, that he may he King of the 

world ( Sn»83 xdvND ).78 So they create Adam. He is the image 

(dmuta) of Ptahil and his father, the "Father of the Uthras."79 

But he is lifeless, without a soul, and the Planets are unable to 

make him stand up firmly on his feet .80 Finally the lifeless 

body ( 872123857 $330NY ) is enlived with a soul (mana) by Adakas- 

Mana and Manda-d-Haiye, with the cooperation of the Uthras, Hibil, 

Sitil, and anog.®+ 

While Ptahil was laying hold of Adam, I raised up 
his bones. While he was laying hands on him, I 
let him smell the scent of the powerful (Life). 
The Body filled with Marrow and the Splendour of 
Life spoke in him. 82 

This myth is based on an ancient gnostic exegesis of Genesis 

1.26 f£. and 2.7, much as it occurs in the Apoeryphon of John, 

Saturninus, and the Sethian-Ophite text referred to above. The 

figure of Wisdom is missing in the Mandaean text, 83 as it is also 

in Saturninus. 

This myth occurs with variations in other Mandaean texts as 

well. For example, in GR, Book 10 ,84 Ptahil creates Adam accord- 

ing to his own image, and Eve according to the image of Adam. 

Ptahil casts his own spirit (rua) into Adam, and the Planets 
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also add of their own eingeehe But Ptahil and the Planets 

cannot raise up the lifeless body. Ptahil goes to his father 

Abatur, takes a hidden mana from the House of Life, and casts LE 

into Adam and Eve.89° 

The tradition that Adam's body could only writhe before it 

received the inbreathing from above is also found in Mandaean 

literature. In one of the hymns of the Ginza, the "Mana of the 

great life" laments, 

Who hath made me dwell on earth, who hath cast me into 
the physical body ('stin pagrta) which hath no hands or 
feet and knoweth not how it will walk? It lies there 

and crawls. 86é 

When these Mandaean creation-myths are understood for what 

they are, namely, remnants of older gnostic exegetical traditions 

on Genesis, then it can be understood also why it is that in 

Mandaean anthropology the spirit (ruha) is the lower soul, the 

power of the natural life, the seat of natural desire and lust, 

whereas the soul (mana = niSimta) is the higher, immortal element 

which derives from above. Mana is an Iranian word for soul, a 

synonym of the Semitic ni%imta which of course is also frequent 

in the Mandaean literature.87 In my opinion the latter is the 

more original term in the Mandaean anthropological vocabulary. 

On first glance it would appear that this is a terminological 

‘reversal of the roles of nvedyua and woxh in other gnostic 

systems . 88 The reason for this is clear: In Greek-speaking 

Gnosticism nmvedyua = the nvor of Genesis 2.7; but in Mandaean 

Gnosticism, nt¥imta is the exact equivalent of the jnm3 of 

Genesis 2.7 in the Hebrew text. 89 It seems strange that the vital 

role played by the text of Genesis 2.7 (whether in Hebrew or in 

Greek) in these speculations has been so completely overlooked by 

scholars working with the gnostic materials. 

H. Manichaean Literature 

Remnants of speculations on Genesis 1.26 f. and 2.7 are also 

found in Manichaean texts. They resemble those described above, 

though they are heavily overlaid with specifically Manichaean 

mythologoumena. I adduce here a passage from Theodore bar Konai, 

reputedly exposing a writing of Mani himself :99 

And Ashaklun ,?21 Son of the King of Darkness, said to the 
abortions: "Give me your sons and your daughters and I 
shall make you a figure like the one you have seen."92 
They brought them and gave them to him. He ate the male 
ones and handed the female ones over to Nebroel ,?3 his 
companion. Nebroel and Ashaklun came together; Nebroel 
became pregnant and bore Ashaklun a son to whom she gave 
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the name Adam. And she khecame pregnant (again) and 
bore a daughter to whom she gave the name Havva (Eve). 
The ultimate dependence of this passage upon Genesis 1.26 f. 

is clear.94 The account of the giving to Adam of his soul is 
omitted in bar Konai's account, but has been preserved in one of 

the Turfan fragments, whose cosmogony is parallel to that of bar 

Kona? quote only the relevant passage: 

c - und sie gestaltete einen Kérper mannlicher 
Gestalt mit (aus) Knochen, Nerven (oder Fett), Fleisch, 
Adern und Haut. Und (ein Teil) von jener Lichtheit 
der Gotter, die durch Friichte und Knospen mit jenen 
Kindern der Mazan?©® vermischt war, wurde in seinen 
Korper als Seele gefesselt .. 

There is in the distant background an exegesis of Genesis 

2.7. The soul (nmvof - p7nw3 ) of man belongs to the light-sub- 

stance which the King of Darkness had captured, and must eventu- 

ally be redeemed. 

I. Valentinus, Fragment No. 197 

And there came upon the angels a fear, as it were, of 
that creature (én éuetvov tod mAdouwatoeg) when he made 
utterances greater than was suited to his formation 
(mAddEews) On account of the One who had invisibly put 
into him the seed of the substance from above 
(onépua . . . HS &vwSev ovolac), the One who speaks 
freely. So also among the generations of earthly men, 
the works of men become fears to those who make them as, 
for example, statues and images and all things which the 
hands fashion in the name of a god. For Adam, formed 
(mAacSetc) in the name of Man, produced fear of the pre- 
existing Man, as though he were existing in him, and the 
angels were terrified and quickly removed their work. 

This passage is best understood against the background of 

the passages from the Apoeryphon of John and Saturninus treated 

above. Adam, formed (nmAdova, tAdoLc, MAaoSetc, EmAacEV, Gen. 

2.7a) by the angels as an image (etumv) of, and in the name of, 

the divine Anthropos (Gen. 1.26 f.) had secretly been given a 

substance from above (Gen. 2.7b) which enabled him to rise above 

his plasmatic creation and to despise the angels of creation.98 

As a result of this the angels are terrified and cast their 

creative work down into the lowest depths of materiality.?? 

Nothing is said specifically of the mediation of Sophia; in this 

respect the fragment resembles Saturninus' system. 100 

J. The Gospel of Truth 

The motif of the raising up of lifeless Adam is treated 

homiletically in the Valentinian Gospel of Truth (= FV) 30.16-26: 

And the Spirit!901 ran to him in haste to raise him up. 
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stood him upright on his feet, for he had not yet stood 
up. It gave them the possibility of knowing the knowledge 
of the Father and the revelation of his Son. 

The mythological substratum shows through clearly, although 

the theme is treated from a very different perspective, proper to 

the genre of FV as an esoteric homily .102 Its purpose is to 

edify the Valentinian congregation by a celebration of the bles- 

sings of gnosis which is accessible to those who have the 

"spirit."103 

K. The Apocalypse of Adam 

In the Apocalypse of Adam from Codex V of the Chenoboskion 

library, 104 there occurs the following passage (66.14-25): 

And the Lord, the God who had created us,195 came up to 
us and said to us, "Adam, why do you groan in your 
hearts? Don't you know that I am the God who created 
you? And I have breathed into you a spirit of life 
(ainige eQoTN EpwrN NOTTINA NTE TYNE ) So that you 
might become a living soul (eZpar eTwtyw econge )." 
Then a darkness came over our eyes. Then the God who 
had [creJated us made a... 

The text breaks off at this point. When it resumes in pl. 

67, Adam is saying that he recognized a sweet desire for (Seth's) 

mother. But-- 

then was lost to us the vigor of our eternal 
knowledge (67.4-8). 

The use of Genesis 2.7 seems at first glance quite peculiar 

for a gnostic document. The nvedya is described as the product 

of the creator-god himself and nothing is said of a higher power 

working independently of, or secretly through, the creator. But 

this first impression is corrected in 76.17 ff., in the context 

of the apocalypse proper : 106 

For the whole formation (tritAacma THpyY ) which 
originated from the dead earth will come under the 
power of death. But those who think in their hearts the 
gnosis of the eternal God will not perish. For they have 
not received the spirit from this same kingdom, but they 
have received it from one of the eternal angels . . .107 
Thus (gnostic) man's nvedya derives not from the creator-god 

or his kingdom, but from a realm higher than that of Saclas, the 
Creator. The reference to "one of the eternal angels" and the 
occurrence of the word gwottp in the following line suggest that 
behind the Apocalypse of Adam there is a myth akin to that of the 
Apoeryphon of John.198 this latter passage is a corrective to 
what, after all, was Saclas' own claim in the passage quoted 
eat atop ee 
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However , the Gnostics of the Apocalypse of Adam are not re- 

ferred to as TvevpatLxot, but rather as the "kingless generation" 

(82.19 £.) and the progeny of Seth (65.5-9; 85.20-22) .109 

L. The Naassene Commentary 

From the Naassene commentary on a hymn to Attis preserved by 

Hippolytus,!10 the following passage is of varticular import 

WHE io Biol aGis, Bead) 

The Assyrians say that fish-eating Oannes was born among 
them (as the first man); the Chaldaeans say Adam, and 
this was the only man whom Earth brought forth.111 But 
he lay without breath (&mvovv) motionless, immovable, 
like a statue, being an image of that Man above, the 
celebrated Adamas, having been made by many powers, 
concerning whom there is much to be said separately. 
In. order, therefore, that the great Man from above 
might be completely overpowered . . . there was given 
to him a soul also (€669n attG ual Woy) in order that 
the creature (mAdovua) of the great and glorious and 
perfect Man might suffer and be punished in bonds through 
the soul (6L& ths Wuxfic). 

Several motifs are familiar: the creation of Adam's body by 

many powers!12 as an image of the Man above, but lifeless and 

immovable so long as it is without the divine inbreathing 

(&tvoug). Speculations on Genesis 1.26 f. and 2.7 similar to 

those of Saturninus, the Apoecryphon of John, etc., are evident, 

though there are differences in points of detail. This is con- 

firmed in other parts of the commentary: the spirit-less Adam is 

mMAdoua tO THALVoV (7.30), TAdOUa tre ANOnc, TO xOtKov (7.36; cf. 

8.14). The latter designations reflect the words €nmAace and yovv 

from the text of Genesis 2.7. 

The term Woxr, also reflects a particular understanding of 

Genesis 2.7, though the manner in which this term is introduced 

presents difficulties in understanding the passage as a whole. 

Reitzenstein suggested that Hippolytus was confused here and 

stated the Naassene postion incorrectly. In Reitzenstein's view, 

the woxr is actually to be understood as the heavenly Man who is 

bound to the earthly Adam and thus enslaved.113 This interpre- 

tation would presuppose a dichotomy in the passage of body and 

soul.114 put since a trichotomous anthropology is explicitly 

attributed to the Naassenes elsewhere, it seems best to assume 

that the passage is incomplete ,115 in that it omits any specific 

mention of the heavenly tvetua or vovc. The relation of the 

tAdoua to the heavenly Man is simply expressed through the word 

etudv (7.6). The woxt, therefore, is one of three aspects of man 

and is evaluated negatively. 
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This is consistent with what Hippolytus says elsewhere 

(CRi2e emesis O10) 

They [the Naassenes] divide him [i.e. Man] as Geryonllé 
into three parts. There are, of this Man, the intelligent 

(t6 voepdv), the psychic (tO Wuxtxdv), and the earthy 
(tO yotudv), and they think that the knowledge of ‘= 
is the beginning of the ability to know God . iy 

In a passage from the commentary on the Attis—hymn es Die 

8.1-5) it is stated that all of reality including man is three- 

fold: heavenly above, mortal below, and the middle sphere of 

mixture and potentiality. Note especially the exegesis of the 

mysterious words, KavAanad, Lavracad, and Zenodo, (8.4) :118 

Kaulakau is the name of the one above, Adamas, Saulasau 
of the mortal below, Zeesar of the upward flowing 
Jordan. This is the male-female man in all, whom the 
ignorant call three-bodied cs as though Geryon 
meant 'flowing from the earth. The Greeks commonly 
call him ‘heavenly horn of the moon'll9 because he has 
mixed and blended all things with all... . 

Compare also the opining lines of the Naassene "Hymn of the 

Soule SCL Ore2 rs 

Néuo¢g Av yevindc tod navtdc 6 mowtdtouoe vdoc- 
6 6€ Bbe’teCoc Av tod Mewtotéuov TO yusEV xdoc. 
tTertatn woxn 6’ F 120 &raBev EpyaToudvnyv vouov, ... 

In spite of the unfortunate state of the text one can still 

i discern a doctrine of three principles: votc¢ (= voepdc); xdoc 

(= xotudc, cf. xuSév) and box (= Woytxdc). The soul is repre- 

sentative of man in his unredeemed state, caught and enmired in 

the world of chaotic materiality. Potentially salvable it 

languishes in the sphere of death and evil until it is redeemed 

by gnosis. In the "Hymn of the Soul" the Redeemer is Jesus. 

Surveying the plight of the soul Jesus says, 

"Look, Father, a prey of evils upon the earth she wanders, 
away from your breath (and ong mvolfic) she seeks to flee 
the bitter chaos, and knows not how to traverse it. 
Therefore send me, Father; I will descend ... and 
deliver, under the name of gnosis, the hidden mysteries 
of the sacred way" (10.2). 

The term Wux.xd¢ occurs for the first time in the Naassene 

commentary (at 8.26) in a quotation from 1 Corinthians 2.14; the 

term is used to describe those without the experience of salvation 

(gnosis, "rebirth," etc.). Thus the term is compatible with the 

understanding of the word Wuyt which we have encountered in the 

system as a whole, and confirms the interpretation advanced for 

Woxr above (7.7). The term Wuxindc occurs again (8.34) in 

reference to the non-gnostic, unredeemed Phrygians who do not 

understand the true meaning of their own hymn to Attis!121 
The term nmvevywatixde occurs for the first time in the 
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Naassene commentary (at 7.40) in the context of an appropriation 

of John 3.5 £. and a discussion of "birth from above." The term 

is used consistently throughout the rest of the commentaryl22 to 

refer to those who have been redeemed, who have experienced 

avayévynotg, and the Gospel of John is frequently quoted in these 

contexts. According to the Naassene system one becomes 

TvevuaTLKXdS by the reception of gnosis. The Naassene teaching 

does not provide for a class of men who are mvevuatixol and 

"saved by nature" as is the case with the Valentinians.123 

In summary: a traditional exegesis of Genesis 2.7 (and 1.26 

f.) occurs at the beginning of the Naassene commentary preserved 

by Hippelytus. Though nothing is said there explicitly of man's 

Tvevua, the wvoxj is treated negatively, and throughout the system 

the Wx is symbolic of man's helplessness apart from heavenly 

redemption. The term Wuxtxdg--which actually occurs first ina 

quotation from Paul--denotes man in his helpless condition, only 

potentially salvable. The term yotxudc is used characteristically 

to denote the earthly and bodily nature of man. The term 

Tvevuuattudc is used to denote redeemed man, man as having achieved 

"rebirth"; its usage is conditioned by the use and interpretation 

of the Gospel of John as well as selected quotations from Paul. 

M. Justin, Baruch 

In a gnostic system described by Hippolytusl24 and ostensibly 

derived from a book entitled Barueh by a gnostic called 

"Justin,"125 there occurs the following exegesis of Genesis 2.7 

CHier ion era Orewanties) is 

When Paradise had come into beingl26 from the mutual 
satisfaction of Elohim and Eden, the angels of Elohim 
took of the most beautiful earth--i.e. not from the 
beastly (Snptw6Gv) portions of Eden but from the upper 

(lit. "above the groin, “bdrée BovBGva ) anthropoid and 

cultivated regions of earth--and made man.127 From the 
beastly portions the wild beasts and other living creatures 

derived their origin. Man, therefore, they made as a 

symbol of their unity and love, and deposited in him 

their own powers, Eden the soul and Elohim the spirit 

(’E6éu utv thy woxiv, “EAwety 6€ tO nmvetua). Thus man, 

Adam, became as it were a seal and memorial of their love 

and an eternal symbol of the marriage of Eden and Elohim. 

In the passage following Eve is created similarly, and both 

Adam and Eve are given a command to "increase and multiply" 

(Gen. 1.28). In the passage just quoted the most important of 

several traditional Jewish interpretations are the creation of 

Adam's body by the angels (though here without explicit refer- 

ence to Genesis 1.26 f£.) and the Hellenistic-Jewish distinction 
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between man's nmvedpya and his wWuxr. 

In the system as a whole three first-principles are posited: 

the Good, the Father Elohim, and the female Eden.128 The sex- 

ually-oriented nature of the system can be seen among other 

things in the identification of the Good with Priapus (26.32 f.)! 

Elohim is the second male principle, the father of all things 

begotten (26.1); and Eden is the female principle, a personifi- 

cation of Earth (cf. yf yao ovoa, 26.14). Scholem is probably 

correct in seeing in the name "Eden" (“E6éu as in the LXX) a 

fusion with Hebrew 'adamah.129 Creation is a result of the 

sexual union between Elohim and Eden. Man derives his mvevya 

from Elohim and his ux" from Eden. This means that the psychic 

nature is earthly, derived from earth, and is thus virtually 

identical with the xotxudédc part of man (xod¢ amo thE yg Gen. 

ye UNE 

The presence of evil in the world is a result of the 

"repentance" of Elohim. When he ascended to the highest part of 

heaven to view his creation he discovered that there existed some- 

thing higher than himself (i.e. the Good), and that he was really 

not the Lord (26.15).139 so he ascended through the gates, leav- 

ing Eden behindl3l frustrated, and was seated at the right hand 

of the Good, having seen "what eye has not seen, nor ear heard, 

nor has entered the heart of man" (26.16).132 Meanwhile Eden, in 

her rage, torments the spirit of Elohim in man through her angel 

Naas (26.19-21). As a result, 

the soul is set against the spirit, and the spirit 
against the soul (nh Woxn xuat& tod nveduatog tétaxtar 
nat td tvedwa nat the Wouxnc, 26.25) .133 

Elohim counters by sending his own angel Baruch "to help the 

Spirit which is in all men" (26.21). Baruch works through Moses, 

the prophets, and Heracles, but all of them are seduced by Naas, 

the angel of Eden--until finally Baruch is sent to Jesus who 

alone remains faithful to Baruch. 

Therefore Naas became angry, because he was unable to 

seduce him, and he caused him to be crucified.134 4e, 
leaving the body of Eden on the cross, ascended to the 
Good, saying to Eden, "Woman, you have your son" 
(Jn. 19.26), i.e. the psychic and earthly man (tovutéote 
TOV WoxXLKdV E&VSputtov <1 tov xoltxdédv). Entrusting his 
spirit to the hands of his father (cf. Lk. 23.46) , he 
ascended to the Good. 

The Woxtxdg and yotudg nature of man (Jesus, in this 

passage) are so closely related as to be identical, both deriving 

from the Earth-figure "Eden." The nvedyua, belonging to Elohin, 

is that which is saved and ultimately ascends to the Good. It is 
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to be noted that Elohim (not Jesus) is the real prototype of 

salvation in the system of "Justin."135 

The mvevuattudgcrwuxrndesryotxude terminology occurs in one 

other passage from "Justin" in the context of a description of 

Salvation. The adherents of Justin's congregation are required 

to swear an oath of secrecy (5.27.2-3) :136 

And this is the oath: "I swear by the one above all 
things, the Good, to keep these mysteries and to babble 
them to no one, and not to return from the Good to the 
creation. When he swears this oath, he enters into the 
Good and sees "what eye has not seen, nor ear heard, 
and what has not entered the heart of man," and he 
drinks of the living water, which is a washing for them 
(as they think), a bubbling spring of living water 
(Jn. 4.10,14). For there was a division made between 
earth and water (cf. Gen. 1.6), and the water below the 
firmament pertains to the evil creation in which are 
washed the earthly and psychic men (év @ Aovovtat ot 
xotnuol ual woxtxol Gv9pwnot), but the living water above 
the firmament pertains to the Good, in which are washed 
the pneumatic and living men (€v @ Aovovtar ot 
Ttveuuatruol uat Cavtec GvSpwnot), in which Elohim 
washed, and having washed did not change his mind. 

The mvevyattxot and Cavtec (the terms are used synonymous]ly) 

are those who have participated in the salvation of Elohim, who 

have been washed in the "living water" in which Elohim was 

washed.137 The xotuot and wuxtxot (again, one can posit a 

synonymous use) are those not participating in salvation, who 

belong to the "evil creation" below, the sphere of Eden, 138 

In summary, the nmvevuatixdc-vuxrnude- (xotudc) terminology in 

Justin, Baruch, arises out of an exegesis of Genesis 2.7, in 

which the mvedyua contributed by Elohim is sharply distinguished 

from the earthly Wuxi contributed by Eden (=Earth). The use of 

this terminology in "Justin" is, in many respects, distinct from 

that of other gnostic systems, and the exegesis of Genesis 2.7 is 

handled in a unique manner. The importance of Genesis 2.7 as a 

focal text for anthropological and theological speculation and 

the close relation of the technical use of wuxtxdc to the 

exegesis of Genesis 2.7 is thereby impressively underscored. 

N. The Sophta Jesu Christt 

The document entitled Sophia Jesu Christt was first publish- 

ed by W. Till in his edition of the Codex Berolinensts 8502, of 

which it forms a part.139 Another version has turned up amongst 

the Chenoboskion texts similar to that of BG. In addition a 

Greek fragment is known.140 The essential contents of the Sophia 

Jesu Christi are represented in the Epistle of Fugnostos, of which 
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there are two copies in the Chenoboskion library.141 Indeed, the 

Sophia Jesu Christi is essentially the Eptstle of Eugnostos cast 

in the form of a dialogue between Jesus and his disciples.142 

Sophta Jesu Christi is thus secondary to the Eptstle of 

EFugnostos.143 The text of Sophia Jesu Christt from Chenoboskion 

has not as yet been published and the pages with our text are 

missing anyway;144 thus we are limited to the text in BG. 

In Sophia Jesu Christi the term Wuxtude occurs only once 

(the adjectives nvevuattxudg and yotxudg do not occur) in a passage 

which also involves an exegesis of Genesis 2.7. The passage 

Beads a(219 22> 02d aie. 

Out of the Aeon, above the emanation of light which I 
have mentioned earlier,145 there came a drop (TA*tAe ) 
from the Light and the Spirit down to the parts below, 
(to the region) of the Almighty of Chaos, in order that 
it might reveal theirl46 formation (NweTtrAacma ). 
From this drop was condemned the Archigenetor, who is 
usually called Ialdabaoth. This drop revealed their 
formation (Nne?TrrAacma ) by means of the breath 
(agirm wNige ) as a living soul (e7yTynH econg ,- Gen. 
2.7b). It withered and slumbered because of the oblivion 
of the soul. As it became warm from the breath of the 
great Light of the Male, then he (i.e. Ialdabaoth) 
conceived a thought that all those in the world of 
chaos and everything in it should be named by that 
Immortal One (cf. Gen. 2.19 £.), since the breath had 
been breathed into him. These things, when they happened, 
(happened) by that will of Sophia in order that the 
Immortal Man might regulate the garment1!47 which was 
there, since the robbers were condemned. And they 
greeted the breath (tTéewnon ) from this breath 
(1WNiyé ). Since he (Adam) was psychic ( eTyTyikoc 
Ae TE ) he was not able to receive for himself this 
power until the number of chaos is, fulfilled, when its 
own time has been fulfilled through the great angel. 
But I have explained to you the Immortal Man, and I 
have broken the fetters of the robbers from him. 

Also compare the statement of the Redeemer in 122.5-123.1: 

For this reason I have come to this place, that they 
might be united with this Spirit and with the breath 
(MN TITTNa ETMMAT MN TINIYE ) and both become a 
unity as from the beginning, that you might bear rich 
fruit and ascend to the One who was from the beginning, 
to the unspeakable joy, glory, honor, and grace of the 
Father of the All. 

The first passage quoted is a very difficult one both to 

translate and to interpret, partly because there is in Sophia 

Jesu Christt no systematic myth or schema. It reflects a myth, 

but does not present it systematically.148 Nevertheless those 

portions of the text which are of special interest to us are 

clear enough: the term Wuxiudg is based on a particular under- 

standing of the word ux in Genesis 2.7. The wWuyf is the 
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creative product of the "robber" angels, and that which causes 
the "drop" from above in the inbreathing (Gen. 2.7b) to slumber 
and to diminish. The tvorj ( nigeé ) is distinguished from the 

Woxi, and in 122.8 ff. is brought into conjunction with the term 

Tvevua. The awakening of the immortal element in man is connect- 

ed with the coming and revelation of the Redeemer (Jesus Christ, 

77.8 et passim). The work of the Redeemer is similarly described 

in 104.8-17: 

But I have come from the place above, according to the 
will of the great Light. I liberated the creation; I 
broke the handiwork of the robber~grave. I awakened 
him, i.e. that drop which was sent from the Sophia, so 
that he might through me bear rich fruit... . 

What is reflected in all of these passages is a system 

similar to that of the Apoeryphon of John,+49 but somewhat more 

Christianized in that Jesus Christ plays a more crucial role. 

One item of peculiarity is the use of the word "drop" 

(rAtae = Gr. pavic) 150 as a key term to describe the heavenly 

part of man, though here in connection with the nvor of Genesis 

2.7. The term pavic or rAtde is not a common one in gnostic 

texts.15l1 Since pavic can be understood as a synonym for 

ontoua,t52 one can conjecture that TAt Ae carries a meaning and 

provenance similar to that of onépua in other gnostic texts. 153 

One further observation: In Sophta Jesu Chritstt the 

gnostics are not referred to as mvevuattuol, but as a "kingless 

generation," a designation that appears in a number of gnostic 

texts and systems .154 

O. The Hypostasts of the Archons 

The document entitled Hypostasis of the Archons155 from 

Codex II of the Chenoboskion library represents a gnostic system 

somewhat akin to that of the Apocryphon of John. It opens with a 

reference to "the great apostle Paul" and a quotation from 

Ephesians 6.12! The intent of the document is to describe the 

nature and function of these mvevuatLtua th¢ movnoeltac, referred to 

in the treatise itself variously as éEovotat and d&oxovtec. 156 

Their chief, Samael, is blind and foolish because he thought that 

he was the only God (134.27-135.1),157 a notion which is rebuked 

by a voice from above (135.1 ff.) 158 

The mvevuattudc-Wuxyuxdc-xotude terminology occurs in the 

following passage containing speculations on Genesis 2.7 (135. 

T= 'Si6ru6)) 2 

Imperishability159 looked down upon the regions of the 

waters. Its image appeared in the waters and the Powers 
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of Darkness laved it. But they were not able to grasp 
that image which had appeared to them in the waters 
because of their weakness, for the psychics (Wuxtxdc) 
will not be able to grasp the Spiritual One 
(mvevuattude) ,160 for they are from below, but He is 
from above. For this reason Imperishability looked 
down upon the regions, in order that by the will of the 
Father it might unite the All with the Light. The 
Archons took counsel and said, "Come, let us create a 
man of dust from the earth." They formed [their man]161 
as a completely earthly being. But the [body] which the 
Archons have is neither female nor [male]; their faces 
are those of beasts.l62 They took [dust] from the 
earth and formed [their man] according to their body 
and [according to the image] of God which appeared 
[to them] in the waters. They said, ["Come, let us] 
grasp it with our creature (nmAdova) [in order that]163 
it might see its fellow-[image . . . and that] we 
might lay hold of it with our creature (mAdova)," not 
perceiving the power of God on account of their weakness. 
And he breathed into his face, and the man became 
psychic upon the earth (aywmiye egoTw 4m Tre4ugg aTw 
anpwme wuwme mMoTytkoc 2iXm mWkag, ) for many days. 
Now they were unable to raise him on account of their 
weakness; they persisted, like the whirlwinds, in their 
attempt to snare that image which had appeared to them 
in the waters, but they did not know what its power 
was. But all these things took place by the will of the 
Father of the All. After this the Spirit saw the 
psychic man upon the earth, and the Spirit came forth 
from the adamantine earth. It came down and dwelt 
within him, and that man became a living soul (am pwme 
ETMMAT Gute aTyTXH [E]cong). 

Some problems of this passage are very likely due to the 

fact that it presents a highly developed myth in which various 

items already traditional in gnostic systems are put together 

somewhat illogically. This is the case especially with the in- 

terpretation of Genesis 2.7b. At 136.3 f. the inbreathing of the 

archon (Samael) is connected with man's psychic nature, a nature 

which is similar to that of the archons themselves, who are 

"psychic."164 ‘The term Wuxtxdg here--and throughout the passage 

--is derived from the word Wuxt) in Genesis 2.7. Nevertheless at 

136.11-16 the same text, Genesis 2.7b, is connected with the 

reception by Adam of the mvetua, reflecting a previous tradition 

wherein the tvedua was identified with the nmvorf of Genesis PRL 

and sharply distinguished from the wuyr.!165 The nvedua is almost 

personified,166 and is to be understood as equivalent to the 
eludv of the “incorruptibility" which was reflected in the waters 

(cf. mvedya in Gen. 1.2). It performs in Hypostasts of the 

Archons the same function as Sophia in the Apoeryphon of John. 

Indeed, it is clear that the eludvetvedua is a female entity.167 

This can be seen from the erotic motif that is found at iiss Hoye Le 
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and from the fact that she is identified with the "spiritual 

woman" at 137.11.168 

The term Wuxtudge is used again at Toy dose Weie aeahons 
have plotted together: "Come let us bring a sleep of forgetful- 

ness over Adam" (cf. Gen. 2.21). While Adam sleeps his sleep of 

forgetfulness, defined further as "ignorance" (137.6), the ar- 

chons reveal his rib as a "living woman" (cgime econg, 137.9; 

cf. Gen. 2.21 f.), and close up Adam's flesh. "And Adam became 

completely psychic" (aTw aadam wuwre MyTyikoc THPY , 137.10 

f.). I.e. his "spiritual" essence has been withdrawn by the 

creation of Eve from his rib! But once again his nvebdua is 

restored, when the "spiritual woman" (TCZime MTNETMATIKH ) 

comes to Adam and says, "Get up, Adam!" Adam replies, "You are 

the one who has given me the life; you shall be called the 

"Mother of the Living'" (137.14 f.; cf. Gen. 2.23 and 3.20). 

This myth is actually framed in such a manner that--though 

based on other texts from Genesis as well--it becomes an epex- 

egetical comment on Genesis 2.7, i.e. on how man has derived his 

spiritual nature. Once the nvedwa, standing over against the 

Wuxi created by the archons, has been identified with the female 

figure of Wisdom (the Mother) as a spiritual projection of Eve, 

the handling of these texts in such a manner becomes under- 

standable. 

The text continues to comment upon further passages from the 

opening chapters of Genesis, but for our purposes it suffices to 

say, in summary, that the use of the terms mvevyatiude and 

(particularly) wuxtxdc in Hypostasis of the Arehons occurs in the 

vicinity of the document's exegetical comment upon the text of 

Genesis 2.7. Traditional exegesis of Genesis 2.7 has, however, 

been overlaid with new interpretations peculiar to this document. 

P. The Untitled Text, Codex II 

The so-called Untitled Text from Chenoboskion!®? is in many 

respects a companion document to Hypostasts of the Archons, and 

there are many parallel passages between them. But the Untitled 

Text is a much further developed--and much less unified!709--docu- 

ment than Hypostasts of the Archons, and is probably quite late 

(mid-third century?) . 

The passage which reflects an exegesis of Genesis 2.7 is 

162.29-164.8:171 

From that day on the seven archons fashioned ( prrdAacce ) 

the man; his body was like their body, but his appearance 

was like the Man which had been revealed to them. 72 His 
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formation (meymAacma ) was accomplished partially by 

each of them, but their chief created the brain and the 

marrow. Then he made his appearance, as <the one> before 

him; he became a psychic man (ayywrtre NoTpwme MYyTXIKOC ) 
and was called Adam, i.e. “the Father," according to the 

name of the one before him (162.29-163.3). 

There are numerous points of contact with other gnostic 

systems treated above; the only new item is the spurious explan- 

ation of the name "Adam." The text of Genesis 2.7 is in the 

background: pAacce reflecting EtAacev and aywwre NoTpwme 

MYTXI Koc reflecting éyéveto (6) &v8ewmog etc WUT Vite eee SEU 

the distinction between the nvor/nvetya and the Wuxi has become 

obscured, as is evident from what follows (163.3-164.8): 

When they had finished Adam, they put him in a vessel, 

for he had been formed like these abortions,173 having 
no spirit (mNefMa) in him. For that reason the chief 
archon was afraid, as he thought about the word of 
Pistis,174 lest the true (Man) come to his creature 
(mreyrrAacma ) and rule over him. Therefore he left his 
creature (teymAacma ) forty days without soul (ywpic 
yx ), departed and left him. But during these forty days 
Sophia-Zoe sent her breath to Adam (aTcogia N@WH 
TNNOOYT MITECNIYE EZOTN aartam , cf. Gen. 2.7), in whom 
was no soul. He began to move on the ground, but was 
unable to get up. When the seven archons came and saw 
him, they were very disturbed. They came to him, 

grasped him, and said to the breath (MmNiye ) that was 
in him, "Who. are you? And whence have you come to this 
place?" He answered and said, "I come from the power of 
the Man for the purpose of destroying your work." 
When they heard that, they gave glory to him because he 
had given them rest from their fear and anxiety. Then 
they called that day "the Rest" (ranama®cic ), for they 
had rested from their trouble.175 When they saw that 
Adam could not get up, they were glad. They took him and 
placed him in Paradise (Gen. 2.15) , and returned to 
their heaven. After the day of rest Sophia sent Zoe, 
her daughter, who was called Eve (cf. Gen. 3.20 Zw; 
4.1 “Eva) as instructor (peyframo )176 to raise up Adam, 
in whom there was no soul (pOyx ), so that those whom he 
would beget might become a vessel of light. When Eve 
saw her fellow-image lying prostrate, she had compassion 
for him, and said, "Adam, live! Get up off the ground!" 
Immediately her word became a deed. For Adam stood up, 

he straightway opened his eyes. And when he saw her, he 
said, "You shall be called 'the Mother of the living' 
(cf. Gen. 3.20) because you have given me life." 

Here the nvetdya and the Wuxi are equated. The surprising 

thing is that when Sophia-Zoe comes and gives her breath (niye 

= tTtvor|) to Adam--an idea which reflects Genesis 2.7b--he still 

remains "without soul," unable to raise himself up from the 

ground,177 and that in spite of the fact that the "breath" comes 

from the dynamis above.178 

The passage is understandable only on the basis of the par- 
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allel passage in Hypostasis of the Archons wherein Adam is en- 

livened ultimately by the coming of the "spiritual woman." It is, 

indeed, a fanciful enlargement of the tradition which occurs in 

Hypostasts of the Archons. The personified nvedya of Hypostasis 

of the Archons, there equated with Sophia, is split into two in 

the Untitled Text. Sophia-Zoe, already a spiritual projection of 

Eve, and Zoe-Eve, the "daughter" of Sophia, are thus differenti- 

ated. As in Hypostasts of the Archons, the first inbreathing of 

Genesis 2.7 is ineffectual, and it is only when Zoe-Eve comes to 

Adam and commands him to get up that he is able to arise and 

recognize that he has received life. 

In shert, older traditions of interpretation are here in- 

cluded, but are to some extent no longer functioning in their 

original meanings, because of newer interpretations and re- 

mythifications. 

The mvevuatixudgc-Wwuxrndc-xoltudce terminology occurs in two 

other passages. In 165.28-166.6 three Adams are mentioned; and 

Ly in 170.6-33 "three men and their generations," pneumatic, psychic, 

and earthly, are compared to "the three phoenixes of Paradise." 

But the only passage which really deals with the gnostic group 

out of which the document as a whole arises, i.e. the "blessed 

ones" who possess gnosts (172.11 f.), sets this class over against 

the three classes of men mentioned before. The passage (172.30- 

173.14) reads as follows: 

They have found that they each have a seed over against 
the seed of the powers which as been mixed with it.179 
For the Saviorl80 has formed each one individually in 
all of them, and their spirits are manifested as elect 
and blessed, and they are distinct according to the 
elections, along with many others who are without a 
king, superior to everyone before. So there are four 
classes. Three belong to the kings of the Ogdoad. But 
the fourth class is a perfect, kingless one which is 
higher than all of them. For these will enter into the 
holy place of their Father and will come to rest in 
rest, in eternal inexpressible glory and in imperishable 
joy. They are the kings, immortal though in mortality. 
They shall condemn the gods of chaos and their powers. 

The three Adams and the three generations have given way to 

a new yévoc, not mvevpatixdv, woxixdv, or xyotudv, but 

éBactAcutov.181 one terminology has been discarded for another, 

and that in a way which suggests a polemic against Gnostics who 

use the other terminology. Is the Untitled Text, i.e., its 

latest redaction, a witness to a rivalry between gnostic sects, 

those represented in this writing (who are they?) and . . . the 

valentinians?182 
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Q. The Valentinian Literature 

For the Valentinians the classification of mankind into the 

three categories, mvevuattuot, Woxtxolt, and yotnot (bAtuot), lay 

at the very base of their theology, “indispensable al Vin ted ei 

gence de la gnose valentinienne. "183 This classification un- 

doubtedly goes back to Valentinus himself, for Valentinus is said 

to have written a treatise meopl t&v torav ovcewy .184 

A complete description here of the Valentinian anthropology 

is not possible, nor is it needed, since much has been written on 

Valentinianism. What I shall do, therefore, is discuss how the 

nvevuattudc-Wuxrudc-xotuds terminology is related to the Valen- 

tinian exegesis of Genesis 2.7.185 In this area, I believe, new 

ground can be broken. 

I begin with a passage from the Valentinian myth as pre- 

served by Irenaeus , 186 with which I shall compare a parallel 

passage from the Fxceerpta ex Theodoto.187 Much of this material 

(though how much, it is impossible to say) goes back to Valen- 

tinus himself.188 1 have already treated a fragment of Valen- 

tinus which contained speculation on Genesis 2.7, and which was 

seen to reflect earlier gnostic tradition.189 

It is universally recognized that the Valentinian myth is 

based essentially on an older gnostic myth resembling that of the 

Apoeryphon of John.199 what is presented by Irenaeus, Clement of 

Alexandria (Fae. Th.), and even Hippolytus, is a more highly 

developed system, Christianized, and reflecting the philosophical 

milieu of the Hellenistic world, particularly Alexandria.191 

I quote first from Irenaeus. In the preceding context 

(1.5.4) it is stated that the Demiurge performed his creative 

work in the mistaken idea that he was the only god, saying 

"through the prophets": €éy Sedc, TANV Evod obSelc (Is. 45.5; 

46.9). This is, of course, a traditional feature, belonging to 

a pre-Valentinian stage in the myth. 192 The text follows 

(1.5.5-6) :193 

5. When he had fashioned the world, he made the 
earthly (xotxédv) man also, not from this dry earth, 
but from the invisible substance, taking from the liquid 
and fluid (part) of matter. And into him he breathed 
the psychic man (ual elt¢ todtov éuqvoroar tov WoxXixdv). 
And this is the one who was made ‘according to the image 
and likeness' (Gen. 1.26); ‘according to the image' is 
the hylic, similar to, but not of the same substance 
(Opoototov) as God; but ‘according to the likeness' is 
the psychic, whence also his substance is called 
tvedua Cwhc, since it is from a pneumatic emanation. 
Afterward he clothed him with the coat of skin (cf. Gen. 
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3.21); this is the flesh of sense-perception. 

6. The embryo of their mother Achamoth which she had 
conceived according to the vision of the angels around 
the Savior, being pneumatic of the same substance as 
the Mother (Onootctov trdexov Th Mntpt mvevpatrudv) 
the Demiurge did not know, and it was secretly put into 
him (i.e. Adam) without his knowledge, in order that 
through him it might be sown into the soul from him and 
into the hylic body, and growing and increasing in 
them it might be ready for the reception of the perfect 
Logos. The Demiurge was unaware of the pneumatic man 
which was sown with his inbreathing by Sophia with 
ineffable power and foreknowledge. As he was ignorant 
of the Mother, so also is he ignorant of her seed, which 
is the Ecclesia, corresponding to the Ecclesia above . . 

- So they have the soul from the Demiurge, the body 
from the earth (amd tod xodc), the flesh from matter, 
but the.pneumatic man from the Mother Achamoth. 

Parallel to this is the account in Fxeerpta ex Theodoto 50. 

1-55.1, although it is broken up with further comment on the 

basis of sayings of the Savior and quotations from Paul. I pre- 

194 sent only the material parallel to the passage quoted above: 

50.1-3. ‘Taking dust from the earth'--not from the 
dry ground, but a part of the manifold and complex 
matter--he created an earthly and hylic soul, irrational 
and of the same substance with that of the beasts. 
This is the man ‘according to the image' (Gen. 1.26). 
But the man ‘according to the likeness,' the likeness 
of the Demiurge himself, is that one which he has 
breathed and sowed into the former, having placed 
into him something of the same substance with the help 
of the angels. As he is invisible and incorporeal he 
called his substance mvoh Coa. As something formed 
(uwopgwSév) it became a Wuxh Coa. This he says himself 
in the prophetic scriptures. 

53.2-5. Adam had, unbeknownst to him, the pneumatic 
seed sown by Sophia into the soul... . For as the 
Demiurge, who is moved by Sophia without his knowledge, 
thinks that he is self-moving, similarly also men. 
Therefore Sophia first put forth the pneumatic seed which 
is in Adam, in order that it might be ‘the bone' 

(t6 d0tTOOV, Gen. 2123) pe the rational and heavenly 
soul, not empty, but full of pneumatic marrow. 

55.1. Upon Adam, over the three incorporeal elements, 
was put on a fourth, the earthly, {9 yotnéc), as the 
"garments of skins' (Gen. 3.21). 

A third version is preserved by Hippolytus, representing a 
ar, il 

separate stream of the Valentinian system (Ref. 6.34.4-6): a 

From the hylic and diabolical substance the Demiurge 
made the bodies for the souls. This is what is said, 
"and God fashioned the man, taking dust from the earth, 
and breathed into his face the breath of life; and the 
man became a living soul" (Gen. 2.7). This is the inner 
man, the psychic dwelling in the hylic body, which is 
hylic, perishable, completely fashioned out of diabolical 
substance (é&x tific SLaBoArufic otolac memAacUEVOC) . 
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This hylic man is like an inn or dwelling, sometimes of 
the soul alone, sometimes of the soul and demons, some- 
times of the soul and logoi198 which are the logot 
sown from above (&vwSev nuateonaouévor) into this world 
from Karpos, unity of the Pleroma and Sophia, dwelling 
in the earthly body (€v odyatt xotu@) with the soul, 
whenever the demons are not dwelling with the soul.199 

The terminology used in the Valentinian versions of the myth 

is heavily overlaid with the jargon of Hellenistic philosophy 

(mainly Middle-Platonic), and is considerably influenced by 

Plato's Timaeus and contemporary speculation thereon.290 tn 

addition to such obvious terms as Anutovoydéc, bAn, etc., note the 

following examples: 

Adv. Haer. 1.5.5: dnd thc dopdtov obolac. Cf. Plato, 

Timaeus 51A on the tmodoxr of the generated world as dvdpatov 

et6dc tr uat &nopgoy.291 

02 vat pevotod tic tAnc. Adv. Haer.: émd tov nexvuévov2Z 

Cf. Damascius on Archytas, Diels-Kranz, Vorsokratiker, I, 425, 

1,18 £.: ‘AptototéAng S& Ev tole “Apxutetote totopel xuat 

TuSaydoav dAAO thy BAnv uadreTv oc Pevothv uat det AAAO <xat 

GAAo> ytyvduevov. Sextus Pyrrhus on Protagoras , Diels-Kranz, 

Vorsokratiker, II, 258: gnotv odv 6 dvnp thy BAnv Pevothy elvar. 

Also Numenius, Fr. 30, from Chalcidius in Timaeum, Leemans (ed.) , 

p. 92, 1.18 £.: ° Igitur Pythagoras quoque, inquit, fluidam et 

sine qualitate silvam esse censet .... 

Exe. Theod. 50.1: GAAa tic NoAVWEPOTE ual motutAne GAnc 

uépog. Cf. Plato, Timaeus 50D: mnovtutAov ndoac nmotutaAtac. CE. 

also the Chaldaean Oracles, Kroll (ed.), p.20: modAvtmortutrAov 

tance. 203 ' 

Exe. Theod. 53.4: urvobuevog . . . avdtoxtvntoc. CE. 

Aristotle, Physics 258a and his discussion whether the first 

cause can be utvotwevog or even abtoxtvntog. (He rejects both in 

favor of the Gutvntog Mover). 

Bee. Theod. 50.15 53.55 uynv. . a GAOYOU? a skOvENn. Sate 

pox. Cf. Numenius, Fr. 36, Leemans (ed.), Die OSigaeb eto esse OUG: 

Wwoxdg . . . Thy pEv Aoyeuriv, thy 6 Adroyov. 

Exe. Theod. 53.5: GAAX pvEerod yéuovoa mvevuatLuod. CE£. 
Plato, Timaeus 73BC on wvedde and its relation to Setov onéoua. 

Hipp. Ref. 6.34.4: €éu tig bALufic obolac. Cf. Galen nepl 
TANSovug 3, von Arnim SVF IL, 144, 1.25-27: wc ot Etwtxot, td pev 
ouvexduevov 6 dAAo> thy LEV Yao TvevpatLuny obctav td ovvexXov, 

thy 6& bALuhy td cUvexduEvov. 

Beneath the philosophical dilettantism displayed in these 

passages, all three of them are based ultimately on the same 
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mythopoeic interpretation of Genesis 2.7 familiar to us from the 
Apoeryphon of John and other gnostic texts. The Demiurge (= 
ITaldabaoth) with his angels fashions a man from the dust of the 

ground. Sophia works secretly through the Demiurge to get him to 

breathe into the man the substance from above. This he does 

unbeknownst to himself, in addition to the inbreathing of the 

"psychic" substance proper to his own existence. Thus man has 

within himself a "spiritual seed," a "spiritual emanation, "204 
and is to that extent greater than the Creator. The "inbreath- 

ing" of Genesis 2.7 bears a double function: it is the means by 

which the Demiurge endows man with his wWoytude existence (Wuxt) , 

and it is the means whereby Sophia endows man with his mvevpatundc 

existence (tveOpua) . It is the mtvevuatiun dnédppora "sown along 

with" the Demiurge's éugvdonua. 295 

One new feature in the Valentinian material is the use of the 

term onépua, and the verbs onetow, évonetpw, uataonelow, etc. 

This terminology arises in the context of the Valentinian exegesis 

of Genesis 2.7, in conjunction with the éyoetonua,296 but one must 

look outside the book of Genesis for its origin. 

Here again the influence of Plato's Timaeus comes to the 

fore. For in the Timaeus (especially in 41CD) it is stated that 

the Demiurge sowed the immortal part of man's soul as a seed, 

which was then encapsulated by the gods to whom he delegated the 

work of creating the mortal part of man. Of course the Valentin- 

ians "correct" Plato's account--as they do the Genesis account-- 

by denying to the Demiurge the role of providing man with the 

immortal seed. This function is reserved for Sophia, and in 

this the Valentinians follow the older gnostic myth. The intro- 

duction of the onépua terminology is Valentinian, and based on 

the Timaeus. 

~It should also be remarked that all three aspects of man's 

existence, Tvevuuatixéc, Woxtxdc, and xyotudg are in reality under- 

stood as incorporeal elements of man's inner being (see. especially 

Bue. Th. 50.3). The body is a fourth entity housing the tri=- 

partite soul; this is clear from Fee. Th. 55.1 and the exegesis 

of Genesis 3.21.297 

It remains to inquire how it is that the Valentinians divide 

all of mankind into three different classes, since in the myth 

thus far it is clear that all three aspects of human existence 

reside in one man. The answer is that only Adam represents in 

himself all three levels of existence, but the three sons of Adam 

represent the three types of men subsequently to be born: 
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From Adam three natures were begotten (tpete pvcetc 
yevvOvta.); the first was the irrational (&Aoyoc = 
yotuéc, bAtnxdc), represented by Cain; the Second was 
the rational and righteous (Aoyuxh ual A Studra) ,208 
represented by Abel; and the third was the pneumatic, 
represented by Seth (Fae. Th. 54.1) .209 

As a result men are referred to as of mvevuatixot (Iren. 

Adv. Haer. 1.6.1 et pasetm), ot woxtxot (Adv. Haer. 1.6.2 et 

passim), and ot yotuol (Adv. Haer. 1.8.3), or bAtKolt (Exe. Th. 

56.2; Adv. Haer. 1.5.1; EV 31.4).210 The use of the term bALxdc 

as a synonym for yotxédg reflects a philosophical usage. 211 

According to the Valentinians most men are “hylic"; less are 

"psychic"; and only a few are "pneumatic" (Fre. Th. 56.2). The 

"pneumatics" are "saved by nature" (gvoet owfduevot, Exc. Th. 

56.3; Adv. Haer. 1.6.2).212 The "hylics" cannot be saved at all; 

they "perish by nature" (gtvoet dndAAvutat, Exe. Th. 56.3), for td 

xotndv a&&Sbvatov owtnelag (Adv. Haer. 1.6.2). The “psychics” 

occupy a position midway between the "pneumatics" and the 

"hylics," and can extend in either direction--toward salvation or 

destruction--according to their will and inclination. In order 

to be saved they require "faith" and "righteousness" (Adv. Haer. 

PeGu2jao es 
The three classes of men also receive other designations in 

Valentinian literature. The "pneumatics" are referred to as the 

€xAeutol (Exe. Th. 1.2; 39 etc.) and the €xdAoyh (Fee. Th. 21.1; 

Heracleon Fr. 37). The Wuxtxol are called the HAntOC (Bxe. Th. 

39) and the wAfforg (Exe. Th. 21.1; Heracleon Fr. 13 and 27). 

This terminology reflects what appears to be an exegesis of Mat-— 

thew 22.14.2714 Herein is a clue to the rigid system of classi- 

fication employed by the Valentinians: it is a Jewish-apocalyptic 

doctrine of predestination understood in categories of vo.c 

and ovola! 

The ultimate origin of the nvevuatiude-Wuxyrndc-xolnde 

terminology in Valentinian gnosticism is, as we have seen, a par- 

ticular understanding of Genesis 2.7, already existing before 

the Valentinian system. This terminology the Valentinians took 
over and expanded, so that it is difficult to place one's finger 

on the locus of this terminology in the Valentinian system as a 

whole, unless one has studied its pre-history in the context of 

exegesis of Genesis 2.7. 

Indeed, the Valentinians themselves probably forgot the 

ultimate source of their terminology. At one point, at any rate, 

they attribute it to Paul: 
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And Paul very clearly spoke of the "choics,” 
"psychics," and “pneumatics ," when he said, 
otog 6 xoludc, toLrodtor nat ot xotnol, and where 
he said, WoxXLKdog SE &vSewmog od Skxyetat Ta Tod 

TLVEUUATOS , and where he said, nmvevuattxdoc avanolver 

ta mavta (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.8.3) .215 

This brings us full circle; back to the usage of the Corin- 

thian opponents and the appropriation of their terminology by 

Paul. In the concluding chapter we shall delineate the points of 

continuity-—-and discontinuity--between the theology and anthro- 

pology of the Corinthian opponents of Paul and the speculations 

of the various gnostic groups treated in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND RAMIFICATIONS 

Is there any continuity between the use of the nvevpatLudc- 

Woxtnude terminology on the part of Paul's Corinthian opponents 

and the use of the same terminology by the various gnostic groups 

studied in the previous chapter? Can the opponents of Paul be 

described as "Gnostics" on the basis of their use of this termin- 

ology? The first question must receive a positive answer. There 

is, indeed, such a continuity. But it remains to define with 

precision what that continuity is. 

It has been established above that the nvevuatiudc—oxrndc 

terminology arises in the context of a Hellenistic-Jewish exe- 

gesis of Genesis 2.7, and that the use of the terminology by the 

Corinthian opponents must be understood against that religious-— 

historical background. One can perhaps term that sphere of ideas 

"Hellenistic-Jewish wisdom speculation" or "Hellenistic-Jewish 

speculative mysticism. "1 Basic to this wisdom theology, or 

"Speculative mysticism," is the sharp distinction between the 

higher, heavenly realm and the earthly realm, between the higher 

mveOpa or mvevuatixéc nature of man, and his lower wWuxti or woxixdc 

nature. A similar dualism occurs in Gnosticism and is similarly 

tied to an exegesis of Genesis 2.7, a crucial text, as we have 

seen, for gnostic speculation. To that extent the Gnostics--at 

least those who use the mvevuattudc-Wuxtxdg terminology--and the 

Corinthian opponents of Paul are on common ground, since they 

share not only a common terminology, a common scripture-text, 

but also a common dualism. As we have seen, Paul can accommodate 

himself to the terminology of his Corinthian opponents, though he 

re-interprets it in categories derived from a Jewish-apocalyptic 

background and from primitive-Christian eschatology. 

But to the second question posed above, whether the Corin- 

thian opponents--and Paul himself, for he uses their terminology 

--can be characterized as "Gnostics," a negative answer must be 

given. It is at this point that more precision is required than 

has usually been the case heretofore. It has already been shown 

above that the nvedpya-wuxr differentiation is basically a Jewish 

version of the vot¢-Wuxr differentiation of common Hellenistic 

parlance. Indeed, there is a sense in which "Hellenistic-—Jewish 

speculative mysticism," including the anthropological ae 

\ of the Corinthian opponents of Paul, can be said to belong to the 

\ mainstream of what has been called "the spirit of late anti- ) 
————— / 

82 
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quity."? It is indeed a Jewish by-product of, and dialogue with, 

the dominant world-view of late antiquity, a world-view character- 

ized by a marked pessimism vis-a-vis earthly existence and a 

longing for the purer etherial regions of pure spirit above.3 

The point at issue, therefore, revolves around the definition of 

"Gnosticism." In my opinion to define "Gnosticism" as "the spirit 

of late antiquity" is not to define it at all. 

Now in spite of the continuities noted between the specu- 

lations of the Corinthian opponents of Paul and the various 

gnostic groups treated in the previous chapter, the differences __ 

between them are so marked as to be decisive. For inasmuch as 
SE 

the Gnostics separate the mvevuatinxdg nature of man from Renee realm 
————$— Ser REAL 

of God's activity as _Creator, inasmuch as “they posit. man" 's | WUXLASS 

or “Xotxdée nature a as the Boe of an inferior OF “Fallen. being 

working in defiance: of, OF in ignorance are ‘the highest Deity, the 

continuity ‘between the Corinthian “opponents “of | Paul_ _and the Gnos- 

tics has been broken. The speculations of the opponents of Paul 

in Corinth cannot successfully be placed in the same category as 

those treated in Chapter Six.| In fine, the Corinthian opponents 

of Paul were not "Gnostics." 

What, then, is "Gnosticism"? Indeed, I believe this inves- 

tigation has contributed to a better understanding of what 

"Gnosticism" is, in that it has corroborated what was set forth 

as a tentative definition in Chapter One. Especially to the 

point were the remarks by Hans Jonas quoted there? concerning 

the derivative character of gnostic mythology. This has been 

everywhere the case in our study of the gnostic exegesis of 

Genesis 2.7. Older traditions of exegesis--and an older termin- 

ology--have been taken over and re-interpreted to express some- 

thing radically new and different, something which goes beyond 

the "Spirit of late antiquity." For what is expressed in Gnos- 

ticism is not only a pessimism vis-a-vis the world, but a posi- 

tive revulsion of, and hostility against, the world and its fal- 

len creator(s). Concomitantly there is expressed in Gnosticism a 

defiant exaltation of man’s ego to the status of godhead. The 

world and earthly existence is viewed as the product of a tragic 

fall within the Deity, and salvation consists in a reversal of 

this fall, the restoration of man's ego to the divine fulness 

whence it emanated. And this salvation is accomplished through 

gnosts. 

As has been observed, this gnosis takes on multifarious 

forms, so that one cannot in any sense define what is "gnostic" 

\ 
\ 
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simply on the basis of mythological motifs or terminologies. 

Gnosticism involves, therefore, a "new hermeneutic," a new way of 

looking at older traditions and older mythologies. The essence 

of this "new hermeneutic" is revolt.® 

What, precisely, is Gnosticism in revolt against? It is 

becoming more and more clear that the revolt is basically and 

primitively against Judaism.’ And it is this insight, in my 

opinion, that offers the possibility of solving the long-standing 

riddle of the origins of Gnosticism. This dissertation has 

broken new ground in illuminating the origins of Gnosticism in 

that it has added new data to corroborate the view which is more 

and more coming to the fore; viz., that Gnosticism arises on 

Jewish soil out of a profound disillusionment with the God of 

the covenant, the God of time and history and the created order .8 

Our investigation of the Gnostic exegesis of Genesis 2.7 showed 

that this was a crucial text in the development of Gnostic 

anthropology; but further, it has been established that the 

Gnostics took over and re-interpreted older Jewish traditions of 

interpretation. There was in evidence what MacRae calls "a con- 

scious perversion of the Jewish sources," and "a residual Jewish 

atmosphere that is only on the way to being overcome. "9 But, as 

MacRae also points out, there is no real "Jewish Gnosticism." 

When the Gnostics have added their new insights to the older 

materials, there emerges something which can no longer be called 

Judaism. "Out of the old materials a new religion emerges."10 

In view of what has been said above , it is evident that 

Gnosticism is originally a non-Christian--and perhaps even pre- 

Christian--phenomenon. But from an early date there were also 

"Christian" Gnostics. In Christian Gnosticism the figure of 

Jesus Christ becomes of central importance in the drama of re- 

demption included as part of the gnostic mythology .11 Though the 

text of Genesis retains a central place in the Christian-gnostic 

speculation, Christian traditions and literature are also sub- 

jected to gnostic re-interpretation, and Christian apostles are 

venerated as authorities for their doctrines. 

By far the most important apostolic authority for the 

Christian Gnostics was the apostle Paul. Examples of the use of 

Paul in gnostic sources are found in Chapter Six.12 It is 

apparent that the Gnostics found Paul's language and terminology 

--some of which actually derives from Paul's opponents!--congenial 

for the expression of their own views. Indeed, it was already 

observed long ago that Paul could justifiably be termed the 
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haerettcorum apostolus.13 Modern scholars, too, have noted the 

popularity of Paul amongst the Gnostics and have suggested that 

it is the connection between Gnosticism and Paul which made the 

apostle suspect in the catholic church of the mid-second cen- 

tury.14 some have even gone so far as to suggest that Gnosticism 

is the heir of Paul.15 

Now that a greater understanding is being achieved con- 

cerning the nature of Gnosticism and its origins, and now that 

new sources have become available, there is evidently need for 

further research on the use and appropriation of Paul by the 

Gnostics of the second century.1!® And concomitantly, there is 

also room for further study on the use--or non-use--of Paul on 

the part of "catholic" writers of the second century.17 But 

with these observations we move beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. 
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NOTES: CHAPTER ONE (pp. 1-6) 

l. Frethettspredigt und Schwarmgeister in Korinth (BFCT Ute By 
Gltitersloh, 1908). 

2.) For a brief, but useful, summary of the history of scholar- 

ship on the Corinthian opponents of Paul, see D. Georgi, Die 

Gegner des Paulus tm 2. Korintherbrief (WMANT 11; Neukirchen- 

Vluyn, 1964), pp. 7-16; also W. Schmithals, Gnosticism in 

Corinth, trans. J. Steely (Nashville, 1971), pp. 117-124. 

Sie RGG3, Iv, 18, citing in parentheses Llitgert, Reitzenstein, 

Bultmann, and Schmithals. 

4. P. Feine, J. Behm, W. Ktimmel, Introduction to the New 

Testament, trans. A. Mattill, Jr. (Nashville, 1966), p. 202. 
Sy WoeGlo Visio ZU 

6. This was not the main concern of Litgert's work. He had 

proposed his theory on the basis of a study of the "Christ party" 

in Corinth (2 Cor. 10.7; cf. 1 Cor. 1.12), and understood the 

debate between Paul and his opponents to have centered on 

Christological differences (see 2 Cor. 11.4, and Fretheits- 

predigt, pp. 52 ff.) as well as basic differences in self-under- 

standing between Paul and his parishioners (see especially 

BPrethevtspredtgt, pp. 68 f£.). 

7. Cf. R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, trans. K. 

Grobel (New York, 1951), I, 165 ff., 174, 181 (where the phrase 

"the Gnostic terminology" expressly occurs), and 204. Cf. also 

H. Jonas, Gnosis und spadtantiker Geist? (Gdttingen, 1964), I, 

210-14; R. Reitzenstein, Die hellenitstischen Mystertenreligionen> 

(Stuttgart, 1927p. Darmstadt, 1956); pp. 340) thc and Ei. 

Haenchen, RGG3, Ines AS Wa 

8. Die Gnosis in Korinth2 (FRLANT 66, Gottingen, 1965); ET 

Gnostteism tn Corinth, op. ett. 

9. Wetshett und Torhett (BHT 26; Tlbingen, 1959). 

10. Schmithals prefers to view the essential anthropological 

contrast in terms of Tvevwatiudc-oaputudc, rather than 

TLVEULATLUSS—WOXLKUOS. . 

ll. Op. eit. See also J. M. Robinson, "Kerygma and History in 

the New Testament," in J. P. Hyatt (ed.), The Btble in Modern 

Scholarship (Nashville, 1965), pp. 141 ff. 

12. See below, p. 4. 

13. I might add that Schmithals' arguments are based more upon 

2 Corinthians than upon 1 Corinthians. I find Georgi's views on 

2 Corinthians more convincing. 
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14. H. Koester, "Paul and Hellenism," in The Bible in Modern 

Seholarshtp, p. 190. 

15. The most important town near the site of the find is the 

modern Wag! Hammadi; hence the documents are frequently referred 

to under this name. On the discovery and the documents uncover- 

ed see W. C. van Unnik, Newly Discovered Gnostte Writings (SBT 

30; London, 1960); J. Doresse, The Secret Books of the Egyptian 

Gnosties, trans. P. Mairet (New York, 1960); and J. M. Robinson, 

"The Coptic Gnostic Library Today," WTS 14 (1968), 383-401. For 

a complete bibliography see D. Scholer, Nag Hammadi Bibltography 

1948-1969 (Leiden, 1971); annual supplements in WT. 

16. Cf. D. Georgi's review of Schmithals' Die Gnosis in Kortnth 

in Verktinditgung und Forschung, Bericht 1958/59, pp. 90-96. CE£. 

also H. Hegermann's methodological remarks in his study of the 

hymn in Col. 1, Die Vorstellung vom Schopfungsmittler im 

hellenistischen Judentum und Urechristentum (TU 82; Berlin, 1961), 

ok a 

i7. In “Das Buch Baruch," 22% 50 (1953), 131. 

18. For reports on the colloquium see U. Bianchi, "Le Colloque 

international sur les origines du gnosticisme (Messine, Avril 

1966) ," Numen 13 (1966), 151-160; and G. MacRae, "Gnosis in 

Messina," CBQ 28 (1966), 322-333. The papers read at the collo- 

quium have now been published as volume 12 in the series "Studies 

in the History of Religions" (Supplements to Wumen), under the 

title, Le Origini dello Gnosttictsmo, ed. U. Bianchi (Leiden, 

ESIC) i. 

USS be. Origine, pp. 100=f, ; 

20. Ibid., p. xxvi. Thus one can legitimately speak of a 

"gnosis in Corinth" which, however, was called "wisdom"--cogta. 

See below, p. 28; on yv@o.c, see p. 42 £f. 

21 VIDE ag sDiew SERV 

22. Ibid., xxvi f. One can detect here the influence of Hans 

Jonas; cf. his paper cited above. 

23. Ibid. Cf. also the very succinct remarks by Hans Jonas in 

his "Response to G. Quispel's 'Gnosticism and the New Testament!" 

(in The Btble in Modern Scholarship, p. 293). 

"A Gnosticism without a fallen god, without benighted 
creator and sinister creation, without alien soul, cosmic 
captivity and acosmic salvation, without the self- 
redeeming of the Deity--in short: a Gnosis without 
divine tragedy will not meet specifications." 

24, 1 Cor. 2.14; 15.44, 46. It is applied to coglta in James 

3.15 and used of men in Jude 19. On these two passages see 
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bellow,, p. 13). 

25. The use of the word capxtude as an anthropological category, 

i.e. applied to men, is also confined to 1 Corinthians: 1 Cor. 

3.3. odpxtvog is used in 3.1, clearly as a synonym of oaputudc. 

Cf. also Rom 7.14. On 2 Cor. 3.3, see bellow, p. 41. 

265 -lVCors 2213),15; 3.1; T4372. CE. also oma mVvEUIaTLKOV in 

1 Cor. 15.44,46. tév nvevpatcxSv in 1 Cor. 12.1 I take to be a 

neuter and not a masculine, as ta nmvevuattcud in 14.1; 9.11; and 

2.13. See below, p. 50. 

27. From Ephesus in the year 53 A. D. See D. Georgi, Die 

Geschtehte der Kollekte des Paulus fiir Jerusalem (ThF 38; Ham- 

burg, 1965), p. 95. I find Georgi's treatment of Pauline 

chronology.as convincing as any, and subscribe to it here. For 

another point of contact between 1 Cor. and Gal., see €év 

TMVEVUATL Teadtntoc im Gal. 6.1 ‘and 1 Cor. 4.21. 

28. I can find no evidence in Galatians of the use of the term 

TvevuatLudg as playing any role in Paul's controversy with his 

Galatian opponents. But for a contrary view, see W. Schmithals, 

Paulus und dte Gnosttker (ThF 35; Hamburg, 1965), pp. 32 ff.; 

ET Paul and the Gnosttes, trans. J. Steely (Nashville, 1972), 

pp. 46 ff. 

29. By analogy, the tedrodvtec éEntSuutav oupude could be re- 

garded as ot oaputuol, though this term does not occur in 

Galatians. 
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NOTES: CHAPTER TWO (pp. 7-14) 

1. H. Diels and W. Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker’, II, 

137, taney 2. 

2., Diels and Kranz, 20, 13071. 

3. The lexicon supplies several different meanings of the word 

Mvevuatundg, including "causing flatulence," LSJ, 1424. A glance 

at the index to SVF will show how frequently the adjective 

MVEVUATLKOS Occurs in Stoic texts. 

4. Curiously, the term Wvxixdc is not discussed by Schmithals. 

He mentions the-term wWoxtxdg once, in his discussion of 1 Cor. 

15, but there he is satisfied with equating the term with 

Oapurudg. See Gnosts, p. 159. 

5. Wetshert, p. 89. 

6. Cf. however the reference in the Kore Kosmou (Corpus 

Hermeticum [hereafter cited as CH], Stobaean Extract 23.20, 

Nock-Festugiere, ed., IV, 7) to Wuxtxat uivioetc, mentioned in 

connection with a description of the establishment of the Zodiac. 

The use of the adjective Wuytxdc here has no relation to the 

terminology we are investigating. What is involved in this 

passage of the Kore Kosmou is the Platonic view of soul as that 

which produces motion. See e.g. Timaeus 34B and especially 

Laws X 896A. 

His, VCH, li t2y an .aldusdon ctonGena ici). 

CiemG i pamalasppke s 

9. Ibid. Cf. below, p. 10, on vodv éxyerv in Plutarch, de gento 

Socratts 591F. 

LO. —WetsnetGy pa. Sol) Nelle athe tractate actually uses the term 

TaALyyeveolta and not dvayévvnotic. 

ie. ~BUt VCE: TENS (StS: 

2. Wetshett, p. 90. 

Sie, ON, se COLnpe2n On Et pisces Chapter Four. 

14. Actually, in the Valentinian system Christ is always the 

redeemer, not Sophia. 

15. Wetshett, p=» 89%. 

16. As it does in numerous texts, usually in connection with a 
gnostic exegesis of Gen. 2.7. On this see Chapter Six. 

the. Ch. 2.1, ob tne Woxne eruouweaL. 

wo. 49 Macca HL. SIN bh. 

19) Ci. As D. Nock, Salivsecue. Coneerning the Gods and the 
Universe (Cambridge, Eng. , 1926), p- lxvi, where it is stated 

that the idea of a reasonable and unreasonable soul both existing 
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simultaneously in man is a "commonplace of Hellenistic phil- 

osophy." The doctrine has its roots in Plato; see e.g. Timaeus 

69CD. 

20. For a good discussion of this oracle, see W. K. C. Guthrie, 

The Greeks and Thetr Gods (Boston, 1961), pp. 223-231. The 

fullest ancient account is that of Pausanias 9.39.5-14. 

21. De gento Soeratts 591 D-F. 

22. H. Leisegang, Der Heilige Geist (Leipzig, 1919, r.p. Darm- 

stadt, 1967), I, 109. He suggests this because of the similarity 

between this passage and some of the ideas of Philo who, he 

says, was profoundly influenced by Posidonius. On the vexatious 

problem of Posidonius--to whom so much has been attributed and 

from whom so little is actually preserved--see now Marie 

Laffranque, Poseidonios d'Apamée (Publications de la faculté des 

lettres et sciences humaines de Paris, Série “Recherches ," XIII; 

Paris, 1964). On Philo see below. 

23. Galen, Quod animi mores corports temperamenta sequantur 

(Scr. min. II, 78, 8 ff., Muller) , translated from the Greek 

text as quoted in C. de Vogel, Greek Philosophy (Leiden, 1964), 

LI’, 262 (No. 1186). 

24. J. Marquardt, Observattones Critteae tn Cl. Galent Librum 

MEPI WYXHY MA@QN KAI AMAPTHMATQN (Leipzig, 1870), p. 40. 

Ass anaes, TUBES AUS Ge 

26. Leg. All. 1.72. The background of this statement is Plato's 

myth of the charioteer in Phaedrus 253D ff. For a full discus-~ 

sion of the rational and irrational soul in Philo, see Wolfson, 

Philo (Cambridge, Mass., 1947), I, 389 ff. 

27. Leg. All. 1.76. On this see below, p. 21. The possibility 

of the death of the soul is hinted at in the text from Plutarch 

quoted above. But such a doctrine is quite unusual in Hellen- 

istic philosophy. 

28. Cf. Phiillo, Leg. ALL. 1.45 and Vit. Cont. 2 for the same 

expression. 

29. Meditations 3.16. At 12.3 he refers to the mvevudtiov 

instead of the Wuxt, but votc is retained as the highest part of 

man. See de Vogel, Greek Philosophy, III, 331. 

30. Eduard Schweizer, in his Kittel article on nmvetua, says 

that no Greek parallels exist to the superiority of Tvedua over 

Wuxi. The opposition of "spirit" and "soul" is possible only in 

Jewish or Christian literature, or in literature influenced by 

Judaism or Christianity; see 7DNT, VI, 396. The reason for this 
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is now clear, as is suggested above. 

Sie Ait ode OS 

32. Justin is arguing here on the basis of Gen. 2.7, and 

probably Eccl. 12.7. 

33. See below, pp. 18 ff., for full discussion of the relevant 

texts. 

34. Mysterienreligionen, p. 70. He argues that the technical 

use of the adjectives mvevyattuds and Wwuxitxdg makes a direct 

derivation from the Semitic impossible (ibid. , p. 71). To this 

it may be replied that there are Rabbinic adjectives correspond- 

ing to mvevuuatixds and wuxtxdc; namely, 3771 and WS3, He is 

right, however, in saying that Paul did not derive his adjectives 

from the Semitic, since these Rabbinic terms are demonstrably la- 

ter than Paul. On this see Billerbeck, III, 329. 

35. Ed. by A. Dieterich, Fine Mithrasliturgie3 (Leipzig, 1923, 

r« p. Darmstadt, 1966). -It is not “a “liturgy”. at all but a 

magico-theurgic text dealing with dnaSavatioudc. See M. P. 

Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Reltgiton (Munich, 1961) , II, 

686 ff.; and especially Erik Peterson, "Die Befreiung Adams aus 

der “Avayun," in Frihkirche, Judentum und Gnosis (Freiburg, 

1959), pp. 107-128. 

36. ‘Dieterich (ed.), p. 4, line 24° 

37. In Frihkireche, Judentum und Gnosis, pp. 110 ff. E. Schweizer 

conjectures that magic texts using the Wuxr-nvedya terminology 

are influenced by Judaism or Christianity. See IDNT, VI, 396. 

38. Cf. also in the Leiden Papyrus (PGM, XII, 238 ff.) an 

invocation to Helios-Aeon-Iao-Sabaoth: | 

Se0p6 wor, 6 Ex tHv 6 dv[é]uwv, 5 navtonodtwe Sedc, 
6 évgvorfoag nvebuata a&v8pdmote cic Cwohv , S€onota tHv 
év udouw uarddv, éndnuovodv wou, uvote .... 

39. Cf. 1 Cor. 2.6 ff. and the discussion thereon below, 

especially p. 40 -£. 

40. J. Dupont, Gnosis. La connaissance reltgteuse dans les 

épttres de saint Paul? (Louvain, 1960), p- 153, also thinks that 
there is some Pauline influence behind Jude 19. 

41. Contra Wilckens, Weisheit, p. 91. This has been ‘correctly 

perceived by Dibelius, Der Brief des Jakobus19 (Meyer , GOttingen, 
1959), p. 195. For the argument that the opponents in the 

epistles are Gnostics, see also H. Schammberger, Die Einhett- 

lLichkeitt des Jk. im antignostischen Kampf (1936) , which, how- 
ever, was unfortunately inaccessible to me. 

42. Jakobus, p- 195. On Jas. 3.6 see p- 182 in Dibelius' 
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commentary. 

43. U. Luck has recently posited a common background in "wisdom" 

theology as the constitutive factor in explaining the parallels 

between James and Paul; see "Weisheit und Leiden," ThLZ, 92 

(1967) , 253-258. 

44. Cf. H. Conzelmann, "Paulus und die Weisheit," W7S, 12 

(1965/66) , 231-244, and his theory of an on-going "Schule des 

Pavliuast (pie 233). 

45. Jakobus, p. 167. He does point out, however, that there is 

no question in James of a direct polemic against Paul, or against 

the epistle to the Romans. 

46. The compound verb uatauavydo8ar. occurs in the N. T. only in 

ROMs eine and in Jas. 2.13 and 3.14; it does not occur in the 

Apostolic Fathers. The verb uavydoSart is a favorite word in the 

Pauline corpus, but outside of Paul it occurs in the N. T. only 

in James 1.9 and 4.16. 

47. See especially Phil. 3.19 where the word is used ina 

manner similar to that of James 3.15. 

435" Rome 28 sih2 aCoro 2207 Gals 1512 Ope Phil see 7 anderen aie 

49. In the Apostolic Fathers it occurs only in Ignatius Phld. 

8.2, and only very rarely in later patristic literature; see PGL, 

Di S49 

50. Either of these theories has important consequences for the 

study of the epistle of James as a whole, its date and its 

provenance. 
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NOTES: CHAPTER THREE (pp. 15-26) 

1. See J. Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief? (Meyer, Gottingen, 

191.0), pp. "345, 353", 3677 and 380! 

2. Again recently by B. Schneider, "The Corporate Meaning and 

Background of 1 Cor. 15.45b," CBQ, 29 (1967) , 144. For other 

literature see E. Brandenburger, Adam und Christus (WMANT 7; 

Neukirchen, 1962), p. 70. 

3. vexodg means, basically, "corpse." To people whose native 

tongue was Greek, the doctrine of the dvdotacic vexodv would 

probably be repugnant. 

4. This thesis, proposed by Albert Schweitzer, has recently 

been revived by K. Smyth, "Heavenly Man and Son of Man in St. 

Pawl,” SPCLe ly (Rome 196s)", 229). 

5. -C£. Phil. 3.5. The picture of Paul's affirmation of the 

resurrection presented in Acts 17.32 and especially 23.6, though 

possibly not historically factual, is entirely credible. An 

interesting point of contact with the sentiments attacked in v. 

32 has recently been turned up in the form of a "Sadducean" 

tomb which includes amongst its inscriptions one in Greek: 

evgpatveote ot CHvtec/[t]d S€& (Aor) nd[v] netv Sua galyetv]. The 

inscription dates from Hasmonean times. See on this inscription 

Benoit, "L'inscription grecque du tombeau de Jason ," IEJ 17 

CESIG 1)", -b2— ies. 

6. CE. Mishnah Sanhedrin 10.1. 

7. Cf. K. Wegenast, Das Verstandnis der Tradition bet Paulus 

und tn den Deuteropaulinen (WMANT 8; Neukirchen, 1962), pp. 66 f. 

8. On this Christology and its Hellenistic-Jewish background 

see D. Georgi, "Der vorpaulinische Hymnus Phil 2, 6-11," in Zeit 

und Geschichte (Ttbingen, 1964), pp. 263-293. Such a Christology 

may underlie the exaltation doctrine of the Epistle to the 

Hebrews as well. That such a Christology was alive in Corinth 

is very probable. This is why Paul stresses so firmly the 

resurrectton of Christ from the dead. The clause ual Sti étdan 

may also function as a Pauline affirmation of Christ's bodily 

resurrection. 

9. Cf. here the statement of Justin Martyr, for whom the 

doctrine of resurrection has already become a necessary Sign of 

orthodoxy: in Dialogue 80.4, he refers to Aeyduevor Xerotravol 

. of nal Agyovor uh elvar vexnodv AvVAOTAGLVY , GAAG Gua TH 

GnoSviouery tag Woxdac adtv dvarauBdveoSar elo tdv odpavév. In 
Justin's opinion, these "so-called Christians" blaspheme the God 
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of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in denying the resurrection, and 

should no more be called "Christians" than Sadducees and other 

Jewish sectarians should be called "Jews." The reference to 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in connection with resurrection may be 

traditional; see Mt. 22.31-32; Mk. 12.26-27; Lk. 20.37-38. 

10. Korintherbrief, p. 344. 

Wats Meteo piso BON By. 

12. W. L. Knox correctly perceived the situation in 1 Cor. 15, 

but then went on to say that Paul changed his mind in 2 Cor. 5, 

abandoning the doctrine of resurrection in favor of the 

immortality of the soul. St. Paul and the Chureh of the Gentiles 

(Cambridge, 1939), p. 127. C.F. D. Moule has recently--incor- 

rectly, in my opinion--argued that there is a change of view from 

1 Cor. 15 to 2 Cor. 5; see "St. Paul and Dualism," W7S 13 

(19165/6)", LO6=123 - 

3 SiGnoswey Dp. L597 “Lhe <form of “the Sentence “(GNX ov) eee 

GAAK) indicates a polemical thrust, but Schmithals' interpreta- 

tion, referring to the incarceration of the heavenly self by 

demonic powers, is entirely gratuitous. Schmithals also makes 

this verse, with its allegedly "antignostischen Tendenz" the 

proof of his interpretation of 2 Cor. 11.4, and the basis of his 

interpretation of the rest of the passages in 1 and 2 Cor. which 

refer to the Spirit (cf. p. 160). But then he undercuts his own 

thesis in a footnote by saying that v. 46 "als Glosse auszu- 

scheiden ist" (p. 160, f.n. 2). He says this because he had 

argued previously (pp. 146 £.) that Paul wrote 1 Cor. 15 ata 

time when he was not informed as to the opponents' teachings in 

their denial of the resurrection, believing that the Corinthian 

denial of resurrection was actually the triumphant message of 

those who considered themselves to be gtUoet owlduevor. In a note 

on-p. 325 of the revised edition, Schmithals refers to E. Bran- 

denburger's Adam und Christus, p. 74, with the comment, "Gehort 

v. 46 zum urspriinglichen Text, so ist er formal als Parenthese 

zu beurteilen."” 

14. TDNT, VI, 420. Cf. also H. Clavier, "Bréves remarques sur 

la notion de o@ya ntvevuatindv," in The Background of the New 

Testament and Its Eschatology (Cambridge, 1954, r.p. 1964), pp. 

342-362. 

15. Quoted in J. J. Wetstein, Novum Testamentum Graecum 

(Amsterdam, 1751-2), II,171. Philoponus flourished in the sixth 

century A.D. On the earlier neo-Platonic doctrine of the 

vehicle of the soul see E. R. Dodds, Proclus: The Elements of 
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Theology (Oxford, 1963), Appendix II, pp. 313-321. 

16. See Philo, Leg. All. 1.31 ff.; Op. 134; Quaest. Gen. bas 

Among those who see a polemic against such a doctrine as is 

known from these Philonic texts are H. Lietzmann, An dte 

Korinther I.II4 (HNT; Tubingen, 1949), p. 85, and J. Héring, The 

First Epistle of Saint Paul to the Corinthtans, trans. A. 

Heathcote and P. Allcock (London, 1962), p. 178. 

17. J. Jervell, Imago Dei (FRLANT 58; Gottingen, 1960), pp. 53 

ff. Cf. Brandenburger, Adam und Christus, p. 118. Brandenburger 

stresses that the Platonizing aspect of Philo's anthropological 

speculations should not be brought into the background of 1 Cor. 

Ds 

Bie eiie v2 Shlts 

19. Jervell, p. 55. Jervell sees Gnostic influence here, but 

these speculations are easily accounted for on the basis of the 

modified Stoic philosophy which Philo uses as a hermeneutical 

tool. Of course, these speculations are to be understood as one 

of the matrices out of which Gnosticism developed. On Gnostic 

exegesis of Gen. 2.7 see Chapter Six. 

20. See Chapter Two, pp. 11 ff. 

21. After my ideas on this had already congealed, I noticed 

that J. Dupont had already arrived at a somewhat similar 

position: see Gnosis, pp. 172 ff. Though the originality that 

I had assumed for my argument has thereby been dissipated, I 

nevertheless rejoice in seeing these views essentially corro- 

borated. I believe, however, that I am arguing the case more 

fully and clearly than he; in addition he has not seen the 

importance of this spectrum of ideas as one of the matrices of 

gnostic speculation. On this see Chapter Six. 

22. The famous inscription from the Corinthian excavations 

(No. 111 in Corinth, VIII.1, p. 78, [Bvuva]lywyh “EBplatwv], is 

probably too late, due to the style of lettering, to be used as 

first-century evidence. But we know of such a synagogue from 

Acts 18.4 ff., and also from 1 Cor. 1.14, where Crispus, the 

archisynagogos (cf. Acts 18.8), is mentioned. On the role of 

the Diaspora synagogue in Hellenistic-Jewish scripture exegesis, 

see e.g. Georgi, Gegner, pp. 99 ff. And on the influence of 

Hellenistic Jewish synagogue theology in 1 Cor. in particular, 

see N. Dahl, "Paulus apostel og menigheten i Korinth (1 Kor. 

b=4) Seer Sas 1609:53)) ie Tee 

23. ActS) 18.24) ££. andi 19) 1+ Gor.ealio he and. 3 <4 if fed peer are one , 
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and 16.12. Of course, the Acts account concerning Apollos' 

knowing only the baptism of John is erroneous. On this see E. 

Kasemann, "The Disciples of John the Baptist in Ephesus," in 

Essays on New Testament Themes (SBT 41; London, 1964), Ppa 136 

ff. R. M. Grant stresses the role of Apollos in the discussions 

between Paul and his opponents on "Wisdom"; see "The Wisdom of 

the Corinthians," in The Joy of Study (New York, 1951), pp. 55. 

Also on the role of Apollos in this connection see H. Koester's 

review of Wilckens' Weishett und Torheit in Gnomon 33 (1961), 

Do 

24. Is 1 Cor. 4.6 a reflection of Apollos' exegetical activity? 

On the other hand, tO un dnée & yéypantat may be a scribal gloss. 

On this see e.g. J. Ross, "Not Above What is Written. A Note on 

ICO a Ole Heo 2a (LO7ls) yoo: fee 

25. The phrase dndonmacua Sefov is a Stoic term. See e.g. 

Epictetus, Diss. 1.14.6; 2.8.11; see also on this F. Cumont, 

Lux Perpetua (Paris, 1949) , p. 113; and M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa 

(G6ttingen, 1955), I, 229 ff. On the aetherial substance of the 

soul according to Philo, see further Her. 281-284. 

26. Ibid. 57. This passage cannot be harmonized with Philo's 

statements concerning the two kinds of men in Leg. All. 1.31. 

What is involved in these two passages is two different and 

contradictory interpretations of Gen. 1.27. The passage in Leg. 

AL’. £ would regard as "Platonic"; the one in Her., “Stoic.” 

Cf. the text from Plutarch's de gento Socratts quoted in Chapter 

Two pie, 10%. 

27. Ibid. 85. This sentence must be compared to Plato's Ttmaeus 

90A, where it is stated that we are, so far as our soul is con- 

cerned, Svtac mutdv ovu Eyyetov GAAG ovedviov. Cf. Plant. 17, 

where Philo quotes the same Platonic passage more fully: vutdv 

otu éntyerov GAA’ ovedviov. 

2 Si OR ea DD) Lites COIL Bis 

29. Op.-135;) Leg. All. 3.161; Som. 1.34; Spee. leg. 4.123; “and 

Det. 84. 

30. Though this was not explicit in all of the passages quoted 

above, the testimony of all of them together is clear on this 

point. 

Bi CL. Heb. Of Gen. 2.7), . 17 28ay, whereas the Xx has! eto to 

Todownov. 

320 Dete sOutt.> Some [34s ekc. 

33. This is important; see below. 
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34. This is the background for the Corinthian opponents’ 

boasting of Wisdom. See Chapter Four. 

SB Os DSS 

36.  Quaest.g Gen. LiSiy Comt. Eel aeee. 

Silite iO Bias hil y Gt Creme ata 

38. Post. 39; Quaest. Gene LolG, ols Clo keg salem deel Oats 

39. Genesis 2.7 plays a major role in the doctrine of the 

immortality of the soul in patristic literature; see H. Wolfson, 

"Immortality and Resurrection in the Philosophy of the Church 

Fathers," in K. Stendahl (ed.), Immortality and Resurrectton 

(New York, 1965), p. 80. In patristic theology, however, the 

immortality of the soul is usually wedded (somewhat illogically) 

to the doctrine of the resurrection of the body. 

40. See Jervell, Imago Det, p. 17,.n. 6, and pp. 59 £. 

41. Trans. by G. Vermes in A. Dupont-Sommer, The Essene Writings 

from Qumran (Cleveland, 1962), p. 103; for the text I have used 

E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Darmstadt, 1964), p. 42. Similar 

references to man as "dust" are to be found in 1 QH III.21; x.4 

Ev xt 24 Her. 

42. Billerbeck, III, 477. 

43. Genests Rabba 14.8, trans. H. Freedman and M. Simon 

(Soncino, London, 1939), p. 116; for the text I have used C. 

Albeck, Midrash Bereshit Rabba (Jerusalem, 1965), p. 132. 

44, The same parable of earthen and glass vessels occurs in the 

Gospel of Philip 51. 

45. Soncino, p. 115; Albeck, p. 131; (parentheses mine). 

46. On Adam as golem see Chapter Six, pp. Bor ede 

47. Translation from J. Bowker, The Targums and Rabbinic Liter- 

ature (Cambridge, 1969), p. 110. Italics reflect the Biblical 

text; parentheses are my own. 

48. Text in A. Sperber, The Bible in Aramaic, vol. 1 (Leiden, 

S59))). 

49. Text in A. Diez Macho, Neophyti I: Targum paltstinense, 

Ms de la Biblioteca Vatteana. Tomo TIT: Genests, (Textos y 

estudios 7; Madrid, 1968). 

50. Gen. Rabba 14.5: Soncino, p. 113; Albeck, pp. 128 £. 

51. Cf. 4 Macc. 14.5-6, where the brothers are assured of 

immortality for their souls, rather than resurrection. 

52. R. Scroggs, in his recent book, The Last Adam (Philadelphia, 

1966), pp. 86 ff., has missed the significance of the function 
of Gen. 2.7 in 1 Cor. 15, for he fails to take into account the 
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polemical situation. 

53. Cf. Philo, Op. 134: "There is a great difference between 
the man now formed (tAacSévtog, Gen. 2.7) and the one who came 
into being earlier (tepdtepov, cf. Gen. 1427) according to the 

image of God." 

54. Following Brandenburger, Adam und CHLESTUS » Die 14s 

55. Cf. 15.22: év tH XprotG ndvtec Cwonornshoovtar. 

56. Cf. Philo, Op. 135 &u te yedSoue otclac; De gin Aba legit 
6 yhtvog (&vSewmtoc) . 

57. Cf. Philo, Det. 85, where it is stated that the Tvedua in 

man is the Seoeré6éc 6nutoveynua, that which makes man a @UTOV 

ovpadvliov. Man is "heavenly" by virtue of the divine "inbreath- 

ing" and‘his participation thereby in the ovedvioc AvSowmoe of 

Geri 2iite 

58. Note the importance of the future, gopdéoouenv, certainly 

the original Pauline reading. 

59. Cf. Brandenburger, Adam und Christus, p. 147. 

60. Cf. Weiss, Korintherbrief, p. 373; also Bultmann, Theology, 

ip LOD Ee. 

Gl Core US. 20—-2 27) Rom 5) sl27, le. 

62. In this Paul goes beyond the rather naive view of the 

"two formations" held by the Pharisees of the schools of Hillel 

and Shammai, referred to above. 

GS CE Romar d «24. 

64. J. Jeremias is right in his argument that the sentence, 

"Flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God," does not 

refer to the resurrection of the dead, but rather to living 

persons; see Abba, Studien 2ur neutestamentlichen Theologte 

(G6ttingen, 1966), pp. 298-307. The second part of the verse 

refers to the bodies of those who have died before the Parousia. 

I should like to add, however, that this verse does belong to 

the discussion begun in v. 35, "What kind of body ... ?" It 

functions as the transition from the argument begun in v. 35 to 

the statement of the "mystery" in vv. 51 ff. (See outline above, 

p.- 15.) The point of the verse is, as Jeremias says (p. 299): 

"Neither the living nor the dead can take part in the Kingdom of 

God--as they are." One can see here also a polemic against the 

view of the opponents that they have inherited the Kingdom 

already (cf. 1 Cor. 4.8). 

65. According to H. Almqvist, Plutarch und das Neue Testament 

(Uppsala, 1946), p. 104, the antithesis OSvntdc-dddvatoc, pSaptdc- 
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de8aeptog is current in the Stoic diatribe. He refers in this 

connection to Plutarch, Mor. 960B (De soll. an. 2). 
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NOTES: CHAPTER FOUR (pp. 27-43) 

i see Ne Dahil, Wile 54) spp. 1—23 and especially p. 1l; a revised 

form of Dahl's essay is now in English, "Paul and the Church at 

Corinth according to 1 Corinthians 1-4," Christian History and 
Interpretatton: Studtes Presented to John Knox (Cambridge, 

1967), 313-335. See also R. Funk, Language, Hermeneutte, and 

Word of God (New York, 1966), pp. 277 ff. 

2. Which for Paul is nothing other than "Jesus Christ crucified" 

(2.2); cf. 1.24, however, where Xptotdc éotavowuévoc is both the 

S0vaur¢g Seod and the cogta Seod. 

3. 1. 2. Cor. 11.18 f£.: énel moAAot nuavxySvtat uata tiv odoxna, 

nay od “avXnoowat. Phil. 3.3: ual ovn év capxl nenorSdtec, ualneo 

éyo éxwv tetolSnotv ual év caput... 

4. This point is made by H. Conzelmann, "Paulus und die 

Weishest, "Wis 2 (1965/6), 234 £. «Cf. also A. Feuirllet, “Les 

"chefs de ce siécle' et la Sagesse divine d'aprés 1 Co. II, 6-8," 

in Le Christ Sagesse de Dieu d'aprés les Epttres pauliniennes 

(Paris, 1966) 25-36, where numerous contacts between 1 Cor. 1-2 

and Baruch 3.9-4.4 are pointed out. 

5. For Paul himself, teAerdtng belongs to God (Rom. 12.2), and 

will belong to man only in the eschatological future (1 Cor. 

sO; (ct. Phil. s.12 oun 2. « hon tererxetaual) , though Chsrs— 

tran) “pertection™ ws) to be striven forms (Phils 3.151 Com. 14520) 

both of these passages reflecting opponents' usage, However). 

Paul nowhere else makes a distinction between the téAeLtot, who 

are capable of higher wisdom, and the vrnior, who are able to 

receive only elementary instruction. But cf. Heb. 5.14, reflect- 

ing a provenance similar to that of the Corinthian opponents. 

6. E.g. D. Luhrmann, Das Offenbarungesverstdndnis bet Paulus und 

tn paultntsehen Gemetnden (WMANT 16; Neukirchen, 1965), p. 113; 

cf. Wilckens, Wetshett, pp. 53 ff.; and Reitzenstein, 

Mystertenreltgtonen, pp. 338 ff. 

Wee ese already J. Weiss, Korintherbrief, p. 74; M. Dibelius, Die 

Getsterwelt im Glauben des Paulus (G6ttingen, 1909), p. 88; and 

now G. Wagner, Paultne Baptism and the Pagan Mysteries, trans. J. 

Smith (Edinburgh, 1967), p. 274. The latter takes up in detail 

the problem of the possible influences of the Mysteries on the 

religion of the N. T. On this see also A. D. Nock, Early Gentile 

Christianity and Its Hellenistic Background (New York, 1964), 

ISD, UWL) aesbe 

8. Cf. e.g. Plato, Symp) 2N0A ££. , Diotimas® revelation concern= 
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ing the nature of €pwe. 

9. See especially Cher. 48-49, where the following "mystery" 

terms appear: wuvtotnc, tepd wvotieta, auvntoc, TEtTEACOLEVOS, 

terketh, pwondetc, Ta ugyada pvotieta, tepogdvtnc, etc.; cf. also 

Leg. All. 3.100 and Saer. 62. In Clement of Alexandria, see 

Protr. 12.92-93 (LCL), where Christ is referred to as a 

"hierophant." 

10. Cf. Weiss, Korintherbrief, p. 74; and Delling In LDN. aie 

69 ££. For a full-scale treatment of the term téAetoc, see P. J. 

du Plessis, TEAEIOZ. The Idea of Perfection tn the New Testament 

(Kampen, 1959); his treatment of 1 Cor. 2.6 (pp. 178 ff.), how- 

ever, I do not find entirely convincing. 

ll. Cf. the purely non-metaphorical usage in Spee. Leg. 2.32 

where, commenting on Lev. 27.2-8, Philo refers to the Law's 

distinctions between men and women and between children and 

adults (vnntovue teAefwv) in the matter of payments for vows. 

12. atvtoStSautoc and abdtouasic are attributes of oogta. Cf. 

POS. Oy OAC Oy eters 

13. Of course, this is Paul speaking to the Corinthians, but he 

is engaging here in an ironic use of the opponents' own language. 

14. Cf. Chapter Three and the discussion there of the Philonic 

exegesis of Gen. 2.7 and 1.27. See also below for the impli- 

cations of this exegesis for an interpretation of the nvevuyatindc 

-Wuxtxdg terminology in 1 Cor. 2. 

15. The language, as noted before, is common to the terminology 

of Hellenistic philosophy, especially Stoicism. Cf. especially 

Epictetus in Diss. 1.4.4: 

del yao todc 6 dv fh tedrerdtne tivde nadsdmat dyn, 
Teds abTtTS A MEOKOMT GUVEYYLOLOS EOTLV. 

Paul, though he eschews the application of teAevrdtne to himself, 

or to anyone short of the eschatological future, uses the term 

Teonon and teoxdntw to describe his own life (Gal. 1.14) and 

the life of the Christians in Philippi who stand to benefit from 

his continued work among them (Phil. 1.25); and in Phil. 1.12 he 

uses the term teoxomt for the advance of the Gospel. 

16. See further on 1, Cor. 2.9. bellow, pp. 34. £. 

17. See especially Mig. 28 f. and Leg. All. 3.196 quoted above. 

18. Against J. Munck, Paul and the Salvation of Mankind, trans. 

F. Clarke (Richmond, 1959), pp. 148 ff. Cf. literature cited by 

Wilckens, Weisheit, p. 1. Wilckens is quite right in his 

critique of this position. See also N. Dahl in w7T 54, p. 9; 

and H. Koester, Gnomom 33, p. 590. 
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19. This is clear from 3.1 ff., and the boasting in which they 
engaged as though their "wisdom" were their own achievement 

(218-207 and 4.7°£-). 

20. R. Scroggs, "Paul: Zopdc and Mvevwatinéc,"” WTS 14 (1967/8), 
33-55; see especially p. 34. In a footnote on p- 34, Scroggs 

says, "The difficult problem of the opponents' views cannot be 

discussed here, but a fresh analysis is pressingly needed." One 

can hardly help but wonder how this analysis can be carried out 

if the text itself is seen in advance as not providing infor- 

mation on this problem. 

21. Wetshett, pp. 52-96. 

22, Lptds, Pp. 52, Nn. 1. He also reads unpvooowey in 1.23 as 

referring.to "we Christians." Knpvooouev in 1.23 is formally 

parallel to Aakoduev in 2.6. On the use of the plural see below. 

DSton VN Samay ai ofS iS ie 

24. See now Funk's perceptive study, Language, Hermeneutic, and 

Word of God, especially pp. 289 ff. 

25. Others who have seen in 1 Cor. 2.6 ff. an amalgamation of 

the opponents' theology with Paul's own emphases are R. Bultmann, 

TDNT I, 709, also Glauben und Verstehen (Tubingen, 1933), pp. 

42-44; G. Bornkamm, TDNT, IV, 819 f£.; and E. Sjdberg, Der 

verborgene Menschensohn tn der Evangelien (Skrifter Utgivna av 

kungl. humanistiska Vetenskapssamfundet i Lund 53; Lund, 1955), 

pe 20 £27 

26. See now also Funk, Language, p. 291. Paul's use of the 

first person plural where he simply means éyw® is well-known and 

frequent in his letters. For a standard discussion see Stauffer 

in TDNT II, 356 ff. For a striking example, see 1 Thess. 2.18: 

NSeAfoauev . . . Eyw Ev MavAoc. 

27. See below, pp. 33 £f. 

28. Offenbarungsverstandnis, especially pp. 114 ff. 

29. Coluber lO te Ep oat ts, 69 Lee ROM. L625 0f.8) Luhrmann 

bases his study on an article by Nils Dahl, "Formgeschichtliche 

Beobachtungen zur Christusverktindigung in der Gemeindepredigt," 

in Neutestamentliche Studien fur Rudolf Bultmann (BZNW 21; Berlin, 

1954), pp. 3-9. 

SlOhe "Wenn es richtig ist, dass Paulus in diesem Abschnitt seine 

Gegner, die korinthischen Gnostiker, zitiert, lasst sich 

vermuten, dass ihm bei ihnen auch das Revelationsschema in der 

festen Form, wie wir es in der spateren Tradition gefunden haben, 

vorgelegen hat. Er hat es dann korrigiert." See Offen- 

barungsverstdndnis, p. 133. 
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31. Luhrmann's version of the Original form Of Wl iGons 2G) ate 

and Paul's corrections are presented on pp. 134 ff. For example, 

he thinks that after 1 Cor. 2.8a the original form had vuvl 6€ 

dmouadvesetoayv tote nmvevuattuotc, which Paul changes in v. 10, 

further inserting the statement on the crucifixion of the "Lord 

of Glory" and the citation in v. 9. 

32. For a possible example of the latter, see Georgi, Gegner, 

Dp. 274-2927 on, 2AiCOnr. Seite. 

33. This has been shown by Nils Dahl's careful study cited 

above, and also by E. Sjoberg, verborgene Menschensohn, pp. 1 ff. 

34, Sjoberg, Loe. cit. 

35. See H. Conzelmann's critique of Lihrmann's position, NTS 12, 

p- 239. Conzelmann argues against a "vorpaulinischen Belege," 

asserting that "vielmehr sehen wir es in I Kor. 2.6ff. in statu 

nascendi." Further, he states, "Die Aufnahme durch die Gnosis 

ist sekundar. Das Schema ist nicht an sich gnestisch sondern: 

es kann leicht im Sinne der Gnosis verwendet werden" (p. 239, 

n. 6). For an interesting example of a gnostic use of this form, 

see Evangeltum Veritatis 18.10 ff. 

36. See above all 2 Cor. 4.3 £. Of course, the notion of 

"perfection" occurs also in apocalyptic, the background that is 

assumed for Paul. For a good study of the idea of "perfection" 

in Qumran, for example, see Du Plessis, TEAEIOZ, pp. 104-155. 

37. I agree with Luhrmann, Offenbarungsverstandnis, p. 137, 

that this title was used by Paul's opponents. 

38. The phrase 66€a uvetov is found throughout the LXX. Ps. 

23.7-10 is an important text, in that the title 6 Baotdede tic 

66Encs is juxtaposed with nveLoc. : 

39. E.g. in 1 Enoch 22.14 Enoch responds to a vision with 

praises to God: tédéte nvAdynoa tov uteoLov tic 66Enc (Eth: 

‘egat'a sebhat), ual etna, EvAoyntdc ef, ubote . . . . Again, 

in 1 Enoch 25.3 God is called "the Holy Great One, the Lord of 

Glory, the Eternal King" (Eth., but Gr. has 6 &ytoc tiie 846Enc 

instead of 6 udeLog thc S6Enc). The title "Lord of Glory" occurs 

also in 1 Enoch 27.3,5; 36.4; 40.3; 63.2; and 83.8. For the 

Greek and Ethiopic texts I have used the editions of R. H. 

Charles, The Book of Enoch (Oxford, 1912), and The Ethiopte 

Version of the Book of Enoch (Anecdota Oxoniensia, Semitic Series 

wyOxtord, 1906) =. 

40. See 1 Cor. 13.1, and the discussion of1 Cor. L2-14) im 

Chapter Five. 
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41. As a Christological title it is quite rare even outside of 
the N. T. In Barnabas 21.9 it is not clear whether it refers to 

God or to Christ: 

6 uveELOg The SdEnc ual ndone xdoLtoe peta Tod 
Tvevuwatog bua. 

In Justin Martyr, Dial. 29.1, the related title BactAeve the 

66Ens (Ps. 23.7-10 LXX) is applied to Jesus: 

AcEdowuey tov Sedv, dua t& E9vn ovveASdvta, StL ual 
vag EneoneWato: S0Edowwev abtdov 6a tod BaotAdwe 
thc 66Enc, Std tod nvelov tHv Svvduewv. 

See also Dial. 85.1 and 127.5. In the Ascenston Of LESAUCH Ieee 

Christ is referred to as "the Lord of all glories" (Y@Gae ? 

zakYellu sebhat); the context is especially interesting for it 

describes a vision of Isaiah in the seventh heaven, surrounded 

by angels, glory, etc. This is not for from the mystical con- 

cerns of the Corinthian opponents. 

42 see also ileb. 1.2 ff. 

43. In Zett und Geschichte, pp. 263-293. 

44, Paul, of course, shares this Christology, coupling it with 

an affirmation of Christ's resurrection, and thus placing it in 

a historical and eschatological perspective. See above, p. 15. 

45. "That the Corinthians understood sophia as bringing sal- 

vation into the present there can be no doubt (cf. 4.8)," is 

Funk's statement of the case; see Language, p. 290. The back- 

ground for such a belief can be seen in Wis. Soll 8217 e¢ passim, 

where participation in wisdom guarantees immortality and sal- 

vation. A striking parallel to 4.8 is found in Philo's descrip- 

tion of the Therapeutae Vit. Cont. 13: 6td& tdov the dSavdtovu nal 

vanaolacg Cwihic tuepov teteAcutnuévart voulCovtec FASn tov Svntdv 

Btov wtA. Here is where the self-understanding of the Corinthian 

Opponents can be said to be similar to that of those who argued 

that "the resurrection has already occurred" (2 Tim. 2.18). 

46. The Jewish-apocalyptic background of Paul's use of wvotiheLrov 

and oogla is explored by Bornkamm in TDNT, IV, 815 ff.; on 1 Cor. 

2.6 ff. see pp. 819 f. See also Anton Fridrichsen, "Gnosis. Et 

Bidrag til Belysning av den Paulinske Terminologie og Erkjennel- 

sesteori," in Religtionshistoriska Studter Tillagnade Edvard 

Lehmann (Lund, 1927), pp. 85-109, especially p. 92. See aliso R. 

Brown, The Semitte Background of the Term "Mystery" in the New 

Testament (Facet Books, Biblical Series 21; Philadelphia, 1968). 

47. The Jewish-apocalyptic background of this terminology has 

been thoroughly discussed by M. Dibelius, Die Geisterwelt im 
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Glauben des Paulus (G6ttingen, 1909), pp. 90 ff. For further 

background material from Qumran see now D. Flusser, "The Dead 

Sea Sect and Pre-Pauline Christianity," Sertpta Hterosolymttana 

Iv, 218 ff. The argument of Feuillet that the dpxovtec are 

Jewish and pagan rulers, I find unconvincing; cf. his article, 

"Les 'chefs de ce si@€cle' et la Sagesse divine d'apres 1 Co. II, 

C= 8. (Opie Chiba ie 

1 Cor. 2.8, therefore, contradicts what is said of the 

agencies of Christ's death in 1 Thess. 2.14 f. On the latter 

passage see now my article, "l Thessalonians 2:13-16: A 

Deutero-Pauline Interpolation," HTR 64 (1971), 79-94. 

48. This version, appearsqin-Ase. fe. duel9 flo. chk. vaiso 

Epistula Apostolorum 13. 

49. Contra Wilckens, Wetshett, pp. 71 ff. He equates the "Lord 

of glory" with a personified Sophia. See the criticism of Funk, 

Language, pp. 292, 295, who stresses that what is hidden from 

the powers and from the "unitiated" is the mystery of the cross. 

Cf. also Hegermann, Schdpfungsmittler, pp. 119 £.; and Luhrmann, 

Offenbarungsverstandnis, p. 137. 

50. Cf. 1 Cor.-4.1, where Paul refers to himself (though the 

plural is used) as a "steward of the mysteries." On this see J. 

Reumann, "Otuvovouta-Terms in Paul in Comparison with Lucan 

Hetlsgeschichte," WIS 13 (1966/7), 160. 
SD. = Wetshett,~ pe B0i. 

52. Luhrmann, on the other hand, attributes its use to Paul him- 

self who, according to Luhrmann, inserts it into the opponents’ 

Revelattonsschema; cf. Offenbarungsverstandnis p. 139. 

53. doa fhtotwacev 6 Seog Tote ayano-yv 'adtév seems to me, on the 

other hand, to be a Pauline addition. See below, Dts De 

54. Wetshett, p. 80. 

55. These include the Baruch of "Justin," Hippolyt. Ref. 5.23435 

5.24.1 5.26.16 £.% Acta Lhom. B65 Actus Petr: scum Stmone 39; 

Ase. Is. 11 (Lat.); see Weishett, pp. 76-80. The passage from the 

Mandaean Qolasta is a doubtful witness to our text, at best (p. 

79). The Manichaean Turfan fragment (p. 79) bears a striking re- 
semblance to Log. 17 of the Gospel of Thomas in that it ascribes 
the saying to the Redeemer and contains an extra MEMS ST pea veuetes co 

und nicht ergriffen mit der Hand"; cf 

atw mere AMEX CMCwW MY. 

Don) ¢ NES U2 ppm 29 fe 

& thomas: pal0g -wcldiss sc. ee 

57. Wilckens, Weisheit, p. 80. For example, in addition to the 

texts referred to in the previous note, one can adduce: 1 Clem. 
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34.8; 2 Clem. 11.7; Clem. Alex. Protr. 10.76 (LCL), Protr. 12.91 

(LCL), and Quis dives 23.948 (LCL); Apostolie Constitutions 

Te3Z2emeMare Pol. 23. , 

535 As Paul does in v. 10: fyiv ydo dneudAvwev 6 Sedc including 

in the content of oogta as its main point the eschatological 

significance of the cross of Christ in the salvatory plan of God. 

59. The latest contributions to this question are P. Prigent, 

"Ce que l"oeil n'a pas vu, 1 Gor 2,9," ThZ 14 (1958), 416-429; 

and M. Philonenko, "Quod oculus non vidit, 1 Cor. 2,9," ThzZ 14 

(POSS) S52, 

60. Prigent, ThZ 14, pp. 426-428. 

61. C£. Prigent, ThZ 14, pp. 421-424; and Wilckens, Weisheit, 

Pp. 15 fy. 

62. Cf. Oepke's discussion in TDNT III, 988 £. Haenchen is 

probably wrong in deriving the quotation in Justin's Baruch from 

Pauls See pas Buch Baxnuchi," 27K 50: (1953), 139% 

63. G. Kisch (ed.), Pseudo-Philo's Liber Anttquitatum Bibliecarum 

(Publications in Medieval Studies, University of Notre Dame 10; 

Notre Dame, Indiana, 1949), referred to by Philonenko, ThZ 14, 

p- 51. Underlining is mine. ‘Philonenko also sees in the phrase, 

guantun bonum feett Deus hominibus in 26.14, a trace of a formula 

analogous to the second part of the Pauline citation. 

64. Of course, Paul himself is no stranger to such mystical 

concerns, as witness 2 Cor. 12 and the dpoenta Snuata which he 

claims to have heard (v. 4). Bousset was correct in comparing 1 

Cor. 2 with 2 Cor. 12; see Die Himmelsreise der Seele (Archiv fur 

Religtonswissenschaft 4 [1901], 136-169 and 229-273; r.p. Darm- 

stadt, 1960), pp. 13-15. The crucial point is, however, that 

Paul did not regard these experiences as of central concern in 

his Christian faith and understanding of existence. 

65. See above, p. 34, and passages cited. 

66. 1 Clem. 34.8 is against this, as is Aeta Thom. 36 and Clem. 

Alex. Quits Dives 23.948 (LCL). Of course the first part of the 

quotation can be used eschatologically, as in Clem Alex. Protr. 

10.76 (LCL):  yoagh eludtwo evayyedAtCetar totic nmenmrotevudoiv: 

ot 6€ &ytout uvolov uAnpovouroovor tiv 6dEav tod Seod ual trv 

S60vautv abtod . . . Av Om8arude utA. Cf. also Apostolic Constti- 

tuttons 7.32. Likewise, the second part of the quotation can be 

used "mystically," as in Quis dives 23.948 (LCL). 

67. Nestle text, BApe; & in P46 8RDGpICl. 

68. Erik Peterson has conjectured that Paul is using the quo- 
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tation in a polemic against Jewish mystics in Corinth; see "1 

Kor. 1,18f£. und die Thematik des jlidischen Busstages," in 

Frihktrche, Judentum und Gnosis, pp. 48 f. Cf. also E. Werner, 

"Post-Biblical Hebraisms in the Prima Clementis," in Harry 

Austryn Wolfson Jubtlee Volume II (Jerusalem, 1965), pp. 799 £. 

69. There may be in this an implicit polemic against an idea 

such as is expressed in Wis. Sol. 6.12: Aaunod ual dudopavtde 

EOtLV  Gogta ual ebvxep&c Sewpettar ond Tov dyandvtwv abvtiy 

Note also that in Thomas 17, the last part of the quotation 

is missing, another indication that Paul is adding this to a 

form of the quotation used by his opponents. The use of this 

quotation in Thomas and by Paul's opponents is probably very 

Similar. 

70. For criticisms, see in addition to the literature cited in 

n. 49 Koester's review in Gnomon 33, p. 593; Schmithals, Gnosis, 

pp. 130 f£.; and Conzelmann, WTS 12, p. 237. Actually, Paul 

comes closer to equating oogta with Christ than do the opponents, 

as Koester points out (loc. cit.). 

71. Wilckens also identifies sogta with nvetdua, Weisheit, p. 81; 

cf. p. 92 where he says Paul also identifies nvetdua with the 

exalted Lord, citing 2 Cor. 3.17 as proof. So, according to 

Wilckens, in 1 Cor. 2 cogla = utbptocg tic SdENC = nvedua. 

72. ‘Text: €ottv yao év avdtih nvedua vocodv, Gytov. Eusebius 

(Praep. Ev. 7.12.4 and 11.14.4) quotes this passage as: fot.iv 

yao abth mvetua . . . 3 cf. J. Reider, The Book of Wisdom 

(Dropsie College edition; New York, 1957), p. 114. 

73. On Aristobulus, see now N. walter.) Der Thoraausleger 

Aristobulus (TU 86; Berlin, 1964). 

74. Fr. No. 2, Stearns ed., Fragments from Graeco-Jewish Writers 

(Chicago, 1908), a passage that shows dependence upon Prov. 

Qiagen. 

Son gatas) NOl,- Sy kL deat 7 

76. But the role of ocogta in prophecy, according to other 

witnesses of Hellenistic Judaism, is important for our illumin- 

ation of the theology of the Corinthian Opponents, not-.only in 

1 Cor. 2, but also in their understanding of prophecy in 1 Cor. 
12-14. See e.g. Aristobulus, Fr. No. 3 cited in the preceding 

Nete, andyWis. 1 SOljn 7 27. Onml (Cor. = amooe Chapter Five. 

77. According to Wilckens, the phrase t& B&9n tod Seod is 

"typisch gnostisch." The gnostic texts to which he EeLers” only 
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show that the phrase was used by some Gnostics. That the phrase 

is inherently "gnostic" cannot be maintained. As a matter of 

fact, the expression is attested earlier in Jewish apocalyptic, 

which appears to be the source for both Gnostics and Paul. The 

apocalyptic provenance Wilckens himself admits in a footnote 

(Wetshett, p. 83): 

"Die Vorstellung von den 'Tiefes Gottes' findet sich 
recht vielfach belegt auch in jtidisch-apokalyptischen 
Texten: Vgl. die bereits angeftihrten Stellen 1 Hen. 
O372re ss SOWle EOS XP 1 Site wAUuSsserdem: 2. Be noch 
EVES 4 Olde OG So bier OVia eBay. 4 70 & 2 ees BUT 
54,12f. . . . Die Tiefen Gottes sind hier tiberall die 
unerforschlichen eschatologischen Ratschltisse Gottes 
- . « - In diesem Sinne ist der Begriff Bd90c in dem 
einzigen anderen paulinischen Beleg RO. 11,33ff. zu 
verstehen . .. ." To this I have only to add that this 
is precisely the context in which Paul uses the term in 
1 Cor. 2.10; note also the use of Is. 40.13 in 2.16 as 
an Rom. LL. 3'4.; 

One further note: Wilckens is probably wrong in placing 

the Valentinian aeon BuSd¢ in the same context as the term Badn 

tov Seot (Weishett, p. 82, n. 1). Budc and Etyh are terms 

which refer to the highest world of being in the Chaldean Oracles 

(cf. H. Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy [Cairo, 1956], pp. 77 

and 160). The history-of-religions background of these desig- 

nations is the same for the Chaldaean Oraeles and Valentinian- 

ism; viz. Pythagorizing Platonism. (See Lewy, p. 397). 

78. Also Wilckens, Wetsheit, p. 81. 

79. The text is problematical here; Blass may be correct in 

deleting Adyo.g. See Blass-Debrunner-Funk, p. 98. 

80% = Prans. Ji. Smith, St. Trenacus, Proof-of the Apostolic 

Preaching (Ancient Christian Writers 16; Westminster, Maryland, 

952) 

81. Cf. also 4.20.2-4 and 4.7.4. 

82. Cf. also ps.-Clem. Hom. 16.12 for the same doctrine. 

83. One can see the beginnings of this in the Synoptic gospels. 

See e.g. on Lk. 11.49 J. M. Robinson, "Logot Sophon. On the 

Gattung of Q," in Robinson and H. Koester, Trajectories through 

Early Christianity (Philadelphia, 1971), p. 72. On Wisdom 

christology in Matthew see now especially M. J. Suggs, Wisdom, 

Christology, and Law in Matthew's Gospel (Cambridge, Mass., 1970). 

84. On this phenomenon in the Pauline letters, see Koester's 

remarks in The Bible and Modern Scholarship, pp. 192 ff. 

85. Funk, Language, p- 296. 

86. See Conzelmann, W7S 12, p. 240; he refers to the motif 
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"Gleich durch Gleiches" as "ein wesentliches spezifisch 

griechisches Motiv." Cf. also Almqvist, Plutarch und das WV. T., 

p. 93: "Die rhetorische Zusammenstellung verschiedener Formen 

desselben Wortes (Paronomasie) ist in der Diatribe sehr beliebt." 

As to the content of the phrase, see A. D. Nock, Sallustius, p.- 

lxvii: "That nothing mortal can know what is immortal is a 

thought commonly expressed. Such knowledge is ingvirtuesor 

divine Nous, used by every good soul." And see below. 

87. R. Bultmann, Der Stil der paulinisehen Predigt und die 

kynisch-stoische Diatribe (FRLANT 13; Gottingen, 1910). 

88. See p. 9, n. 19, for the reference to A. D. Nock. This 

idea, according to Dérrie, goes back to Parmenides, and his 

equation of Being and thinking. So, from Plato and Aristotle on, 

the investigation of Being is t@ tic 6tavolacg AoYyLoug or by 

means of votdc. See H. Dorrie, "Emanation. Ein unphilosophisches 

Wort im spdtantiken Denken," in Parusia. Studien aur Philosophte 

Platons und zur Problemgeschichte des Platonismus (Festschrift J. 

Hirschberger; Frankfurt, 1965), p.- 132, n. 43. 

89. For the preceding context of Det. 86 see above, p. 19. 

90. altoSntixh woxn, cf. e.g. Spee. Leg. 4.123. 

91. And evbyevetc; see excursus below. 

92. Cf. also 1 Sam. 2.10 LXX, where godvipnoc 

is used instead of oo@éc as in Jeremiah, and 6Suvatdédg instead of 

toxuedc. 

93. I would prefer the reading, ovu Ev nerdsot cogtag Adywv even 

though its attestation is minimal (440 it syP sa Or). Note the 

consequent balance between tetSot and dno6éé.Eet. Cf. also G. 

Zuntz, The Text of the Epistles (iondon, LOSS ype owt ree 

94. The ecstatic, or "prophetic," aspect of their speaking 

ability is documented in 1 Cor. 12-14. See Chapter Five. 

95. Strictly speaking, Paul is referring in 2.15 primarily to 

himself. He is the one who has the "mind (=Spirit) of Christ” 

and is therefore not subject to the criticism of the Corinthians 

(4.3 and 9.3). ‘See Funk, Language, pp. 297 ££.; and Dahl, NTT 

54, p. 13. 

96. Clearly Paudl."s own (expression wacEeel.kSy 2,23) a2 oe eer: 

BLS ~1 Gis 4 LOY 

97. Cf. in this connection Luck's observations on the differ- 

ences in the manner in which the wisdom tradition is appropriated 

in James and in the letters of Paul, ThLZ 92, p. 256. 

98. Cf. Paul's references to the eschatological gift of the 

Spirit as an dpoaBdv, 2 Cor. 1.22; 5.5; retained in the deutero- 
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Pauline Eph. 1.14. 

99. Cf. Philo's reference (Virt. 188) to man's Aoytouds or votc 

as the vedc of God and hiw Wisdom, quoted above, p. “40. 

100. Cf. Gal. 5.20, where €ptc and CfiAoc occur side by side in 

a list of "works of the flesh." It is clear that for Paul 

Saputxde and Woxtxdc mean the same thing, and that ocaoutudc is 
Paul's own term; cf. Funk, Language, p. 296. For Paul's view 

of the spheres of "Spirit" and "Flesh" see Bultmann, Theology, I, 

232 £f., 207, 333 ££. For the background in Jewish eschatology, 

see A. Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, trans. W. 

Montgomery (London, 1931), pp. 160 ff.; W. D. Davies, "Paul and 

the Dead Sea Scrolls: Flesh and Spirit," in The Serolls and the 

New Testament, pp. 157 ff.; Jacob Licht, "An Analysis of the 

Treatise of the Two Spirits in DSD," Seripta Hierosolymitana, 

IV, 88 ff£f.; David Flusser, "The Dead Sea Sect and pre-Pauline 

Chersittanty, | Sertipta Hver., iV, (21.5) ff 7 andmdm iisvke usp i iattae 

and 'Flesh' in the Qumran Documents and Some New Testament 

Pexcs A anen Gum 19,5) l965), 345) ff. 

101. Admirably argued by Funk, Language, pp. 303 ff. 

OZ NesiDahds,, Wii Re SAin pi. 1O.. 

103. Cf. Wilckens, Wetshett, p. 3, where Schmithals is criticiz- 

ed for erroneously equating cogla with yvGo.cg, and letting it go 

aby that ch. schnthals GHosi sin po. LG0s tf. , Lor a reply. 

104. This point is made by A. Fridrichsen, "Gnosis," p. 89. 

Much of my argument I owe to this perspicacious contribution. 

ROS CE A CObee 2.7 Wo. od Romee aie 25 

LOGE ELEdrronsen, Gnosis, 4 peste s 8Ch. above, pp. SSsftf. 

107. Eridruchsen, “Gnosis,” p. 93. 

108. This idea of yv@o.g is widespread in Judaism: Cf. Wis. 

Sop. 23=14 5 -dudtthe 8.207) Hp. Were 22,207,504 04,17 ands cies 

Gal. 4.8; see Bultmann, TDNT, I, 702. But I cannot agree with 

his view that yv@o.g in 1 Cor. 8.1 is a gnostic technical term, 

thtd., p. 709, followed by Wilckens, Wetshett, p. 212, and 

Schmithals, Gnosis, pp. 134 ff. The whole context is against 

this view. 

109. See now also U. Mauser, "Galater iii.20: die Universalitat 

des Heils," NTS 13 (1966/7), 266. The basis of this "knowledge" 

is the baptismal confession, "One God, One Lord." Cf. on this 

confession E. Peterson, EIZ @EOZ (FRLANT 24; Gdttingen, 1926), 

p. 255. Cf. also Hegermann, Schopfungsmittler, p. 111. 

110. Whether Paul was ignorant of the "Apostolic Decree" (Acts 
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15.29; cf. 21.25) or deliberately ignored it (Gal. 2.6), the 

effect in his congregations was the same. On the significance 

of Paul's position on this issue in the context of early 

Christianity see my remarks on this in VigChr 24 (1970), 146 £. 

lll. I take péver in 13.13 to be conditioned by vuvl 65é; cf. 

the transitory sense of wévetv in 1 Corinthians 15.6. 

112. Cf. Fridrichsen, "Gnosis," for the use of the term yv@ou.c 

in other Pauline contexts. 
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NOTES: CHAPTER FIVE (pp. 44-50) 

1. See Chapter Four. 

2. It probably lies in the background of the "Pentecost" 

account in Acts 2; note especially vv. 4,15. 

3. See below, on 1 Cor. 12.1 f£. 

4. See the articles by Oepke, TDNT II, 449 ff., and Behm, TDNT 

I, 719 ££.; see also Leisegang, Der Heilige Geist, pp. 113 ff£.; 

and especially Erich Fascher, IIPOOHTHE (Giessen, 1927), a 

linguistic and historical study which is still a standard work. 

Fascher, however, has little to say about 1 Cor. 14. In his 

view, the Corinthians interpreted nmoognteta simply as "die von 

Gott oder dem heiligen Geist inspirierte Rede." He finds in the 

N. T. generally no occurrence of the view that the votc¢ should 

be banished so that the prophet as uatexduevoc or EvSeoc can 

Speak, nor is there to be found in the N. T., in his view, a 

complex psychology such as is found in Plato, Plutarch, and 

Philo. See MPOOHTHZ, pp. 168 £.; and see below, p. 46. 

Dis CMOS San aL OAs 

6. Corresponding exactly to the four different types of uavla 

in Plato, Phaedrus 240A-250C, cf. 265B ff. See on this M. 

Pulver, "The Experience of the Pneuma in Philo," Spirit and 

Nature (Papers from the Eranos Yearbooks I; New York, 1954), 

Soy Jue 

7. Only to the S{xato. and cogol, Her. 259 £. Cf. also Wis. 

Sol. 7.27, where we are informed that it 1S Wisdom which makes 

men ("holy souls") "friends of God and prophets." In Philo 

(and in Wis. Sol.) we can observe a difference between what is 

called a "prophet" and the nabhit’ of the O. T. The O. T. pro- 

phets play scarcely any role in Philo, since most of his 

Scripture quotations are from the Torah. Cf. Luhrmann, Offen- 

barungsverstandnis, pp. 34 f. 

8. Her. 263-266. A similar comment on Gen. 15.12 occurs in 

Quaest. Gen. 3.9. On prophetic ecstasy, see also Her. 69 £.; 

Vita Cont. 12; etc. For Philo's own experience, see Mig. 34 ff. 

9. A very common Hellenistic metaphor; cf. e.g. Plutarch, De 

Orae. 9. On Porphyry and the Chaldaean Oracles, see H. Lewy, 

Chaldaean Oracles, pp. 41 ff.; and in general, see literature 

cited above. 

10. Cf. Job's daughter in the Testament of Job 48: 

anmepstyEato 6€ Th ayYeALKT Siadrdutm, «. - 

Tile, qanG foe -AbOWEey, Fin 23:6). 
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12. Offenbarungsverstandnis, p. 38. 

13. Gnosis, pp. 161-165. 1 Cor. 14.lab he regards as an 

interpolation (p. 163). On the question of gender, see below. 

14. Gnosis, p. 117. He includes this passage in his "Letter 

B." For his literary-critical analysis of the Corinthian 

letters, see pp. 81-94; for a good critique, see Georgi's review, 

in) VF (1958/59), -p. 96). 

ES. Gnosrs,, p- Lio. 

16. For Schmithals' reconstruction of the Corinthian "gnostic 

system," see especially Gnosis, pp. 44-49, 58-65, and 117 ff. 

17. That some form of docetism is being combatted in 1 John is 

quite probable, but that 1 Cor. 12.1-3 refers to a heretical 

Christology is, as I shall show, improbable. 

18. It is doubtful that even the Ophites, against whom Origen 

polemicizes in Contra Celsum 6.28, actually cursed Jesus. On 

Contra Celsum 6.28, and the question of its applicability to l 

Cor. 12.1-3, see my article, "Did the Gnostics Curse Jesus?" in 

JBL 86 (1967), 301-305. In the ET, Gnosttetem, p.~-350, 

Schmithals adds a note in which he rejects my argument, without, 

however, showing that he has understood the point I was making. 

19. Schmithals' arguments on this passage have been accepted by 

Wilckens, Weitsheit, p. 121, n. 1; and Georgi regards his exegesis 

of 12.1-3 as the best and most persuasive argument in his whole 

book; see Georgi's review in VF. Others have rejected 

Schmithals' interpretation, including Luhrmann, Offen- 

barungsverstandnis, pp. 28 ff. See now especially H. Conzelmann, 

Der erste Brief an dte Korinther (Meyer; ,G6ttingen, 1969), p. 

242, where Schmithals' interpretation is rightly dismissed as 

"“phantastisch." Conzelmann's interpretation of this passage 

turns out to be somewhat similar to mine. Schmithals attempts to 

answer Conzelmann, Gnosticism, p. 350 £., but unsuccessfully. 

20°. ‘CE Roms), LOS 9s) Pha $92 2 Cora 86) wRome 4 orc Eiges 

also U. Neufeld, The Earliest Christtan Confessions (New Testa- 

ment Tools and Studies 5; Grand Rapids, 1963), pp. 43 ff. Onl 

Cor. 2.8, udbepLtog tic 66EncC, see above, pp. 32 ff. 

21. J. Massingberd Ford, in "The First Epistle to the Corinth- 

ians or the First Epistle to the Hebrews," CBQ 38 (1966), 410, 

comments that 1 Cor. 12.2 "may not imply that the Corinthians 

were heathen when Paul converted them: Paul may be thinking of 

the ancestors of Abraham... ." Her argument here seems to me 

far-fetched; the vast amount of important Jewish material she 

has discovered in 1 Cor. can just as easily be explained if one 
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posits that the leadership in the Corinthian church had grown up 
in Hellenistic Judaism, but that most of the members were in 

fact | Gentiles. 

22. This passage should be added to the long list supplied by 

N. Dahl in his description of the preaching form which he calls 

"das soteriologische Kontrast-Schema." This preaching form is 

marked by the contrast between the "once" and the "now," oriented 

soteriologically, with baptism as the turning point. See 

Neutestamentliche Studten fur Rudolf Bultmann, pp. 5 f£. On the 

revelation-schema discussed by Dahl in the same article, see 

above, pp. 31 f. 

23. Better sense can be made of the text if one conjectures 

either modc 1a elSwra ta Gowva fiyeode oc dv dmaydéuevor or oc dv 

énayéuevol- hyeave. 

24. See above, p. 43. 

25. toeanéCne Satyov’wv in 10.21 seems to be an allusion to Is. 

65.11, cited above. 

26. James 2.19, a commonplace, as can be seen from Justin, Dial. 

49. 

27. For Paul the demonic dpxovtec knew who the "Lord of glory" 

was; what they did not know was that by crucifying him they 

would bring their own domain to defeat and open up the way of 

salvation Eo men. Ch. above on 1 Cor. 2)..8. 

28. For the neuter mtvevuatiud see also 9.11 and 14.1; in 14.12 

a good case can be made for nvevuatixdv (Ppe g m syP sa) instead 

of mvevudtwv. I see no merit in Schmithals' argument that 14.1 

is an interpolation; see Gnosis, p. 163. 

29. See now also J. Sweet, "A Sign for Unbelievers: Paul's 

Attitude to Glossolalia," WS 13 (1966/67), 251 £.; and K. Maly, 

"] Kor 12,1-3, eine Regel zur Unterscheidung der Geister?" BZ 

10 (1966), 92. It is possible that this striking expression 

was influenced by Paul's interpretation of Deut. 21.23; cf. Gal. 

3.13. For a Jew, death by crucifixion would conjure up the 

"curse" of Deut. 21.23. This seems to be the case in 4QpNah I.7 

f., on which see Maly, tbid., p. 94. 
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NOTES: CHAPTER SIX (pp. 51-81) 

1. For example, in the scriptural index to Jonas, Gnosis und 

spatanttker Geist, Gen. 2.7 does not appear at all. 

2. See especially J. Jervell, Imago Det, pp. 122-170, and H. —M. 

Schenke, Der Gott Mensch in der Gnosis (G6ttingen, 1962). 

3. See Now A. Kragerud, "Apocryphon Johannis. En Formanalyse," 

NTT 16 (1965), 15-38; especially helpful is the table given on 

p. 34, wherein the various portions of AJ are set beside the 

relevant verses in Gen. On the "commentary" character of AJ, 

see also N. Petersen, "The Literary Problematic of the 

Apoecryphon of Hohn" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard, 

1967), pp. 104 ff.; and S. Giversen, "The Apocryphon of John 

and Genesis," Studta Theologica 17 (1963), 60-76. 

4. W. Till (ed.), Dte gnosttsehen Schriften des kopttschen 

Papyrus Berolitnensts 8502 (TU 60.5; Berlin, 1955); hereafter 

cited as BG (Berolinensis Gnosttecus). This edition has now 

been revised and improved by H. -M. Schenke (Berlin, 1972). 

5. On the numbering of the Nag-Hammadi codices, it is now be- 

coming common usage to follow Krause in Mitteilungen des deut- 

sehen archaologischen Instituts, Abtetlung Katro 18 (1962), 121- 

132. See also J. M. Robinson, "The Coptic Gnostic Library," 

NT 12 (1970), 81-85. By the time this dissertation is published, 

Codex II will have been published in facsimile: The Facsimile 

Editton of the Nag Hammadi Codices, Codex II (Leiden, 1973). It 

should be noted that in this dissertation the tractates from 

Codex II will be cited according to the number of the plate in 

P. Labib, Coptte Gnostte Papyri in the 'Coptie Museum at Old 

Catro, vol. 1 (Cairo, 1961; no other volumes published), rather 

than by page number in the original codex. The reason for this 

is that early editions followed this practice. The actual page 

of the codex can be determined by subtracting 48. In this 

dissertation the Nag Hammadi codices are cited CG (Catrensis 

Gnostteus). 

6. BG 48.11-14; cf. Gen. 1.26a. In CG II Jaldabaoth addresses 

the other powers. 

7. BG 48.14-49.2. Till's text from 48.17-49.2, in spite of the 

lacunae, is established on the basis of CG III. The reading in 

CG II is somewhat different. 

8. Cf. 55.2 f£f., where reference is made to "another formation" 

( NKEetAacic ). 

9. A Platonic idea though used in an un-Platonic way. See 
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Plato, Timaeus 48E, for example, on the relationship between 

TapdSetyua and utunua; cf. also 28B ff. 

LOT er Cre One Sree Chin CG eins eta lpower (of daght. 

ll. Cf. BG 22.9, and especially BG 47.14 fE£. 

12. On Jaldabaoth, see W. Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis 

(Gottingen, 1907), pp. 351-355, where the planetary aspect of 

Jaldabaoth and the seven archons is discussed. The name 

"Jaldabaoth" is probably to be translated, "Child of Chaos," as 

was suggested by A. Hilgenfeld, Die Ketzergeschichte des 

Urehristentums (Leipzig, 1884; r. p. Darmstadt, 1963), p. 238. 

See now, for an explicit connection between Jaldabaoth and chaos, 

the Untitled Text from CG II, 151.24, where Ialdabaoth is addres- 

sed as a ‘child of the abyss, i.e. chaos (mNnotn). The meaning 

"child of chaos" (n1f2 87127) is Supported also by Frank Cross 

of Harvard (in an oral communication). 

13. On the etuov doctrine in AJ, see especially H. -M. Schenke, 

Der Gott Mensch, pp. 32-43; I find myself in basic agreement with 

his conclusions. 

14. This version is paralleled in CG III 22.18 ff. 

15. This version is paralleled in CG IV 24.2 ff. 

16. Following Till's emendation of xt to xe ; cf. also CG II 

63.13). 

li ewe CL eC Ge DI OS's 24m tr. 

18. Taking NTcaygye NaTToctacic NTE yTyikH as object of the 

verb a74%; , as does Giversen in his translation, Apocryphon 

Johannis (Acta Theologica Danica 5; Copenhagen, 1963), p. 75. 

19. At this point there occurs in CG II a very long section 

describing how each of the 365 angels (though the full number is 

not represented) contributed a part of the psychic body of man. 

The angels are given various names, most of them sounding more 

like Egyptian names than Hebrew or Aramaic (according to Thomas 

Lambdin, in an oral communication). This section runs from 

63°. 29=67 210. 

20. The reference in these passages to o@wa is a remnant of an 

earlier tradition concerning the creation by the angels of man's 

body. See below, p. 54. 

21. See H. Koester, LPNE VIEL, 582. 

aiahe Gchristus). ch. BG 32-9: 

er. fin iG ee GeO, ar Olesya, oO, Coil weiss (le IW Aeon Mine 

adjective xotuédg does not occur in 4J, nor is anything made of 

the phrase in Gen. 2.7, xovv amo tfc Ys. 
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24. On the “unwavering generation" (BG 22.12-17; 75.20; etc.) 

see N. Petersen's dissertation, "The Literary Problematic of the 

pp. 122 ff., and the literature cited there. Apoeryphon of John, 

For a still-useful discussion of various gnostic classifications 

of men, see R. Liechtenhan, Die Offenbarung im Gnostietsmus, 

pp. 84 ff., and E. Schweizer's article on nvedua in TDNT VI. 

25. Because based on the Hebrew text of the Old Testament. On 

the rabbinic doctrine of the golem, see below. 

26. See below. 

27. See my remarks on "Gnosticism" in Chapter One. Note that 

these speculations are based on Jewtsh traditions, and, of 

course, the Jewish scripture. The AJ, for example, must have 

many more reflections of Jewish tradition. Cf. e.g. the sequel 

to the passage treated above, where Adam is stronger and wiser 

than all the creator-angels. To this should be compared the 

rabbinic tradition concerning the "image," interpreted to mean 

that Adam was larger, more glorious, and wiser than all the 

angels, e.g. Genesis Rabba 17.4. On this see Jervell, Imago Dei, 

jc EKO 

28. Cf. the reference to the seven nvevuata and the vices of 

man from the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, cited above, 

Die 53% 

29. Genesis Rabba 14.8, Soncino ed., p. 116; text Albeck ed., 

DeeelsiZ. 

30. Genests Rabba 8.1, Soncino ed., p. 54; Albeck, p. 55. 

31. In the Jewish tradition this psalm was regularly put into 

the mouth of Adam. See G. Scholem, "The Idea of the Golem," in 

Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Syabolien: trans. R. Manheim 

(London, 1965), p. 161. 

32. RSV translation. The other idea, that Adam extended from 

earth to heaven (or from one end of the world to the other) is 

also read out of Scripture, from Deut. 4.32: oOc8 DoTDR 849 

-. DOWT TAYpo?7 POST vy. C£. b. Sanh. 38b, where Deut. 4.32 

is quoted in connection with this tradition. Adam's reduction 

in size is derived from Ps. 139.5, and connected to his fall into 

sin. On the latter, see G. Scholem Ibid.;: cf. W. D. Davies, 

Paul and Rabbitnite Judaism (London, 1962), p.. 45% 

33. See the enumeration of texts in Jervell, Imago Deni, Die 05%, 

and the literature cited there. 

34. So Scholem, loc. cit. 

35. I.e., with Cain and his twin sister; cf. Yeb 62a, cited in 
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a note on p. 242 of Soncino ed. of the tractate Sanhedrin. 

36. Sanhedrin 38b, Soncino ed., p. 242, quotation from Ps. 49.12 

(Heb. 49.13). 

37. Cf. also 4 Ezra 3.5. On the interpretation of the rabbinic 

doctrine of the golem, see Jervell, pp. 105 ff., and especially 

G. Scholem's article cited above. Jervell's arguments, that 

this doctrine underscores the collectivity of Adam's person, I 

find quite convincing. 

38. In this tradition, as in others discussed by the rabbis, I 

think we should allow for a bit of humor. The study of Torah 

was, for the sages, not a burden but sheer joy. 

39% “Seecwespe BG 50215-1195" CE LL 67-10-14." CE. talisomBranden= 

burger, Adam und Christus, pp. 89 ff., and p. 85, n. 2, where he 

remarks concerning the rabbinic golem speculation that 

"gnostische Vorstellungen stehen damit--wie auch immer, sei es 

nehmend oder gebend--in Verbindung." Nothing further is said on 

the origins of this speculation in rabbinic tradition; further- 

more, he has missed the importance of Gen. 2.7 in his discussion 

of the evidence. The recent study by L. Schottroff is equally 

disappointing in this respect. See Der Glaubende und die 

feindliche Welt (WMANT 37; Neukirchen, 1970), pp. 4-41, esp. 

39-41. Cf. my review in JBL 91 (1972), 567-569. 

40. So far as our extant materials permit us to determine. See 

in this connection K. Rudolph, "Ein Grundtyp gnostischer 

Urmensch-Adam-Spekulation," ZRGG 9 (1957), 7; and G. Quispel, 

"Der gnostische Anthropos und die judische Tradition," Hranos- 

Jahrbuch 22 (1953), 202. 

41. And probably Menander; cf. Tertullian, de carnis 

resurrectione 5: "Futile et frivolum tstud corpusculum, quod 

malum denique appellare non horrent, etst angelorum futsset 

operatio, ut Menandro et Marco placet ... ." "Marcus" is 

probably not the Valentinian of the same name. Rudolph pushes 

the tradition back to Simon Magus; ZRGG 9 (1957), 7. 

42. Though not explicitly represented, one must posit the 

interposition here of a female principle corresponding to Simon's 

(and Menander's) €vvova. 

43. Cf£. Hippolytus Ref. 7. 28.3: nat un 6vvanévov avopS8oto8at 

tov nmAdopatog 6ta TO ASpavec THv ayyehGv. 

44. "His" or "her"? Cf. AJ where Wisdom, the Mother, is the 

agent. But in the system of Simon and Menander--and perhaps now 

also in Saturninus--} bnte ndvta SUvaytc is a fatherly principle, 
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the modtog Sedc. Cf. Justin 1 Apol. 26.3; and on Simon and 

Menander, see H. Schlier, "Das Denken der friihchristlichen 

Gnosis," in Neutestamentliche Studien fur Rudolf Bultmann 

(Berlin, 1954), p. 69. 

45. Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.24.1 = Harvey ed., 1.17. 

46. See Eranos Jb 22 p. 205, where he refers in a note to an 

article by E. Preuschen, "Die Apokryphen gnostischen Adam- 

Schriften aus dem Armenischen tibersetzt und untersucht," in 

Festgruss Bernhard Stade (Giessen, 1900), p. 227. Preuschen, in 

treating the creation of man by Jaldabaoth and the angels in 

the Sethian-Ophite system (Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.30) as "ein 

riesenférmiges Monstrum, das sich nur kriechend bewegen kann," 

states in a note that this is "eine jludische Fabelei," 

to Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Judentum I (1700), 365 ff. But 

Eisenmenger's collection of material sheds no further light, 

referring 

besides referring to the usual rabbinic texts describing Adam as 

a golem, or as two-faced (Ps. 139.5!). 

47. R. M. Grant, Gnosticism and Early Christtanity (rev. ed.; 

New York, 1966), p. 101. Cf. also, for. the use of Ps). 22:7, 

the Naasene system, Hipp. Ref. 5.8.18. 

48. I have used the edition of Lohse, which is based on the 

editito princeps published by E. L. Sukenik (Jerusalem 1954). 

49, Cf. 1.24.2: Et Judaeorum Deum unum ex angeltis esse att. 

50. Cf. Epiphanius Pan. 23.1.8, speaking of Saturninus: 67Sev 

TOV OMLVOfjopa Woxny thy adv9pwnelav pdoxwv. Already in Wis. Sol. 

2.2-3 the tvor of Gen. 2.7 is put into parallel with onmtuvdip and 

Tvetwa; see above, p. 20. ; 

51. Simon claims to be the "Great Power" himself; Menander 

claims to be a savior sent from above; cf. Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.23. 

52. So K. Rudolph; cf. Tertullian's statement, cited above, n. 

41. Cf. here also Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.24.1: "Fx ite (i.e. Simon 

and Menander) Saturninus .. . et Bastlides ... ." One must, 

of course, take with a grain of salt the attempt of the heresi- 

ologists to make personal connections between the great heretical 

teachers. 

53. J. Jervell, Imago Det, p. 143, n. 83, denies that-Simon 

taught that the angels created man. 

54. .. . “Evvovtayv, trig éotiv A ual Mpobvixoc, xar mvetua 

ayLov uadrovuévn, 6" tig tods dyyéAovug Extica, ot SE Gyyedou tdv 

udopov Extroav ual tovc dyyéAouc, Pan. 21.2.4. 

55. The title occurs in Hipp. Ref. 6.11, €v tii “Anogdoet th 
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weyadAn; cf. Ref. 5.9.5 where the Naassenes cite the same document 

as ‘Andgaocrg the uweydAnc Suvduewe. 

56. It reflects the Heraclitic-Stoic doctrine of fire, the 

Platonic dualism of vontdv and atoSntédv, the Aristolelian 

distinction between 6dvautc and évepyeta, the doctrine of 

Empedocles that like is known by like, Pythagorean speculations, 

and at the same time contains a plethora of quotations from the 

O. T., N. T., and Homer. See esp. E. Haenchen, "Gab es eine 

vorchristliche Gnosis?" ZTK 49 (1952), 336. It should be re- 

marked here that Haenchen, in his very fine article, does not in 

my opinion distinguish enough between the quotations from "Simon" 

and the Simonian commentary; he thus finds it necessary to deny 

that the Megale Apophasts can go back to Simon, a matter which 

perhaps should be left open. The Megale Apophasis itself is 

apparently quoted in three places in Hippolytus: Ref. 6.9.4; 

14.4; and 18.2-7. On the Megale Apophasts see now also J. 

Frickel, "Die Apophasis Megale, Eine Grundschrift der Gnosis?" 

in Le ortgint, 197-202. 

57. Omitting gnotv here and elsewhere; also nap” avutot¢ below. 

58. The emanation of vote and éEntvota (ovpavdédg and yf\ as 

allegorizea in ch. 13), and further delineated as €éotwc, otdc, 

and qtnoépevoc. In 14.3 the seventh power is identified with the 

ue of Prov. 8.23,25 (Wisdom). 

59. On this formula see Haenchen, ZTK 49, pp. 330 f. : 

60. C£. Potmandres 15: .. «. 6tmAobc EotLV 6 G&V8Pwn0g. Svntdc 

ev Sta td oGya, &Sdvatocg SE 6d Tdv ovdLHSn Avdpwmov. 

61. Cf. the Valentinian doctrine of udp@worc, on which see F. 

Sagnard, La gnose valentintenne (Paris, 1947), pp. 400 ff. 

62. Other terms: 4uéprotog atryun (14.6); cf. the Naassene use 

of Simonian material in Ref. 5.9.5 ff.; and ontvdnp EAdXLOTOS 

(17.7). The latter term may offer a point of contact with 

Saturninus. 

63. Haenchenh, ZTK 49, p. 333. 

64. I.e. Galen; cf. Wendland's notes to this passage in the GCS 

ed., and Haenchen's remark (p. 328, n. 2): "Das durfte fur die 

Altersbestimmung der Gr. V. wichtig sein"; to this cf. above, n. 

56s 

65. For further material on Simon Magus, see especially J. 

Jervell, Imago Det, pp. 143-147; H. Schlier, "Das Denken der 

friihchristlichen Gnosis," Neutestamentliche Studien fur Rudolf 

Bultmann, pp. 70 ff., in addition to Haenchen's article in ZTK. 
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66. The exact relationship between "Sethian" and "Ophite" 

Gnosticism is difficult, if not impossible, to determine. The 

characterization "Sethian-Ophite" is based on Theodoret of Cyrus, 

Haereticorum Fabularum Compendium 1.14 (cf. Harvey ed. of 

Irenaeus, I, 226), who is in his work largely dependent upon 

Irenaeus: ot 6é¢ EnStavot ove “Omtavovde Ff “Owltag tives 

dévoudTovotv . . . . The Latin text of Irenaeus has simply 

WAAR: ate ieee et (doe 3 Ole = Hatviey= dtec8)) ie 

67. .CE.- AJ, BG 44.14, and above, p. 32. 

68. Compare and contrast AJ, BG 48.11-14; cf. above, p. 51. 

69. Cf. Saturninus in Hipp. Ref. 7.28.3: a¢ OxbANnKOS 

ouaptCovtog and above, p. 57. 

70. Omitting ditcunt here and in the next sentence. 

71. Cf. the six roots or powers in the Simonian system: first 

votdc, and the sixth évObunotc (Hipp. Ref. 6.12.2). The totality 

of these is the €BSdun StUvautc, EotaE, OTdc, SGtTNOduUEVOS (Ref. 

6.23). 

72. In the phrase utt non posset [Ialdabaoth] erigi adversus 

eos qut sursum [sunt], habens virtutem (= 6dvautc). 

73. %In 1.30.13 the resurrection body of Jesus is described as 

animale et sptritale, in distinction from the worldly elements 

(mundalia) which remain in the world. Cf. the Valentinian 

speculation on the nature of Jesus' resurrection-body. 

74. Hereafter referred to as GR. The left-hand Ginza will be 

cited GL. 

75. Petermann ed., I, 100-102; Lidzbarski tr., pp. 107-111; 

cf. K. Rudolph, ZRGG 9, pp. 9-11. English translations used in 

this section are from R. Haardt, Gnosis, Character and Testimony, 

trans. J. Hendry (Leiden, 1971), 370 ff. 

76. On Ptahil see especially K. Rudolph, Theogonie, Kosmogonie 

und Anthropogonte in den mandaischen Sehriften (FRLANT 88; 

G6ttingen, 1965), pp. 138 ff. 

77. The archontic angels of AJ, which, in turn, are actually 

planetary spirits. See above, n. 12. 

UCTS Sg NGheRm BE. ode PE EIe S(t haa ck 2 

79. GR 101, ZRGG 9, p. 10. Cf. the Sethian-Ophite system, 

Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.30.3, where Adam is created according to the 

image of Ialdabaoth and the archons; see above, p. 60. 

80m. Chi wl, BG 50 15> fe. 

81. Cf. AJ, BG 51.1 ff. and the role of the Mother and the 

Autogenes (= Christ), and the four lights. 
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82. Haardt, p. 374. "I" = Manda-d-Haiye. 

83. It is probable that the demonic Ruha-d-Qudsa is actually a 

demonized "Sophia" of Judaism; so H. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom 

(Lund, 1947), p. 137; cf. also Rudolph, ZRkGG 9, p. 13, n. 73, 

and literature cited. 

84. Pp. 241 ff£., Petermann; pp. 242 ff., Lidzbarski; cf. 

Rudolph, Theogonte, p. 252. 

85. Cf. Rudolph, Theogonte, pp. 252 ff£., for other variations; 

see also E. Drower, The Secret Adam (Oxford, 1960), p. 35. 

86. Quoted from Drower, Secret Adam, p. 48. 

87. Cf. Drower, Secret Adam, p. 47; and Rudolph, Die Mandaer 

(Gottingen, 1960), I, 165 f. Indeed Ruha is personified as a 

demonic figure, mother of the planets, at enemy of the nigimta 

in man (Drower, loc. cit.). The ultimate connection with 

Sophia-Prounikos-Holy Spirit is very clear. See above, n. 83. 

88. The same is true in Manichaeism, according to K. Rudolph, 

Die Mandaer, I, 166, n. 3. 

89. Rudolph refers to Scholem's statement that in some heretical 

Jewish systems the 11 of man was considered a vital potency of 

the earth (based on Gen. 1.24), whereas the pnw3 is the gift of 

God himself (Gen. 2.7!); cf. Scholem, Hranos Jb 22, pp. 241 ff.; 

and Rudolph, ZRGG 9, p. 16. 

90. This passage comes at the end of a long and involved cos- 

mogony. On the whole cosmogony, see H. Jonas, Gnosis I, 284 ff., 

and The Gnostic Religion (Boston, 1963), pp. 206 ff.; the latter 

is in many respects an improvement over his earlier discussion. 

Cf. also H.-M. Schenke, Der Gott Mensch, pp. 108 ff., and lit. 

cited. I quote from the English translation in Haardt, Gnosts, 

On AEN 

91. A. Adam, Texte zum Mantchdismus (K1T 175; 2nd ed. Berlin, 

1969), suggests in a note (p. 21, n. 65) that Ag’aklun is a Syriac 

transliteration of Iranian A%okar, one of the three emanations 

of Zervan, and has the meaning, "der die Zeugungskraft verleiht." 

In the first edition (Berlin, 1954) he had noted that the name 

resembles the place-name "Askelon," but perhaps may be related to 

Mandaean astaklin = puer phosphorus. Far more likely is 

"Saklas," the Demiurge in many gnostic systems, e.g. Ad, CG II, 

59.17. This is confirmed in a parallel text, in Augustine, De 

haeresibus ad Quodvultdeum 46.4 (cf. Haardt, p. 347). 

92. I.e., the image of the divine Messenger. 

93. Haardt renders "Nekbael," though the text he used has 
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"Nebroel." Cf. Adam, Texte, p. 22, n. 66: variant readings at 

this point are Wakbael, Akbael, Namrael. Adam does not attempt 

to explain this figure. In the Gospel of the Egypttans from 

Nag Hammadi, CG IV, 69.1-2 cakAa and neBp[oTHA occur together. 

This text will shortly be published in an edition with English 

translation by A. Bohlig and F. Wisse. 

94. So also H.-M. Schenke, Der Gott Mensch, pp- 108 £.; and H. 

Jonas in Gnostic Religton, p- 227 (but not in Gnosis). 

95. Turfan Fragment TIII 260. The translation is that of 

Andreas and Henning, Mitteliranisehe Manichaica aus Chinestsch- 

Turkestan I (Sitz. Heid. Ak. Wiss, Phil. Hist. Kl. 1932), pp. 

175-222; I quote from H.-M. Schenke, Der Gott Mensch, p. a ag I os 

96. (= "Ddmonart") according to Schenke's note 16, p. 111. 

97. Preserved in Clem. Alex. Strom. 2.36.2-4; cf. W. Volker, 

Quellen zur Geschichte der christlichen Gnosis (Tubingen, 1932), 

Dp OW she. 

98. Cf. Evangelium Veritatis (EV) 17.28 £.: karappont NfTAaNH . 

tAdvn refers to the Demiurge and the powers of creation; see 

below, n. 134. 

99. For parallels in AJ, see especially BG 48.11-49.9; 51.4-52. 

17. On the motif of secrecy, see the Gospel of Philip 16 on 

the operation of the Holy Spirit (Wisdom) over against the 

archons. See also on the motif of the worship by men of their 

own creations the Gospel of Philtp 85. And on the treachery of 

the archons, see the Gospel of Philip 13. 

100. On the term onépya in connection with the mvor-nvetya of 

Gen. 2.7, see below, p. 79. ’ 

101. Wisdom? Cf. the Gospel of Philip 16 on the secrecy of the 

Holy Spirit, a role assumed by Wisdom elsewhere, e.g. in the 

Sethian-Ophite passage treated above. 

102. By far the best short treatment of ZV as a whole, its genre 

and its character as a Valentinian document, is that of Hans 

Jonas, “Evangelium Verttatits and the Valentinian Speculation," 

Studia Patristtea VI (TU 81; Berlin, 1962), 96-111. 

103. For other Valentinian texts and discussion thereof, see 

below, pp. 76 ff. 

104. A. Bohlig (ed.), Rapttech -onostieehe Apokalypsen aus Codex 

V von Nag Hammadt (Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Martin- 

Luther-Universitat Halle-Wittenberg; Halle, 1963). 

105. Cf. 64.16: "For we were higher than the God who had 

created us and the powers. that were with him. . Sener: San ice See 
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he is given the name "Saclas"; at 69.5; 72.25; and 73.9 he is 

referred to as tavtonpdatwo. 

106. The actual apocalypse is attributed to three men who 

appeared to Adam in a dream (65.25 ff.; 67.15-21); it begins at 

67.22 and continues to 85.18. The larger framework is, in 

genre, a "testament," addressed by Adam to his son Seth. 

l07. At thas point, line 27, =the text breaks off.) All ‘that ais 

Ve emo tel meey2 Cues tiem eure 1 |PGrcIaHils pits mth ars 

108. Cf. the role of the "angels" and the gwotfpec in the giving 

of the nmvetua to man in AJ; see above, p. 53. 

109. For "Kingless generation" see further below, n. 181. The 

figure of Seth occupies a very large place in gnostic speculation; 

on this see in general, and in Mandaean texts in particular, K. 

Rudolph, Lheogonie, p- 304, n. 4. A look at the index under 

"Seth" in J. Doresse, Secret Books, is also very instructive. 

In the Bruce Codex 26,C. Baynes (ed. Cambridge, 1933), "Setheus" 

is referred to as God! 

110. The text of the hymn itself occurs in 5.9.8. of Hippolytus' 

Refutatto. The hymn has been assigned by Wilamowitz to the 

time of the emperor Hadrian; see Nilsson, Gesehtehte II, 606. 

The Naassene-gnostic commentary on the non-gnostic hymn to Attis 

underlies the material in Ref. 5.7.3-5.9.6. For an important 

attempt to reconstruct the Naassene system see R. Reitzenstein's 

contribution in Reitzenstein and H. Schaeder, Studien zum anttken 

Synkretismus aus Iran und Grtechenland (Studien der Bibliothek 

Warburg 7; Leipzig, 1926); and for an equally important critique 

of the same see A. D. Nock's review in JHS 49 (1929), 111-116, 

now reprinted in his collected essays. 

lll. Cf. the opening lines of the commentary: rf} 6€, gaoiv ol 

“EAAnvec, Av8pwnov avéSune TEdtH uadAdv Eveyuauevn yéoac 

The reference to "Chaldaeans" cannot be taken to indicate a 

Mesopotamian origin for the theologoumena herein, as opposed to 

a Jewish origin; see Quispel, Franos Jb 22, p. 204, n. 17; 

Rudolph, ZRGG 9, pp. 8 f£.; Schenke, Der Gott Mensch, op. 57-59. 

112. Ghief of whom is Esaldaios, a “god of fire” (7.30). Is 

there a play in this name on the Hebrew word for “fire" (my)? 

113. Reitzenstein, Potmandres, p. 84. 

114. So Rudolph, ZRGG 9, pp. 8, 14. 

115. So Brandenburger, Adam und Christus, p. 84, who attempts 

to gain a more complete picture of the Naassene myth with refer- 

ences from Zosimos. Brandenburger correctly posits a negative 
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evaluation of the Wuoxr; see p- 85, n. 2. 

116. Cf. Fnovédvnyv . . . teroduatov, 8.4. 

117. The passage immediately following explains how all three 

came together into one man, Jesus. 

118. Perhaps these three words were used in Naassene worship 

services as "mystery" terms. As Epiphanius (Pan. 25.4, discus- 

sing the Nicolaitan sect) perceived, the words are actually a 

phonetic representation of the Hebrew text Of Ls .28e boa as 

BY I yr ow aT IP? Wp APs VP as? 1S Se. According to Irenaeus, 

Adv. Haer. 1.24.3, the Basilideans gave the name Kaulakau to 

the Savior. 

119. The commentary is here dealing with the phrase in the 

Attis-hymn, émovedviov unvdog xépac “BEAAnvte cogta. Cf. 9.8. 

120. Wendland's indication (in the GCS ed.) that the text is 

corrupt here. 

121. See also 8.44 £. on the Eleusinian Mysteries. 

122. The Gospel of John is quoted in connection with the 

doctrine of dvayévyvnotc; see e.g. 8.10-12; 8.18-21; 8.36-38. 

Synonymns for dvayévvnotg are &voSo0c (8.18, quoting from Ps. 23. 

7-10 LXX) and dvdotacig (8.24-28, quoting from 2 Cor. 12.2-4 

anderlMCoren Zea se a) 

123. The Naassene teaching thus resembles that of the Simonians. 

Note that at Ref. 5.9.5 the Megale Apophasis of Simon is quoted. 

On the Valentinian doctrine, see below, pp. 79 ff. 

124. -Ref. 5+23-28. Hippolytus=is our only source for the 

system. 

125. Ref. 5.23.1; 24.2. Hans Jonas refers to a theory of 

Schultz that the name "Justin" was a mis-application of the name 

of Justin Martyr to the author of a system described in Justin's 

lost Syntagma; see Gnosts I, 335, n. 2. Against this see 

Haenchen, Z7K 50, p. 123. 

126. Omit not here and elsewhere. 

127. Cf. here Philo's speculations on the materials God used to 

form man's body, Op. 136-138. 

128. On the system as a whole see especially E. Haenchen, "Das 

Buch Baruch," Z7K 50 (1953), 123-158; R. M. Grant, Gnosticism 

and Early Christtantty, pp. 191 ff., and After the New Testament 

(Philadelphia, 1967), pp. 197-207. 

129. "The Idea of the Golem," p. 164. 

130. Elohim says, avotEaté vor nvAac, tva eloerASav 

EEouoAoyHowuar TH nvol@ (cf. Ps. 118.19 = LXX 117.19): €8dno0vv 
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yao €Yd uvborog elvat. Here we encounter the familiar notion of 

the ignorance of the Demiurge, and his claim to be the only God; 

see Schenke, Der Gott Mensch, pp. 87 ff. Elohim is a repentant 

figure, somewhat akin to Sabaoth in the Untitled Text from Cod. 

II (see 151.32-155.17 and also Hypostasis of the Archons 143.13- 

144.3). 

131. Cf. on this motif CH 1.10: the Logos forsakes Physis. 

And on the eroticism of Physis, see CH 1.14. Cf. also the 

Valentinian system, wherein Christ forsakes Achamoth (Iren. Adv. 

Haer. 1.4.1). 

132. On this quotation, see Chapter 4, p. 34 f. 

133. Haenchen, Z7K 50, p. 139, sees here a reflection of Gal. 

5.17: yao odp— éntSvuuet uatd rod mvevpatoc, 1d S€ nvetpa uate 

TAS copnde. The verbal similarity does not seem to me to be 

enough to argue for a use of Paul here. In fact none of the 

passages Haenchen adduces to show influence from Pauline liter- 

ature (pp. 139 £.) are convincing. Of course, other N. T. 

writings are certainly used without a doubt; on this see 

Haenchen, pp. 139-141. It is probable that Paul's writings 

were known to the gnostic author, or the latest redactor, but 

that he quoted from them has not been demonstrated. 

134. Cf. the similar motif in FV 17, where MAdvn crucifies 

Jesus; but there the serpent-role is reversed. See my article, 

"Did the Gnostics Curse Jesus?" JBL 86 (1967), 304. 

135. Jesus is a redeemer figure only in a secondary sense. The 

whole system could stand very well by itself with all of the 

Christian references removed, though that is not to say that the 

N. T. citations and Christian references are necessarily 

interpolations into the text. 

WG Cen 24e: "For our Father, seeing the Good and having 

been made perfect with him, guarded the ineffable things of 

silence, and swore, as it is written, "the Lord swore and will 

not change his mind' (Ps. 110.4 = LXx 109.4)." 

137. There seems to be reflected some sort of gnostic baptism 

in which the baptismal water is also drunk. The same practice 

is attested for the Sethians according to Hippolytus, Ref. 5.19. 

21 and for the Mandaeans. On the latter see E. Segelberg, 

Masbuta (Uppsala, 1958), pp- 59 ff. 

138. 26.14, 18 f. Is their "washing" to be understood as a 

reference to Christian baptism as practiced in the catholic 

Church? 
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139. TU 60.5. SC follows immediately upon the AJ, beginning 

with p. 77 of the codex. 

140. P.Ox. 1081; cf. H.-C. Puech in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, New 

Testament Apocrypha I, trans. R. Wilson (Philadelphia, 1965), 

244, 

141. Cf. Doresse, Secret Books, p. 192. 

142. The parallel material in Zugnostos extends from BG 80.5 to 

117.12, thus not including the passage we are about to quote. 

CF. ST "s) Ede (o£ BG; pe DZ 

143. So Doresse, p. 198; cf. also M. Krause, "Das literarische 

Verhaltnis des Eugnostosbriefes zur Sophia Jesu Christi," Mullus 

(Festschrift Th. Klausner; Miinster, 1964), pp. 215-223. 

144. The two missing pages from the Chenoboskion version contain 

precisely the passage which we are quoting! Cf. Till's table, 

DieieD tie 

45... CE. 90R4s EES 

146. I.e., the archons, referred to in this passage as "robbers"; 

cf: also-94.18 and 104012.- Cf. also: at) 125. lost. thesaArcha= 

genetor . . . and his angels." 

147. I.e. the soul. Cf. Gospel of Maria, BG 15.8, where the 

woxrf is explicitly referred to as a gbcw C 

148. Cf. Till's remarks on the difficulties in SJC for this 

reason, p. 56. 

149. On the relation between the systems of AJ and SJC, and the 

reconstruction of the system underlying both, see now H.-M. 

Schenke, "Die Spitze des dem Apokryphen Johannis und der Sophia 

Jesu Christi zugrundeliegenden gnostischen Systems," ZRGG 14 

(1962), 352-361. 

150. Cf. Crum, 411b; also otaydv. Cf. in this connection the 

term "moisture of light" in the "Sethian-Ophite" system treated 

above, pp. 59-61. 

151. I have found it outside of SJC only in the Apocalypse of 

Adam. In ApAd 79.19 we are told that the fifth kingdom (of 

thirteen, plus the "kingless generation," 77.27-83.4) “originated 

from a seed of heaven" (rTAtnr«e NTe TT1e ). In 80.11,17 the 

seventh kingdom is called "a drop" ( ofrhtAe); cf. 81.20, in 

connection with the tenth kingdom. 

L525. “See LSd,, ps 15654 

153. On onépya in the Valentinian material, see below, p. 79. 

Incidentally, such a usage of the term "drop" is exactly opposite 

that which occurs in rabbinic anthropological speculation. In 
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Pirke Aboth 3.1, 'Akabia ben Mahalalel (first generation Tanna) 

is quoted as saying: "Keep in view three things and thou wilt 

not come into the power of sin. Know whence thou comest and 

whither thou goest and before whom thou art to give strict 

account. Whence thou comest,--from a fetid drop (mm nv my) - 

Whither thou goest,--to the place of dust, worms and maggots: 

and before whom thou art to give strict account,--Before the 

king of the kings of kings, the Holy one blessed be He" (ed. and 

trans. by R. Travers Herford). On this see R. Meyer, Hellen- 

tstisches in der vabbinischen Anthropologie (Stuttgart, 1937), 

PPenos=Sor. 

154. See below, p. 75, and n. 181. 

155. This title is derived from the colophon at the end, Pl. 

145: TOTmocracic NN&py on - The document begins, however, 

evrbe OTmocTacic NNEZOTcia - 

156. The document probably is an epistolary treatise. See 134. 

26, which Schenke restores, "[Ich habe] dies verfasst, weil du 

nach dem wesen der Machte fragst"; J. Leipoldt and H.-M. Schenke, 

Koptiseh=gnosttsche Sehriften aus den Papyrus-Codices von Nag 

Hammadi (Hamburg, 1960), p. 76. In what follows I am using, 

with some modifications, the edition of R. Bullard, The Hypo- 

stasts of the Archons (PTS 10; Berlin, 1970). 

157. C£. Schenke, Der Gott Mensch, pp. 87 -ff. 

153. Prom Pastis ‘Sophia; saccording tow 42:.5 fis ek. sthe 

Untitled Text 157.17-21. This pattern has already been observed 

in AJ and in the Sethian-Ophite system of Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.30. 

159. Gr. = a4pS8aocta. Here a reference to the highest deity is 

probably intended; cf. Schenke, Der Gott Mensch, p. 62. 

160. Cf. in an exactly analogous context Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.8.3, 

where the ignorance of the psychic Demiurge is explained on the 

basis of I Cor. 2.14. Is 1 Cor. 2.14 in the background here as 

well? 

161. Reading mmo[@Vp Jw[me] in line 26 instead of Mmc [wlm[a] . 

Cf dane 20". 

162. Che lao 4eree. also Ac, BG Alll18) ££, where. the (planetary) 

rulers are described as having animal faces. On Ialdabaoth as a 

lion-figure, cf. Bousset, Hauptprobleme, pp. 351 ff. 

163. Reading Xexaac in the lacuna at the end of line 34. 

164. Cf. the same motif in AJ, discussed above, p. 52 f. 

165. As in, e.g., Ad. 

166. Cf. the same view of the role of the spirit in #£V 30.16-26 

and in the Gospel of Philip 16. See above, p. 63, and n. 101. 
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167.- This reflects the oldest level of speculation on the eluadv 

according to G. Quispel, Eranos Jh 22, pp. 202 £. 

168. On the gnostic Wisdom-figure as a pleromatic projection of 

Eve, see now G. MacRae, "The Jewish Background of the Gnostic 

Sophia Myth," WP 12° °(1970), 86-101, esp. 993, 99-1015. See also 

his doctoral dissertation, "Some Elements of Jewish Apocalyptic 

and Mystical Tradition and Their Relation to Gnostic Literature” 

(Cambridge University, 1966, unfortunately still unpublished). I 

am grateful to Fr. MacRae for permitting me to see his disserta- 

tion during the time that I was completing my own work on this 

dissertation. 

169. Ed., A. Bohlig, Die Koptiseh-gnostische Schrift ohne Titel 

aus Codex II von Hag Hammadt (Berlin, 1962). See pp. 19-35 for 

a good introduction to the material. This text has now acquired 

the title, "On the Origin of the World." Cf. J. M. Robinson, WTS 

14, p. 391, and Vr 12, ».-83\. 

170. On the source analysis, see Bohlig, pp. 26 ff. et passim. 

The source problems in this document are almost insoluble. 

171. Cf. 160.30-161.5 which probably comes from a different 

source (B6hlig, p. 29), but which contains the exhortation to the 

archons based on Gen. 1.26; cf. HA 135.23-26. Something like 

this should be understood as having preceded the passage quoted 

above. Preceding that would belong the blasphemy of the Demiurge 

and his rebuke, followed by the appearance of the "image." The 

"blasphemy" occurs at 151.2-32 and again at 155.17-156.2, but in 

material reflecting different sources. Cf. Béhlig, p. 29. 

172. Cf. the appearance of the Light-Adam at 156.2-157.1, a 

passage which shows many similarities to the Manichaean cosmogony 

(BOhlig, pp. 58-61). Note that the etxov was feminine in HA, but 

masculine in the Untitled Text. 

173. The archons. Cf. also 147.9,26; and the creation of 

Ialdabaoth in HA 142.14-19. 

ae Che lS ly =2er 

175. Perhaps the logical anomaly created by this statement can 

be alleviated by transferring it to a point after the next 

sentence. 

176. On the etymological connection between Eve and "instructor" 

(7777 connected with Aramaic $in "to instruct"), see Bohlig's 

note, p. 73. The term is also used of the Snoltov in Paradise 

(Gena. Se))s; 62) 2=4 G77 OSs 2aee Oneness etymological con- 

nection between the Snpltov, i.e. the serpent) (ch. Avan... | Sony 
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"animal" and 871M “serpent") and the function of the ZANSErUCEO mE 
see Bohlig's note, p. 74. In HA the role of the serpent and the 
"spiritual woman" are amalgamated: 137.31 f£.; 138.11. Cf. also 
Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.30.15, where Sophia is brought into close 

connection with the serpent. 

177. A motif we have already seen with Saturninus and other 

texts; see above. 

178. Cf., e.g., Saturninus; above, Diemoul. 

AD sts eee lui a Ave 

180. Jesus Christ? He is referred to only once; cat 153526, 

where he is called owttp. 

181. A designation found in various gnostic documents, e.g. Apoe 

Ad 82.19 £.; HA 145.4; SJC 92.4-7; Naassenes, Hipp. Ref. 5.8.1, 

SOS okie alSo Codex Bruce 42. In the Liturgy in the Apostolic 

Constttuttons 8.5.1, the term is used of God: 6 Seéc ... 6 

udvog aBactAeutog. See PGL ad loc. 

182. Although the Naassenes held that the "kingless" race was 

the highest of three (cf. Ref. 5.8.1,30), they allegorically 

connected this (gnostic) race, also called ot nveupatceuol, with 

the fourth river of Paradise, cf. Ref. 5.9. In the Untitled Text 

we have to do, apparently, with a fourth yévoc. 

183. F. Sagnard, La gnose valentintenne, p. 139. 

184. Anthimus, De saneta ecclesia 9; cf. Voelker, Quellen, p. 

60. 

185. On Valentinian gnosticism, see especially F. Sagnard, La 

gnose valenttnienne; and H. Jonas, Gnosis und spatanttker Geist, 

I, 362-375; and 408-418; also The Gnostte Reltgton, pp. 174-205. 

For a good treatment of Valentinian anthropology, see G. Quispel, 

"La conception de l'homme dans la gnose Valentinienne," EFranos Jb 

15 (1947), 249-286. 

186. Probably reflecting the doctrine of Ptolemy; cf. F6rster, 

Von Valentin 2u Herakleon (Giessen, 1928), p. 84, et passim; C. 

Barth, Die Interpretation des Neuen Testaments in der Valentin- 

tantsechen Gnosts (TU 37.3; Leipzig, 1911), p. 11; F. Sagnard, 

La gnose, Dp. 232. 

187. Exe. Th. 43-65 runs parallel at many points to Adv. Haer. 

1.4.1-1.6.3. Both are dependent on a common source, according to 

O. Dibelius, ZWW 9 (1908), 230 ff. Cf. G. Quispel, "The Original 

Doctrine of Valentine," VigChr 1 (1947), 44 f. 

198. So also bs cagnard, Lavwnose,.p- 232. cee also C= Ourspelys 

attempt to reconstruct "the original doctrine of Valentine," 
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cited in the previous note. 

189. See above, p. 63. 

190. See e.g. F. Sagnard, La gnose, p- 446; Forster, Von 

Valentin, p. 98; Jonas, Gnostte Religion, p. 301. See also the 

testimony of the Fathers on the origins of Valentinian gnostic-— 

tem: fren. Adv. Haers a. tb. by W302 fo, and, fons Tertullian 

Adv. Val. 39; Hippolytus Ref. 6.42.2. 

191. Cf. Quispel, VigChr 1 (1947), 47; and especially Sagnard, 

La gnose, pp- 567-618. 

192. As can be seen from the texts treated above. Cf. Hipp. Ref. 

6.33, where the Demiurge is referred to as &vove uat pwodc re- 

minding us of the name “Saclas" which is given to the Demiurge in 

other systems (cf. AJ, C II 59.15-18). Cf. also Exec. Th: - 49.5345 

where in the same context Rom. 8.20 is quoted and adapted: 

odnetayn th patardtnte tod udopov, ovx Exov, GAAA 6ta tdv 

bmotéEavta. In EV the blasphemy and ignorance of the Demiurge 

can be seen behind the figure of Plane ("Error"); see especially 

VL am 2h 

193. Omitting such additions as 6topiCovtat, A€youotyv, ac act, 

etc. 

194. Based on the text as edited by F. Sagnard, Extratts de 

Théodote (Sources Chrétiennes 23; Paris, 1948). 

195. Cf. HA 137.9 and the speculation on the spiritual nature of 

the rib taken from Adam; and see below. 

196. One would expect here, as in Adv. Haer. 1.5.5, the term 

odputvoc. But Exe. Th. does have this speculation on Gen. 3.21 

at a more logical place, i.e. at the end, 

197. On the system represented by Hippolytus, see C. Barth, Die 

Interpretation des Neuen Testaments in der Valenttntantschen 

Gnosis, p. 27, and Forster, Von Valentin, p. 100. 

198. I.e. the &yyedou. éEnovpdvior (34.3). 

199. This passage is dependent upon Valentinus' metaphor of the 

heart as an inn (nmavdoxetov) which is sometimes occupied by un- 

clean spirits, but which can be purified by God through the Son; 

see Fr. 2, Voelker, Quellen, p. 58. 

200. This represents a secondary philosophizing of a more prim- 

itive exegetical tradition which was already influenced by Hellen- 

istic philosophy. Philo, a century earlier than Valentinus, is a 

good example of the influence of Hellenistic philosophy on his 

exegesis of Genesis, as we have already seen. On the influence 

of the Timaeus on Valentinian doctrine, see the remarks of 
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Hippolytus, Ref. 6.22.1:  uev obv dpxn tric bnoSdcede éotiy év 
TH Trualw tH WAdtwve copla Atyuntiwy .... 

201. Plato does not use the term vAn. Cf. F. Cornford, Plato's 

Cosmology, The Timaeus of Plato (Indianapolis [n. d.]), De. Leaks 
202. Probably a play on xotc in Gen.2.7, a noun related to the 

verb xéo. Thus a distinction is made between the yotdc of Gen. 

2:7 and the Ened of Gen. 1.10. 

203. See H. Lewy, The Chaldean Oracles, p. 118 and p. 297, n. 

143. On the relation of the Chaldaean Oracles to Middle Platon- 

ism, see his discussion, pp. 312 ff. 

204. Cf. Hxe. Th. 2.1-2, where the term dnéppota is also used of 

the mvevuattxdv omépya. On the term dndppora see now H. Dérrie, 

"Emanation. Ein unphilosophisches Wort im spatantiken Denken," 

in Parusia. Studien zur Philosophte Platons und zur Problem- 

gesehtchte des Platonismus, pp. 119-141. 

205. Cf. Iren. Adv. Haer. 1.5.6: ovyxataconapete tH Evymvoruate 

avtob. See also Heracleon, Fr. 16, Brooke, p. 71,1.9: 10 

Eugvonua ual td Ev tH Euquorpate onéopa. 

206. See already the fragment of Valentinus quoted above, p. 63. 

207. This understanding of Gen. 3.21 is known already to Philo, 

Post. 137. On the tripartite soul, and other aspects of Valen- 

tinian anthropology, see G. Quispel, Hranos Jb 15, pp. 249-286. 

208. This use of Aoytxh contradicts 53.5! The psychics, in 

order to be saved, need faith and righteousness (Adv. Haer. 1.6. 

2) 

209. Seth is the representative of spiritual humanity in many 

gnostic systems. See above, n. 109. 

210. At FEV 31.4 the word O?An must be taken on the basis of the 

plural verb nemmoTcofwny to reflect the Greek ot vALuHol. 

211. See above all the Hermetic distinction between the vAtndc 

and the Evvouc &vSpwnoc, CH 9.5. 

212. According to Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 4.13.89) 

Basilides as well as Valentinus taught a gvoe.t owlduevov yévoc. 

In the Valentinian system salvation is effected by udpgwore or 

teAetwor.g in yv@o.c, and is thoroughly Christocentric. See on 

this F. Sagnard, La gnose valentinienne, pp. 400 ff., and G. 

Quispel, Franos Jb 15, pp. 274 ff. 

213. That is not to say that the "psychics" participate in the 

same kind or degree of salvation as do the "pneumatics." On the 

destiny of the saved "psychics" see F. Sagnard, La gnose valen- 

tintenne, pp. 397 ff. Of course the "psychics" are the members 
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of the non-gnostic catholic church! 

214. So also F. Sagnard, La gnose valentinienne, P- S0S7- aes de 

215. The Pauline passages are 1 Cor. 15.48; 1 Cor. 2A45° and: J 

Cor. 2.15. 1 Cor. 2.14 is also cited in Hippolytus' account at 

Ref. 6.34.8. 
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NOTES: CHAPTER SEVEN (pp. 82-85) 

1. "“Hellenistisch-jldische spekulative Mystik" is a phrase used 
by D. Georgi in his study of the religious-historical background 
of the hymn in Philippians 2, in Zett und Gesechtchte; see especi- 
ally p. 268. Georgi rightly understands this as a matrix (he au 
would see it as the matrix) out of which Gnosticism develops, but 
he has not precisely enough defined at what point such mysticism 

becomes "Gnosticism." See below. 

2. The phrase ("spdtantiker Geist") belongs to Hans Jonas. It 

seems to me that Jonas' later writings on Gnosticism are better, 

because more precise, than his epoch-making Gnosis und spdtan- 

tiker Geist, first published in 1934. 

3. See now E. R. Dodds, Pagan and Christian in an Age of Anxiety 

(Cambridge, 1965). In addition to the general "disjointedness" 

of the times, a very important factor in this common world view 

was the prevailing "scientific" view of the universe held by 

astronomers, astrologers, and philosophers. On this see M. P. 

Nilsson, "The New Conception of the Universe in Late Greek Pagan- 

ism," Eranos 44 (1946), 20-27; see also Geschichte der Griech- 

tschen Religion, II, 702-711. 

4. See above, especially p. 42 f. 

ese Dien Se 

6. See H. Jonas‘ contribution in The Bible in Modern Scholarship, 

pp- 286-293, and also his paper read at Messina, in Le Origint 

dello Gnosttcitsmo, pp. 101 f.; see also G. MacRae's dissertation, 

"Some Elements of Jewish Apocalyptic and Mystical Tradition and 

Their Relation to Gnostic Literature," I, 290, et passim. 

7. Perceived by Jonas, but he does not draw the proper historical 

and genetic conclusion from this observation; MacRae has perceived 

the matter correctly. 

8. MacRae's dissertation has gone a long way toward establishing 

this without further room for doubt. See now also B. Pearson, 

"Jewish Haggadic Traditions in The Testimony of Truth from Nag 

Hammadi (CG IX, 3)" in Ex Orbe Relitgtonum. Studia Geo Widengren 

I (Numen Suppl. 21; Leiden, 1972), 457-470; also "Friedlander 

Revisited: Alexandrian Judaism and Gnostic Origins," Studia 

Philonieca 2 (1973); and literature cited in these studies. 

OS) MacRae; ©, S0ISt.;) ch. also N12, 97 £. 

10. MacRae, diss. I, p. 304. 

11. When this occurred cannot be answered with certainty. But 

see above, p. 58 on Simon, Menander, and Saturninus. Haenchen is 
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correct in his judgment that Simon Magus was never a Christian, 

and that the Acts narrative is in this respect unhistorical; see 

ZTK 49 (1952), 316-349. 

12. E.g. the Simonians, p. 59; the Naassenes, p. 66 f£.; Hypo- 

stasis of the Archons, p. 71; and especially the Valentinians, 

Pi OO fis 

13. Tertullian, adv. Mare. 3.5. Tertullian refers to the appro- 

priation of Paul by the Marcionites. On the Marcionite use of 

Paul, see the classic work of Adolf von Harnack, Mareton, Das 

Evangeltum vom fremden Gott2 (Leipzig, 1924; r.p. Darmstadt, 

1960). 

14. W. Bousset, Kyrtos Christos> (Géttingen, 1965), p. 192. 

15. E. Aleith, Paulusverstandnis in der alten Kirche (Berlin, 

LOST) 5. Dx, 40's 

16. When I began research for this dissertation I planned to 

investigate the use of Paul by the Gnostics of the second century. 

It then became evident to me that the problem of the relationship 

between Paul and his Corinthian opponents would have to be inves- 

tigated, and the present work is the result. Meanwhile others 

are working on the problem of the use of Paul by Gnostics, e.g. 

E. H. Pagels, "The Valentinian Claim to Esoteric Exegesis of 

Romans as Basis for Anthropological Theory," VigChr 26 (1972) 

241-258, an article which serves as a preview to her forthcoming 

monograph on Paul and Valentinian Gnosticism. 

17. The recent book by M. F. Wiles, The Divine Apostle, The 

Interpretation of St. Paul's Eptstles in the Farly Church 

(Cambridge, 1967), only takes up from Irenaeus and thus omits a 

discussion of that obscure but crucial period preceding Irenaeus. 

See my review in VigChr 24 (1970), 144-147. 
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